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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the geocoding of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images

and the use of stereo SAR images. The work was carried out as part of the preparation for

the launch of the ERS-1 sateffite, due in July 1991, which will carry a SAR sensor.

There are two basic approaches to geocoding: image-to-object and object-to-image.

Both of these methods have been analysed and assessed on experimental data, namely

SIR-B imagery of Mount Shasta. Each type of geocoding requires the solution of non-

linear equations. It has been shown that if the parameters which control the geocoding

process are given to a good degree of accuracy, each method can give good results. The

effect of inaccuracies in the estimation of these parameters has also been analysed. It was

found that there was a predominantly linear response to parameter error in both types of

geocoding.

Experimental investigations into the effects of the resampling, inherent in operational

geocoding, showed that the statistical properties of the resulting image may be severely cor-

rupted with pixel values of less than zero being obtained. This discovery has subsequently

been given theoretical support.

Height can be determined from stereo pairs of images and digital elevation models can

thus be produced, aiding both geocoding and topographic mapping. Existing approaches

to SAR/SAR stereo all appear to be based on photograinmetric methods. An alternative,

analytic approach, believed to be novel, is described and applied to the same Mount Shasta

imagery. Using this method, with accurately-known controlling parameters, correspondence

with ground data is excellent. However, an analysis of the sensitivity of the approach to

inaccuracies in the controlling parameters shows that the method is extremely sensitive to

error.

The possibility of combining SAR and optical/infrared imagery for stereometric pur-
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poses is also discussed from a theoretical viewpoint.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The concept of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SARj) appears to have originated in the work

of Carl Wiley of the Goodyear Aircraft Corporation in the early 1950s. Wiley observed

that the along-track co-ordinate of a reflecting object (being linearly transversed by the

radar beam) has a one-to-one correspondence with the instantaneous Doppler shift of the

signal reflected to the radar by the object. He concluded that a frequency analysis of the

reflected signals should result in finer along-track resolution than the along-track width of

the physical beam would indicate.

SAR has subsequently developed into a mature technology and provides a particularly

useful imaging tool. The SAR sensor provides information about a surface by measuring

the reflected energy in the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum, thereby

extending the capability of measuring surface properties. In addition, as it uses its own

energy to illuminate the scene and operates at a relatively large wavelength, it can operate

at all times, i.e. day or night, and through cloud cover. Thus, it has the unique capability

required for continuously monitoring dynamic surface phenomena.

One major difficulty, recognised quite early in the development of SAR, was in the

implementation of a physical data processor that could accept wide-band signals from a

storage device and carry out the necessary Doppler-frequency analysis at each resolvable

slant range. Hence, a large number of arithmetic operations are required in order to generate

an image. The first airborne SAR systems used optical processors, though the majority of

SAR processors are now digital in nature. However, the development of digital processors

for spaceborne SAR systems remains a very active research field.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

SAR imaging of the Earth's surface was proven to be practical by the Seasa.t global

ocean-monitoring satellite launched by NASA in June 1978. Although this sateffite re-

mained operational only until October 1978, a considerable quantity of SAR imagery was

recorded. The Seasat mission demonstrated the usefulness of SAR data from satellites and

aircraft for monitoring the Earth's surface, both over land and sea.

Since 1978, the shuttle imaging radars, SIR-A and SIR-B, have provided more data,

though SIR-A imagery was optically recorded. The next few years should see a rapid

expansion of interest in the field of microwave remote sensing, as SAR images from the

European ERS-1, the Canadian RADARSAT, the Japanese JEF(S-1, and the US SIR-C

become routinely available.

In terrestrial remote sensing, the use of SAR has several advantages over instruments

operating at optical wavelengths. These include:

. Penetrates clouds, giving night/day and all-weather capabilities.

. The resolution is independent of the distance to the object.

Provides its own illumination and thus has control over the illumination angle.

. Allows imaging at very shallow angles, giving dramatically different perspective than

common vertical photographs.

• Employs wavelengths different from visible and infra-red, and thus provides different

information (e.g., surface roughness, dielectric properties, and moisture).

Has potential to penetrate vegetation, snow, etc..

• Can utilise polarisation effects.

• Can operate simultaneously at several wavelengths, giving a multi-spectral capability.

Can image ocean waves.

Can produce overlapping images suitable for stereoscopic viewing.

Supports shape-from-shading analysis, interferometric operation for 3-D mapping,

and analysis of incidence angle signatures of objects.

However, it must be borne in mind that, compared to optical sensors SAR has nominally

lower resolution and increased noise (speckle).
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1.1 Geocoding

Geocoded Imagery is a term which describes any remotely sensed imagery that has been

transformed onto a cartographic projection (e.g., Universal Transverse Mercator, UTM)

and is independent of both the sensor and the motion of the satellite platform from which

the original raw imagery was collected. It does not imply that terrain effects have been

taken into account. In general, the process involves the following operations:

• correction of geometric effects;

registration to geographic co-ordinate systems;

. resampling to map scale and format without degradation of radiometric quality.

Furthermore, 'Geocoded Imagery' usually indicates that the image is referenced to a car-

tographic co-ordinate system, while the term Precision Geocoded Imagery denotes that-the

image has been further corrected for geometric distortions both due to variations in terrain

relief and due to the image formation process. However, the reader should be aware that

this terminology is not universally adopted, and confusion occasionally arises. The work

in this thesis is primarily concerned with precision geocoding.

Geocoded imagery should not, however, be confused with georeferenced imagery. Ceo-

referencing is the process of geometrically correcting an image, using ground information,

to any map projection, while retaining mission-dependent characteristics such as image

framing, orientation and (sometimes) pixel size. Most current ground station processing

systems produce mission-dependent, georeferenced image products.

The main advantages of geocoded imagery are:

• data from several different satellites/sensors covering the same area may be combined;

imagery may be combined with geographically-referenced non-image data;

adjacent frames of image data may be joined and analysed as one frame.

Hence, geocoding of remotely-sensed imagery allows information that previously had to be

analysed separately to be combined and interpreted together, resulting in a more efficient

and effective use of the imagery.
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The development of digital databases and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) will

facilitate the extraction of new thematic information from digital image data, by enabling

the comparison of physical parameters measured by one sensor with those measured by an-

other. The geometric relationship between these spatial data must therefore be established.

Hence, all datasets must be presented in a common cartographic reference system.

Geocodhig of optical/infrared imagery is well known and is implemented in many sys-

tems. However, SAR images introduce geometric anomalies which have no counterpart in

optical/infrared imagery. Since a number of remote sensing satellites to be launched in

the 1990s wifi carry a SAR, digital image processing and algorithms which facilitate the

restitution of the inherent geometric distortions of SAR imagery are urgently required.

[Buchroithner, 1987] reported that, for geological lineament analysis, both geocoded and

unrectified imagery should be used. Compilmentary evaluation of both is recommended in

order to acquire the fullest information on linear features from radar imagery. It is also re-

ported that, in high relief, even geologists experienced in the evaluation of optical/infrared

imagery have serious difficulties in carrying out field checks using non-geocoded SAR im-

agery. Therefore, for effective and time efficient field work, geocoded imagery needs to be

available.

However, SAR imagery is affected by a number of radiometric and geometric distortions

which, in many applications, complicate or even prevent effective utillsation of the imagery.

Hence, great care must be taken in evaluating both geocoded and unrectified SAR imagery

alike.

1.2 Stereoscopy

One of the major bases on which the human visual system judges distance is stereoscopy, in

which differences between the images recorded by the two eyes allow the brain to estimate

relative depths. Stereoscopy is an important topic in many areas of science and engineering.

In the computer vision field, it is one of the most effective methods of estimating 3-D shape.

In remote sensing, probably the major application is in the production of digital elevation

models and topographic maps. However, SAR records its images in a totally different way

to the eye; hence, conventional stereoscopy techniques are not applicable to SAR. images.

Several methods suitable for SAR stereoscopy have been devised; another such technique,
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believed to be novel, which is more appropriate for ERS-1 imagery (due to the availability

of precise ephemeris data) is presented in this thesis.

1.3 Available Image Data

Despite interest in SAR geocoding and stereoscopy at a number of research establishments

throughout the world, suitable data are difficult to obtain. This makes it difficult to assess

techniques on a variety of datasets. The work described in this thesis was carried out in

preparation for ERS-1 image data. At the start of this work, in April 1988, ERS-1 was

due to be launched in late 1989 or early 1990, and hence it was expected that some ERS-1

data would be available to the author. However, at the time of writing, ERS-1 has still

to be launched (it is currently expected to be in orbit in July 1991). This has meant that

alternative sources of imagery have had to be used.

The work described in this thesis was carried out using SIR-B imagery of Mount Shasta,

California, USA, four images of which were available. SIR-B imagery of Egypt and Macla-

gascar were also available, but these were of comparatively flat terrain and hence were not

suitable for this type of work, i.e. geocoding and height assessment of a flat terrain would

not demonstrate the algorithms sufficiently.

A stereo pair of VARAN-S data of the Aix en Provence area of France was also avail-

able. However, it had been shown previously [Quegan et al., 1991] that these data were

radiometrically corrupt, causing the images to be bland and with little visible detail. Also

no header data accompanied the images, rendering them useless for this work.

A SPOT image of Aix en Provence was available and the German DLR offered to send

a Seasat SAR image of this area, thus giving a SPOT/Seasat combination. The request

for the Seasat SAR. data was sent in late 1989. To date, three images have been received,

but none of them have been of the requested area. (DLR had stated that, if a user defined

a centre latitude and longitude of an area known to be covered by Seasat, then the image

could be easily found and sent on to the user. It appears that the header data for the

required orbit have been corrupted and so the image has still not been located. So much

for ease of data access!)

A stereo parr of Seasat images of Death Valley, California, USA, along with a SPOT

scene of the same area, became available at the end of this PhD (March 1991). Unfor-
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tunately, the header data of one of the SAR images had been lost at source. The Seasat

image which had the header had the least overlap with the SPOT scene; the overlap area

was of a high ridge, river valley, and lake. The Seasat SAR image had been acquired in

August 1978, and the SPOT scene in June 1987; hence, due to the time and season differ-

ences, no ground control points could be reliably obtained from the river or lake. There

were a couple of roads on this overlap region, but these had no characteristic points such

as road crossings or sharp bends. Matching points on the ridge was also difficult due to

SAR foreshortening effects, differing resolutions, and look-angle. No ground control points

could be established with any degree of confidence on both of the images and the maps.

Most recently, NASA have released SAR imagery of Venus from the Magellan mission

on CD-ROM media. Although of the wrong planet, these data should be usable for both

geocoding and stereoscopy. However, the long lead time in obtaining the imagery and the

lack of ground data to verify the results means that the use of such data is not feasible for

this work.

The Mount Shasta SIR-B imagery used in this study was courtesy of Dr. J-P. Muller.

These data had been supplied to him by British Petroleum, originally coming from the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, USA. No documents were supplied describing the images or the

header data. The author endeaoured to obtain such information but was told that it was

iiot available. There are various forms of image header depending on from where it was

supplied. Hence the author had no header data description.

1.4 Work of this Thesis

One of the objectives at the outset of this study was to define, demonstrate, and perform

error analyses of object-to-image and image-to-object geocoding. The other objective was

to demonstrate how SAR imagery could be used in stereoscopy and investigate how the

resulting procedure responds to errors in the input data. The study was carried out as part

of the preparations for the reception of ERS-1 SAR imagery.

The author held a CASE award studentship, the industrial sponsor being the GEC-

Marconi Research Centre situated in Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex.

For this type of study, analysis of SAR imagery can only be effective if it is built upon

a sound understanding of how a SAR image is formed. The author therefore spent a good
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deal of time studying SAR. image formation. Chapter 2 details the main topics of interest.

Efforts to obtain suitable SAR image data were constantly being made and several

sources of image data, unfortunately mostly unsuitable, were investigated.

The different methods of geocoding that were currently being used, or were proposed

for the future, were investigated and a decision was made as to the method most suited

to this work. A description of geocoding methods is given in Chapter 3. The method

chosen for this work was the SAR processor based method, which employs the SAR range

and Doppler equations as well as a description of the Earth surface. There are two ways

of performing geocoding, namely image-to-object and object-to-image. Algorithms for

both these methods were established and are given in detail in Chapter 3. A discrepancy

was found between the image-to-object geocoding algorithm defined by the author and

that of the German DLR - see Section 3.4.1. The author's definition is correct, as was

subsequently confirmed by DLR following numerous communications. The method of SAR

processor geocoding requires the solution of two or three non-linear equations (depending

on the type of geocoding, i.e. image-to-object or object-to-image). An appropriate, iterative

method of solving these equations was found and methods of obtaining a suitable start-

point for the iteration were established.

Whole image geocoding necessitates resampling. The author turned her attention to this

topic briefly in collaboration with the GEC-Marconi Research Centre. It was established

that resampling a single-look image can alter the image statistics - which could have

serious consequences on further use of that image. This work is detailed in Section 3.8 and

also in a published paper reproduced as Appendix A.

Methods of obtaining position and height information from stereo SAR imagery were

investigated. Previous studies have been hampered by the lack of suitable stereo SAR

imagery. All the results published so far appear to have been obtained using methods

based on photogrammetric approaches. Since ERS-1 will give accurate ephemeris data, the

author established an analytic approach which uses the SAR range and Doppler equations

and hence relies on the sensor position being known accurately. This approach is detailed

in Chapter 4 along with an example of a photogrammetric approach.

Methods of obtaining position and height information using a combination of SAR and

optical (or infrared) imagery were also investigated. Again, previous reported work appears

to have used methods based on photogrammetric approaches. The authoi also established a
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geometric approach which is based on intersecting a line, representing the optical look-angle,

and a sphere representing the SAR emitted pulse. This geometric approach is detailed in

Chapter 4 along with an example of a photogrammetric approach. Unfortunately, due to

lack of suitable image data (see Section 1.3), it was not possible to demonstrate SAR/optical

stereo.

The only suitable image data available for use were the SIR-B data described in Sec-

tion 1.3. The author spent a considerable amount of time trying to check the validity of

the image and header data. Many of the header data were shown to be incorrect. The

author had to establish which of the images were usable and evaluate the required input

parameters for the geocoding and stereo work. This necessitated modeffing the sensor orbit

so that the sensor position could be found at any time. This proved to be a surprisingly

complicated task, as it requires knowledge of three different reference systems, which are

in turn related to different time systems, as well as knowledge of the method of orbital

paramter assessment. The SIR-B header data supplied one position and velocity vector

for an unspecified time. In Chapter .5, details are given as to how the orbital data were

established using only these two vector positions, while Chapter 6 describes how the SIR-B

data were validated. It was established that two of the SIR-B images of the Mount Shasta

could be used for point, not whole image, analysis.

A computer program GEOCODE was written in FORTRAN on a VAX Workstation. This

program will perform both image-to-object and object-to-image geocoding. The results of

geocoding the SIR-B imagery and the investigations as to how geocoding responds to errors

introduced into the main input parameters, namely near-range and Doppler, are reported

in Chapter 7. The effects of using different start-points for the iterative method of solving

the non-linear equations was also addressed here. This type of analysis into the sensitivity

to error of both image-to-object and object-to-image geocoding does not appear to have

been reported in the literature.

A program STEREO was also written in FORTRAN on a VAXworkstation. This program

performs the analytic method, devised by the author, of obtaining position and height from

stereo SAR. The results of applying this program to the SIR-B imagery are reported in

Chapter 8. Again, the effects of introducing errors into the main input parameters were

investigated and are reported iii this chapter. Iteration start-points were also addressed

here.
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The objectives at the start of this study have been met, though t due to the lack of

suitable image data, these have not been demonstrated as fully as had been hoped at the

outset.

1.5 Scope of this Thesis

This thesis is divided into nine chapters. In order to be able to analyse a SAR image it

is essential that the SAR. processing method is understood. In Chapter 2, the principles

of SAlt operation, properties, and processing are given. Chapter 3 outlines methods of

geocoding and then gives a detailed description of the geocoding technique chosen for use

in this study. Error considerations are discussed here, along with the important subject

of resampllng and radiometric degradation. A section of this Chapter describes the ERS-1

mission and includes the results of an error budget study performed for it.

In Chapter 4, stereoscopy involving SAlt imagery is considered. Both SAR/S.AR and

SAlt/optical combinations are outlined in terms of both photogrammetric and analytic

methods. Orbit, time, and reference systems are described in Chapter 5; these considera-

tions are essential in this study (but rarely discussed in the literature) so that the sensor

position can be predicted accurately at any time. In this study, SIR-B data were used (see

Section 1.3). No precise ephemeris data were available and hence had to be calculated from

the procedures detailed in Chapter 5.

The available SIR-B data were unfortunately deficient in header data and so detailed

preliminary work had to be carried out on the images to see if they were suitable for further

study. Chapter 6 describes the methods used to establish this and details how the data

needed for the further work were assessed. In Chapter 7, the results of geocoding, both

image-to-object and object-to-image, are given. A detailed error analysis was performed

and is reported in this chapter. Chapter 8 details the results of a SAlt/SAlt stereo technique

developed for this study. An error analysis of this technique is also reported in this chapter.

The conclusions to this work are given in Chapter 9.



Chapter 2

Principles of SAR Imaging and

Processing

2;1 Introduction

The SAR image formation process is very complicated, totally unlike that encountered in

any conventional optical instrument. In order to gain an appreciation of the meaning of a

SAR image, an understanding of this image formation process is essential. The purpose of

this Chapter is to give a brief description of the operation of a SAR and the method by

which the emitted signal is converted into an image.

This Chapter is not intended to be a definitive text on SAR. Hence, in most of the

Chapter, certain simplifying assumptions have been made. In particular, it is assumed

that the Earth being illuminated by the SAR is flat. This 'flat Earth' approximation is

also assumed in many of the standard texts on the subject, e.g. [Hovanessian, 1980], [Elachi,

1988]. However, it should be noted that, unless specifically stated, a flat Earth has not

been assumed in any of the subsequent work described in this thesis.

The Chapter is divided into six sections. The second outlines the fundamental princi-

pies on which the instrument is based. The next section discusses the properties of SAR

data, including the effects of orbit and atmosphere. Sources of noise in SAR imagery are

then considered. Section 2.5 addresses the important topic of SAR processing - an under-

standing of this is essential for successful analysis of SAR imagery. Finally, types of SAR

processor are briefly outilned.

28
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Figure 2.1: Geometry of SAR Imaging. (a) Geometry corresponding to a side looking
-	 imaging radar. (b) Geometry in the range plane (perpendicular to the sateffite track). (c)

Geometry in the azimuth plane. Following [Elachi, 1988]

2.2 Basic Principles

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the general concepts of frequency and the

Doppler effect [Whelan and Hodgson, 1971] and of sampling theory [Bracewell, 1978]. In

the synthetic aperture technique, the Doppler information in the returned echo is combined

with the time-delay information to generate a high-resolution image of the surface being

illuminated by the radar.

The common imaging geometry is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The radar usually looks to

one side of the moving platform and perpendicular to its line of motion. It transmits a

short pulse of coherent electromagnetic radiation towards the ground. Points equidistant

from the radar are thus located on a series of concentric spheres. The intersection of these

spheres with the ground, modelled as a flat surface, gives a series of concentric cirdes

centred at the nadir point (see Figure 2.2). The strength of the echoes from each point on

the surface is determined by its radar reflectivity (commonly termed &zckscaUer). Objects

lying on a cirde on the ground will produce reflections with a well-defined time delay but

different Doppler characteristics. Identical Doppler shifts, but different time delays, are

produced by points distributed on co-axial cones, with the flight line as the axis and the

Image removed due to third party copyright
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Figure 2.2: Coordinate system for SAR image formation. A set of circles and hyperbolae
define the equi-range and equi-Doppler lines respectively. Following [Elachi, 1988].

radar as the apex. The intersection of these cones with the ground generates a family

of hyperbolae, as indicated in Figure 2.2. Objects on a specific hyperbola provide equi-

Doppler returns. Hence, each point on the surface can be uniquely identified by a specific

time delay and specific Doppler.

The basis of SAR image formation is that the forward motion of the platform is used to

construct a much longer effective antenna; the movement of the actual antenna allows it to

act as a series of elements of a long array. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3. At each position

along the track of the platform, the radar transmits a pulse and records the returned echo.

To form the long, linear array, the pulse returns from each of the individual elements

(i.e., from each position in the echo store) must be combined coherently, which means

that they are added together after their phases have been synchronised. An appropriate

phase correction must therefore be applied to each recorded echo across the whole synthetic

aperture. This requires that the phase of each transmitted pulse must be controlled exactly

and the echo return referenced to it, usually by means of a local oscillator which must

provide phase stability over the entire length of the synthetic aperture. This requirement

Image removed due to third party copyright
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Point Target

Coherent Addition

Figure 2.3: Construction of a SAR image of a point target by phase correction.

for coherence is the basic difference between a SAR system and a real-aperture side-looking

radar.

The brightness of a specific image pixel is proportional to the echo energy contained

in the time-delay and the Doppler return corresponding to the point on the surface being

imaged. The resolution of the SAR imager thus depends on the accuracy of measurement

of the differential time-delay and differential Doppler (phase) between two neighbouring

points on the surface.

The situation is somewhat more complicated in reality. The radar transmits a pulsed

signal in order to obtain the time-delay information. To obtain the Doppler Information un-

ambiguously, the echoes from many successive pulses are required, using a pulse-repetition

frequency (PRF) which meets the Shannon sampllng criterion. Thus, as the moving plat-

form passes over a certain region, the received echoes contain complete Doppler and range-

change histories for each illuminated point. These histories are then processed to identify

uniquely each point on the surface and to generate the image. This is the reason that a

large number of operations are required to generate each pixel in the image, a situation

that does not arise with optical sensors. SAR processing, as stated in Chapter 1, can be
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done either optically or digitally. In this thesis, only digital processing is considered.

One unique feature of SAR is that its resolution is independent of the platform altitude.

This results from the fact that the image is formed by using the Doppler history and

the differential time delays, none of which is a function of the range from the radar to

the surface. This unique capability allows the acquisition of high-resolution images from

satellites at high altitudes, providing the received echo is above the noise level.

2.2.1 SAR Basic Block Diagram

A simple block diagram of the essential features of a SAR system is shown in Figure 2.4. The

transmitter provides high power amplification of the pulse produced in the pulse modulator.

The generated pulse travels aiong a transmission line, through a two-way switch called a

duplexer and is radiated out through the antenna. For systems that employ a single

antenna for both transmission and reception, the duplexer has to protect the receiver from

transmitter leakage. The receiver detects and amplifies the reflected signal. This signal

is then mixed with the reference frequency provided by the stable local oscillator down to

some intermediate frequency (IF). The stable local oscillator is employed to ensure that

each transmitted pulse originating in the pulse modulator has exactly the same phase. The

signal is then further amplified at the intermediate frequency stage. It is then further mixed

down to zero carrier frequency with the output of an IF oscillator, which is phase-locked

to the controlling stable local oscillator.

At the same time, the signal is converted to in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) format

(i.e., in-phase and 900 out of phase). For example, if the received signal is

S=Acos(wt+c)

this is the in-phase part of the signal. The quadrature part of the signal is obtained by

applying a phase shift of ir/2, i.e.

Sj = Acos(wt+q);Sq = Asin(wt+çi').

This gives the signal in its complex form, since
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Figure 2.4: Simple SAB. block diagram.
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S,+ iSQ = Aexpi(c.'t+4).

There then follows the most complicated part of the SAR, the signal processing, which

produces an image for each range and azimuth position. The (coherent) signal processing

in the SAR system is usually followed by square-law (power) detection and display of the

resulting intensity image. SAR processing will be discussed later in this Chapter.

2.2.2 Resolution of Conventional Radar

A conventional side-looking radar achieves slant-range resolution through the use of pulsing

and time delay sorting. If the radar transmits a very short pulse, reflected by a target at

slant range R, then the round-trip propagation time between the radar and the target is

given by:

(2.1)

where c is the propagation speed of the radar wave.

The reflections from targets at different ranges will, naturally, arrive at the receiver

with different time delays. If the transmitter pulse is very short, say of duration r, then

the returns from the targets at sufficiently different ranges will be non-overlapping in time.

Specifically, the required separation is given by

(2.2)RS^.

Taking this as a measure of the slant-range resolution, R, then

R4

and the corresponding ground-range resolution is

Cr

2 sin 0'

(2.3)

(2.4)
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where 0 is the look angle.

In a simple pulsed radar, the generation of a pulse of duration r requires a transmitter

bandwidth of the order of

1
B-.

r

Preservation of the range resolution cr12 requires that the receiver also has a bandwidth of

B,, 1/r. The key to achieving line range resolution is the use of wide-band radar trans-

mitters and receivers, requiring tI'e use of pulse compression as described in Section 2.5.1.

The bandwidth sets the fundamental constraint on range resolution:

C	
(2.6)

For example, a radar with a bandwidth of 1 GHz provides a theoretical range resolution of

15 cm.

The along-track or azimuthal cross-section di the antenna pattern has a hall-power

angular width of /3 radians. The corresponding along-track beam width at range fl is

L/3R.	 (2.7)

If the distance L is accepted as a measure of the along-track resolution Ra of this radar, then

the only way to achieve fine resolution at long range is to make 8 very narrow. However,

an antenna aperture with along-track dimension D, operating at its diffraction limit at

wavelength ), yields a half-power angular beam width of [Elachi, 1988]

"4	
(2.8)

which implies that

(2.9)

To keep R small as R increases, D must be increased and/or decreased. Either

of these options becomes unattractive beyond certain limits. Large-D antennae are in-

(2.5)

compatible with airborne or spaceborne operation; operation at very short wavelengths



A
= 2L'

(2.11)
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leads to weather limitations due to atmospheric absorption; and finally, construction of a

diffraction-limited large antenna can be costly as well as difficult. For example, a radar with

D i0A realises, at a slant range of R = 10 Km, an along-track resolution of Ra lOm.

Hence, the potential to achieve fine range resolution appears to be restricted to relatively

poor resolution at long operation ranges. The synthetic aperture technique can improve

azimuthal resolution to the point where Ra is comparable to Rr.

The concept of the synthetic aperture technique can be explained in two ways, each of

which leads to the same resu1t a synthetic array approach or a Doppler synthesis approach.

Let us consider each in turn.

Synthetic Array Approach

Let us assume a radar sensor has an antenna length D and is moving at a velocity v. The

antenna main beam footprint on the stirface is equal to

L9ah=
	

(2.10)

As the sensor moves, successive echoes are recorded at points X1 , X2 ,... along the flight

line (see Figure 2.5). In addition, the target is assumed to be static (or its behaviour

known) as each point is recorded.

The echoes are recorded coherently as a function of time and then combined in a

processor to synthesize a linear array. The maximum array length that can be achieved is

L (see Figure 2.5). The synthesized array will have a beam width of

which is half that for a physical antenna of the same length. This is because the antenna

pattern of a conventional radar antenna is determined from the phase shifts due to the one-

way path difference between the antenna and the ground. In SAFt, however, the synthetic

antenna is determined by the phase shift caused by the two-way round trip between antenna

and the ground. Hence, the synthetic aperture elements are effectively twice as far apart

as in the physical aperture case, so the effective antenna length is twice L.

Substituting for L gives
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Figure 2.5: Geometry of a synthetic aperture array. Point P is visible from locations X1
to XN. The length of the synthetic aperture is equal to the real antenna footprint L.
Following [Elachi, 1988]

D
Oz=:i;

and the resulting array footprint on the ground is

(2.12)

(2.13)

This corresponds to the finest resolution that can be achieved using the synthetic array.

This equation gives the important result that the ultimate azimuth resolution of a SAR is

independent of the distance between the sensor and the area being imaged. In addition,

finer resolution can be achieved with a smaller antenna.

Doppler Synthesis Approach

As the radar sensor passes over a target P, the Doppler shift of the echo from P will first

be positive (when P enters the beam), then decrease to zero, then become increasingly

negative until P exits from the beam (see Figure 2.6). The frequencies of the echo from P

cover the region Jo ± fD where

Image removed due to third party copyright
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Figure 2.6: Doppler history of a point target. Following [Elachi, 1988]

2v. °a	 v00	 V
fD=Ts11	 (2.14)

and fo is the transmitted signal frequency.

If a neighbouring target F' is positioned at a distance Xa along the azimuth dimension

from P, the Doppler history from P' will be identical to that from P but with a time

displacement of t = Xa/V. The shortest time displacement that can be measured after

processing a signal of spectral bandwidth BD = 2fD is

1	 1	 D

	

tm m	 (2.15)
BD 21D 2v

The finest possible resolution is then given by

D
Xa = R0 = Vtm =	 (2.16)

which is the same as that derived using the synthetic array approach.

Image removed due to third party copyright
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2.2.3 Stop-Start Approximation

It should be noted that in all (to the author's knowledge) SAft processing, it is assumed

that the radar platform is considered as being stationary while a pulse is being transmitted

and received, then moving along and stopping again for the next pulse transmission and

reception. This is know as the stop-start apprvxirnation; it can be shown [Barber, 198] to

be valid to a high degree of precision for orbital SARS.

2.2.4 PRF Limits

Ambiguity will result if the PRF is so high that the return signals from two successive

transmitted pulses arrive simultaneously at the receiver. This is called range ambiguity.

Conversely, if the PRF is so low that the return is not sampled at the Nyquist rate, there

will be a Doppler or azimuth ambiguity.

The upper limit of the PRF is fixed by the range beaniwidth, O, of the SAR antenna

(see Figure 2.1). In order to avoid having the far edge echo from the current pulse arrive

at the receiver at the same time as the near edge echo from the following pulse, we require

that

i.e.,

- c cos9

2.h gino
= cW cos2 6

PRF 
< cWcos29
- 2AhsinO'

(2.20)

where T is the time between successive pulses, is the radar wavelength, W is the antenna

width, U is the look angle, h is the platform height, c is the speed of light, X is the slant

range swath and O is the beaniwidth. The above equations assume that ,. is small and



2v
fD7j (2.22)

WD> 4v\hsinO
- ccos29 (2.25)
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the pulse length is much smaller than T. Curvature of the Earth's surface is neglected.

A lower limit on the PRF is imposed by the requirement that the PRF must equal or

exceed the maximum Doppler shift of the return signals. Targets at the centre of the broad-

side beam wifi return signals with zero Doppler shift. Targets ahead of broadside centre are

characterised by a positive Doppler and those behind by negative Doppler frequencies, if

the return of the target is shifted in frequency by an amount equal to the PRF, the receiver

will be unable to distinguish the pulsed return signal from that of a target on broadside

centre. Thus the PRF has to be sufficiently high to exceed the maximum Doppler shift of

targets located at beam edge. The Doppler shift ID due to a radial velocity v is given by

2Vrfo	 2vsinçl'f0	 2vh
fD=	

=	

-.---,--	 (2.21)

where is the radar frequency and Vr = v sin & v.'. The angle to the first null of the

transmitted beam is = A/D, where D is the antenna length. Thus

and
2v

PR Fi0 = ID =	 (2.23)

Combining equations 2.23 and 2.20, we obtain

clV cos2 g
2)Jz sjn ^ PRF' ^	 (2.24)

which may be written in the form

This condition yields a minimum antenna area (WD) required to avoid ambiguities. The

last equation should really only be used in preliminary calculations; in actual design, the

curvature of the Earth should also be taken into account.
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2.2.5 Focussed and Unfocussed SAR

For a SAR to achieve its full capability, each received echo should be phase-shifted to take

into account the fact that the distance between the seisor and target varies across the

synthetic aperture. The phase shift needed to be added to the echo received at the i—a

position along the synthetic aperture order to focus on a. point is

'/iJ
	

(2.26)

where h is the distance of zero Doppler shift, i.e. the closest range, and r is the range.

A synthetic aperture can be constructed over such a short length that no phase correc-

tion is necessary - this is called an unfocussed synthetic aperture. The signal processing

in this case is greatly simplified, since adjustment of the returned pulses is not necessary.

Conventionally, no phase correction is performed if the phase changes by less than ir/2. It

can be shown [Elachi, 19881 that the best azimuthal reso'ution available in an unfocussed

SAR. system is given by

In this case, the resolution does depend on the range to the target. The unfocussed aper-

ture is only used in practice for applications where very high resolution in azimuth is not

necessary or for short wavelength/range systems.

2.3 Properties of SAR data

In this section, some properties of SAR. which have to be accounted for in the sensor or

processor are outlined.

2.3.1 Antenna Sidelobes and Integrated Range Ambiguity Noise

The radar signal is transmitted into free space. The antenna characteristics define the

gain, shape and width of the beam in which most of the energy is radiated, as well as the

amount of energy radiated in the sidelobes. Upon reception, the antenna characteristics

also define the amount of energy collected and the directions from which incident radiation

is collected. Hence, the antenna acts as a directional jilter which allows reception of the
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Figure 2.7: Antenna radiation at transmission and the corresponding surface illumination.
Following [Elachi, 1988]

energy incident only from specific directions.

Antenna sidelobes (see Figure 2.7) result in the transmission of some energy into, and

the reception of energy from, undesirable directions - i.e., from areas other than the swath

being imaged. Thus, they can be thought of as a source of 'noise', since the echo of the

N i1i pulse from the main lobe could experience interference from the 'front' sidelobe of

the (N + 1) -a pulse and the 'back' sidelobe of the (N - 1) -a' pulse. Antenna sidelobe

noise is commonly called range ambiguity noise.

Furthermore, the returned Doppler spectrum is usually not limited to the bandwidth

BD since signals with a larger Doppler shift may be received through the antenna sidelobes.

Thus, at the zero offset case, the spectral region —BD/2 to BD/2 contains some signals from

the spectral regions around f+PRF, f+2PRF, and so on. The ratio of the total energy from

these bands relative to the total energy in the central band is called the azimuth ambiguity.

A strongly reflective target in the direction of a large sidelobe is indistinguishable from the

return through the main lobe and hence will introduce a false target in the direction of the

main lobe. This effect is evidenced in SAR imagery where strong targets (e.g., a corner

Image removed due to third party copyright
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rellector or radio tower) will show up as a number of bright points at regularly-spaced

intervals. The brightest point is the 'tiiie' point target location, other points decreasing in

intensity on either side. These points are also known as ghosts.

To minimise this range ambiguity soise, the antenna response can be weighted to reduce

the level of the sidelobes. Alternatively, a PRF could be used such that the strongest

return coming through the sidelobes is not coincident in time with the main lobe echo, and

therefore can be eliminated by time gating (see, for example, [Elachi, 19881). In general,

the strongest range ambiguity noise comes through those sidelobes closest to the nadir, as

the nadir reflectivity is normally very- high.

2.3.2 Range Migration

During integration along the synthetic aperture length, the target range changes by more

than the range resolution. During this period, the range between the sensor and the target

LS

r(t) = /ro2 + v2t2 ,	 (2.28)

where r0 is the nearest range, v is the sensor velocity and t is the time. (The effect of Earth

curvature has again been neglected.) Usually, vt < r0 ; then,

and the return echo has a phase shift q(t) equal to

2r(t) 4wr0 
+ 

2rv2t2
(t) = 2r	

= -.•T-	 )ITO 
•	 (2.30)

Jlf Tm is the maximum range at the edge of the synthetic aperture, then:

2	
V2TD2

Tm = / 02 + 
V2TD 

r +	 (2.31)

where TD is the time that the target is illuminated, i.e. the dwell time.

The range curvature, r, is given iby:
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Now

V2TD2
= r,, - =	 (2.32)

8r0

r0A	 r0A
VTD = =

so that

To,'
rc=

32Ra2

Relative to the slant range resolution R,

Ar0

- 32R02Rr

(2.33)

(2.34)

For example, in the Seasat SAR system, R1. =	 = 7 m, \ = 0.25 m and r0 = 850 Km.

The range curvature, r/R, is 4.8; this means that a point moves through 4.8 resolution

elements during the formation of the synthetic aperture.

Range walk is the difference in range to a point target from the position at which it

enters the beam to that at which it leaves the beam. Range walk is due to orbit eccentricity,

attitude errors, squint, Earth rotation and linear velocity of the target. The Earth rota-.

tion term depends on latitude, since the Earth's velocity is obviously different at different

latitudes. Moreover, the angle between the swath velocity vector and the Earth's surface

velocity varies, being equal to the orbit inclination angle at the equator (if the squint is

zero) and zero at the poles. Range walk is hence a function of latitude and is not constant

in the along-track direction, although it may be considered as constant in a sufficiently

small interval. Range walk can be one or two orders of magnitude larger than the range

resolution. For Seasat, range walk is normally quoted as 33 range samples. Range curva-.

ture and range walk together are known as range migration (see Figure 2.8), an effect that

must be taken into account during processing.

To summarise, in the case of an orbital SAR, the two components of range migration

originate from different causes: range walk is a result of the Earth rotation, non-circular

satellite orbit and sensor squint angle, while range curvature is primarily a result of the

changing imaging geometry.
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Range Walk

to

Range

Figure 2.8: Range walk and curvatuire.

2.3.3 Attitude Errors

A SAR platform may yaw, pitch and/or roll away from is nominal attitude, thereby

introducing an error into the antenna beam pointing.

A small roll (rotation about the axis of travel) pointing error does not affect the location

of the imaged swath. However, the antenna gain pattern weigilits the echo shape; thus, roll

will cause the weighting pattern to be mis-matched and hence introduce an error. If the

roll can be detected, a correction may be applied; this is best performed in the processor.

A yaw error (rotation about the vertical axis) is more significant. It will displace the

antenna footprint away from the zero Doppler. The Doppler spectrum of the returned echo

will be displaced by a frequency .5f,. This can be corrected for in the sensor, by mixing a

signal of frequency öf, with the received echo, or in the procor. As .5f, is a function of

look angle, the correction is different for different parts of tbe swath, making it easier to

implement in the processor. After the image has been generated, the image pixel should

be re-located to correct for the spatial displacement. This is dione in the post-processor.

The effect of a pitch error (rotation about an axis perpendicular to the direction of

travel) is similar to that due to a yaw error and results in a Doppler shift of öf, being

added to the return signal. This can be corrected in the precessor by adding a constant

frequency shift. When both pitch and yaw errors are present then, if each of the errors

are known, the correction is straightforward. If they are not known, a clutterlock system
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Figure 2.9: Curves of constant Doppler for an orbital SAR in an eccentric orbit for a
rotating Earth.

(Section 2.3.7) must be used.

2.3.4 Earth Rotation Effects

As stated in Section 2.3.2, targets on the Earth's surface move with linear velocities that

depend on their latitudes. These velocities are maximum at the equator and zero at the

poles. The resulting Doppler effects lead to an asymmetry in response (see Figure 2.9).

Three methods can be used to compensate for this.

1. Rotate the antenna beam in yaw about the satellite nadir to include the zero Doppler

frequency direction. Since the rotation angle varies with latitude, the satellite attitude

must be continuously adjusted. This is the method adopted in ERS-l.

2. Continuously adjust the receiver local oscillator frequency with respect to the trans-

mitted frequency to cancel the effect.

3. Subtract the Doppler due the Earth rotation from the received signal during process-

ing. This approach was used in Seasat SAR.

Earth rotation causes range walk effects (see Section 2.3i). Phase errors can aiso be

caused by the motion of targets on the Earth's surface. Target motion can be resolved into

components in the along-track and across-track directions: the along-track component will

cause azimuth defocussing, while the across-track component will introduce image shift.
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2.3.5 Orbit Eccentricity

Orbit eccentricity causes a rate of change of altitude with time and displaces points imaged

in the along-track direction. As with Earth rotation, compensation for altitude variation

can be accomplished by rotating the antenna boresight axis in yaw, either by trimming

the receiver local oscillator or during processing. It should be noted that, since the orbit

perigee will migrate, the orbital position of maximum altitude change rate will necessarily

migrate. These orbital effects, ellipticity and attitude errors, are deterministic and can be

estimated directly or by analysing the data using clutterlocic feedback (Section 2.3.7).

2.3.8 Atmospheric Effects

The ionosphere is composed of layers of free electrons and has a non-unity refractive index.

The ionosphere affects phase velocity and hence phase coherence. While random scintilla-

tions in amplitude and phase caused by ionosphere irregularities can affect SAR imaging,

it is likely that phase scintillations will be more detrimental than amplitude scintillations.

The magnitude of phase scintillations can be calculated from time-delay formulations and

is expected to have appreciable effect only for systems operating at frequencies lower than

1 GHz.

The presence of rain causes attenuation (and hence loss of signal) and scattering of the

transmitted pulse, which can contribute to noise and possibly to range ambiguity.

2.3.7 Clutterlocking/Doppler Tracking

Since spacecraft velocities are high (compared to aircraft), narrow beainwidths are em-

ployed in order to reduce the Doppler bandwidth and hence the PRF. Earth rotation and

spacecraft attitude variations cause Doppler shifts that are significant relative to the band-

width and hence this usually necessitates the use of some type of Doppler tracking system.

Doppler tracking involves the use of detectors to determine any drift. An error signal is

generated and used for re-centering.

2.4 Noise Considerations

There are two sources of noise which will be considered here. The first is speckle; the second

is thermal noise which will be considered in the radar equation.
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2.4.1 Speckle

Distributed targets can be modelled as a number of randomly-positioned point scatterers

within a resolution cell. Reflections from these scatterers constructively and destructively

interfere with one another so that the returned echo is a signal that appears like noise.

In the final image, a uniform extended target will be subject to random fluctuations in

the pixel intensity. This phenomenon is known as speckle and causes SAR images of

extended targets to have a somewhat grainy appearance. Hence, it is easy to see how

azimuth compression gives no improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio, as discussed in

Section 2.4.2. The main consequence of speckle is that a single measure of radar cross-

section taken from one resolution cell can be subject to such great statistical fluctuations

as to become meaningless. The only solution is to smooth out the variations by averaging

over many resolution cells. The number of resoLution cells averaged is called the number

of looks, N. If Na cells in azimuth and N,. cells in range are averaged, the total number of

looks is given by

N = Na N,.. 	 (2.35)

Of course, as N increases, the image resolution is proportionally degraded.

One way of describing the radiometric resolution of an image is by the factor EE1a.chi,

1988]:

Q = 101og	 .	 (2.36)

Higher values of N lead to small values of Q (i.e., better radiometric resolution). However,

for N ^ 25, a large increase in N gives a comparatively small improvement in Q . Of course,

the increase in N should be traded off with the loss of resolution due to averaging. For

Seasat imagery, four looks were normally used; for ERS-1, three looks have been proposed.

2.4.2 The Radar Equation

One of the factors that determines the quality of SAR imagery is the signal-to-noise ratio

of a pixel in the image. In this section, only thermal noise will be discussed.

Consider, for a moment, a side-looking, real-aperture radar (SLAR) system. The trans-
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mitter power P is radiated into free space by the SLAR antenna. The least efficient form

of antenna is an isotropic one, which radiates power equally in all directions. The power

density, P, incident on an imaginary sphere of radius R is, in this case,

P - 4rR2'

	 (2.37)

where 4rR2 is the surface area of a sphere.

Most antennae achieve better performance than the isotropic type and the ability to

direct radiated power in the direction of a target is measured in terms of the antenna gain,

G. This may be defined as the ratio of the power directed onto the target using the actual

antenna to that which would have resulted from an isotropic antenna. The power density,

Pd, incident on a target from a directional antenna with gain G is then

Radiated power incident on a target is scattered by it, to some extent, in afl directions.

A measure of the proportion of the incident power scattered or reflected in the direction

of the radar is the radar cross-section, usually denoted as a; the power density, Fe, of the

echo received at the radar from a. target of radar cross-section a would be

The radar cross-section, a, has units of area and is characteristic of the target on the

ground. It can be thought of as a measure of the target's size as 'seen' by the radar.

If the radar antenna receives power over an effective area of Ae, then the total signal,

S, received by the radar from a target of cross-section a at range R is

Antenna theory gives the relationship between the transmitter gain of the antenna and the

effective area of the receiver of the antenna as

4irA
A2	

(2.41)
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hence,

Signals received by radars are inevitably contaminated by noise. Noise can arise from

random modulations of the radar pulse while propagating through the atmosphere, or due to

fluctuations in the receiving circuits. \Vhatever the cause, noise constitutes a fundamental

obstacle to radar designers in measuring the radar cross-section, and much effort has been

expended in attempting to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, which is, for a simple SLAR:

where N0 is the average noise power, obtained by considering the noise as an unwanted

signal on its own.

However, in SAR processing, n receivel echoes are coherently added, and this leads to

a significant change in the form of the expression for the signal-to-noise ratio. Construction

of a synthetic aperture of ii elements gives an improvement in the gain of the response to

a point target by a factor of n2 . To find the appropriate form of the radar equation for the

SAR case, we must determine the effect of SAR processing on the noise.

The noise contaminating each return echo can be modelled as a random sequence, N,

of statistically independent sample values with random amplitude and phase. The noise

power is defined as

E[I.V,12] = N0,	 (2.44)

where & is the expected value. After coherent addition of n of these noise terms during the

construction of the synthetic aperture, the noise power is:

e
 [
(N1I 2J = e [>IN12} +2S [N:1vi] ,ij	 (2.45)

1=1	 i=1	 i=1 j=1

=nN0 +2e [N:N3] , i 5tj.	 (2.46)
*=1 j=1

Since individual samples of the noise are independent of one another, the second term of
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the equation averages to zero. Hence, the noise power after azimuth compression over n

elements is just

C [i	 Ns i2} = oN0,	 (2.47)

which is a gain in noise power of n. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio after SAR processing,

for a point source of cross-section a at range R, is

S - PG2A2an
7T - (4r)3R4N0

(2.48)

This improvement in signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of n upon coherent integration is a

standard result in radar theory.

The number of elements, n, which comprise the synthetic aperture is

n=T8 xPRF
	

(2.49)

where 2' is the time interval over which the aperture is formed and PRF is the pulse

repetition frequency. To obtain a resolution of Ra, an aperture length of

AR
L 2Ra

should be used. T, is related to L by

L AR
T, 

= = 2vR'

so the final form of the SAR radar equation for a point target is

(2.50)

(2.51)

S - PG2A3aPRF

N - (47r)3RNO2vR	
(2.52)

It should be noted that, for a point target in a SAR. image, the signal-to-noise ratio improves

with finer resolution. The form of the SAR radar equation for an extended target can be

obtained by substituting a = where o is the mean backscatter cross-section per

unit area, in the above equation to give
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S - PG2A30RI.PRF	
253

N - (4ir)3RNO2v

This equation is independent of the along-track resolution R0, which means that SAN..

processing to any resolution can be carried out without altering the signal-to-noise ratio

for the distributed targets within the final image. In fact, it can be shown [Freeman, 1986]

that the signal-to-noise ratio for a distributed target is unchanged by azimuth compression.

Finally, the signal-to-noise ratio must be adjusted to take into account pulse compres-

sion, as described in Section 2.5.1. Here, the signal-to-noise ratio is improved by a factor

where r, is the compressed pulse length and B is the pulse bandwidth. Hence, the

signal-to-noise equation for SAR can be written as

S - PgG2A37PRFrpBp

N	 (4ir)3RNo2vRa .
	 (2.54)

2.5 SAR Processing

SAR data processing is performed by correlating the pulse returns with reference functions

in the range and azimuth directions. The reference function in the range direction is related

to the original pulse structure, while that in the azimuth direction is related to the phase

(Doppler) history of the target as it moves through the synthetic aperture.

In the range direction, the reference function is a representation of the transmitted

signal chirp, as discussed in Section 2.5.1. The signal processing involved in linear frequency

modulation (LFM) compression is known as matched filtering, discussed in Section 2.5.2,

and maximises the signal-to-noise ratio of the output signals.

In the azimuth direction, the reference function depends on the phase history. From

Equation (2.30) we see that

4rr0	 2irv2t2
(t) =
	 + Ar0 '
	 (2.55)

which can be written as

27rv2t2
(t) = 4o +

	

	 (2.56)
Ar0

Hence the phase is quadratic, as shown in Figure 2.10. It should be noted that phase is
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Figure 2.10: Phase and frequency excursions of a single point on the ground as a function
of time.

ambiguous over multiples of 2ir, so that phases of 4), 4) + 2; 4) + 4r etc.. in the radar signal

are indistinguishable.

The rate of change of phase with respect to time is the angular frequency w:

-	 dçuS	 4v2t
- 2irf -	

- - Jr0 '
	 (2.57)

hence

The maximum frequency excursion will occur for t = TD/2; hence the two-sided frequency
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excursion will be twice this value, as shown in Figure 2.10.

Hence, the process of matchi g the phases of the echoes can be thought of as a frequency-

domain matched filtering process. In this respect, it is very similar to the matched filtering

of a chirped pulse in radar pulse compression. Hence, it is often referred to as azimuth

compression and the characteristic response of a point target in azimuth is often referred

to as an azimuth chirp.

The propagation velocity of the range pulse is the speed of light, while the azimuth

chirp propagates at the forward speed of the platform, v. The range resolution is c/2Bp,

while in azimuth it is v/BD. Hence, even though BD Bp, the resolution in both range

and azimuth directions can be similar. This difference in frequency modulation due to

the range chirp and the azimuth chirp means that they can be decoupled in the received

signals.

In order to set up the data in the SAR processor for azimuth compression it is necessary

to take samples from each pulse, i.e. to read only the azimuth 'columns'. Unless due care is

taken, this process can become inefficient and very time-consuming. Numerous techniques

exist for reorganising the data; the most common method used, as it is both simple and

efficient, is to transpose the data so that they are stored in column (azimuth) form rather

than row (range) form, a process known as corner-turning. This transpose operation can

itself be carried out in a number of ways, depending on the computer system employed.

2.5.1 Pulse Compression

Iii Section 2.2.2, it was stated that fine resolution in range could be obtained by transmitting

a short sequence of pulses of duration r - see Equation (2.3). To achieve a slant range of

better than 10 m, a pulse of shorter than 67 ns would have to be transmitted. However, in

practice, particularly at long range, it is not possible to build a transmitter that provides

the high peak power necessary for an adequate signal-to-noise ratio performance over such

a short pulse.

The solution to this problem is to use pulse compression, in which a long pulse is

transmitted such that the average transmitted power

= P1 rPRF	 (2.59)
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Figure 2.11: Transmitted waveform of an LFM pulse. Following [Hovanessian, 1980]

is kept at a high level, while the peak power, Pg, is lowered. The same amount of energy

then impinges on the target, preserving the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, this offers

the high resolution associated with a short pulse because processing of the received signals

allows compression from low resolution to high resolution.

Many kinds of pulse waveforms have been used in pulse compression; the simplest to

understand - and probably the most widely used - is the linear frequency modulated

(LFM) pulse, usually known as the chirp. It consists of a long pulse, of amplitude A and

duration r,, over which the frequency is changed linearly as a function of time. This is

ifiustrated in Figure 2.11, in which a rectangular pulse is shown, along with the LFM sweep

over the bandwidth B,, from frequencies Ii to /2 over a time r,. The rate of change of

frequency with time is often called the FM slope or the chirp rate and may be positive or

negative.

When an LFM pulse has been transmitted and the return echo received by the radar,

the signals must undergo pulse compression to obtain high resolution. The processing

involved is known as dechirping and can be considered as the removal of the frequency

modulation from the returned echo (see Figure 2.12). This is achieved by applying a time

delay that varies linearly with frequency, so that the lowest received frequency Ii is delayed

the longest while the highest received frequency 12 is not delayed at all. Hence, initially-

received low frequencies are made to wait while subsequently-received higher frequencies

Image removed due to third party copyright
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Figure 2.12: Received waveform of the FM pulse and subsequent pulse compression. Fol-
lowing [Hovanessian, 19801

are delayed by piogressivcIy shorter amounts.

Another feature of pulse compression is that the peak power of the pulse is increased by

a factor	 which is known as the lime-bandwidth product of the chirp. In the radar

equation for pulse compression, a corresponding improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio

of rB occurs.

2.5.2 Matched Filtering

The simplest way to consider matched filtering in LFM pulse compression is as a correlation

between the received signal and the reference waveform. The received signal is a combi-

nation of the echoes from a large number of point targets in the scene. When this signal

is correlated with the reference response corresponding to one pixel in the imaged scene,

the output will be maximum when the echo from the targets in that pixel is exactly the

reference. All other echoes from the other pixels will not match exactly with the reference,

resulting in reduced outputs.

Consider just one pulse of duration r; the transmitted pulse will have the form

rp <
	 <	 (2.60')S0(t) exp[2wi(f0 t + t)J for -r - - 

V

The received echo of amplitude A from a point reflector on the ground will have the form



S(tD) = 1 S0(t)S(t)dt
J.. !E.

2

(2.62)
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S,(t) = Aexp [2ri(fo(tn - tD) +	 - tD)2]
	

(2.61)

where f is the centre (carrier) frequency of the transmitted chirp, t, is the time measured

from the centre of the pulse, tD is the round-trip time from the radar to the point and back

again, and is the ratio of the bandwidth to the pulse duration (B/r).

Normally, the carrier frequency (f0) is mixed out. In the correlation that follows 1 time-

symmetric forms of the transmitted and received pulses are used for convenience; hence,

the start of transmission occurs at t, = —r/2 so that t, = 0 coincides with the centre of

the transmitted pulse. Correlating the two equations over the values of t, for tD - r/2 to

tD + r/2 gives:

The reference function usually extends over a. time longer than r, so as not to affect the

integration limits lElachi, 1988].

SQD) = A 
j2 

exp(iriot] exp[—iria(t - tD)2]dt

= A exp[—irio4,) 1 2 exp(27ria1tD]dt

1
= Aexp[_ 1	 - exp[—riatDr])

= Aexp[—riat,)8m 
(Tat DT)

T.tD

(2.63)

(2.64)

(2.65)

(2.66)

The output is usually norinalised by a factor r, to produce a function with a peak value of

unity. Therefore,

S(tD) = ArPexp[-7iat,]sfi1c(atDr)
	

(2.67)

which is a sinc function of width i/Be, peaking at tJ) =0.
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If there are two targets, A and B, at the same range but displaced by a distance X, i.e.

a time displacement of Lt = X/v, ti e matched filter (correlator) output will be

S(tD) =	 +

Brexp[-1ric ( tD - t)2]sinc(a(tD - t)r)	 (2.68)

which gives two peaks displaced by a time displacement t.

For the case in which a scene with a large number of targets is imaged, each pixel has a

corresponding reference function, which makes the correlation process very complex corn-

putationally. A significant reduction in the number of computations is achieved by using

the fact that, when transformed to the frequency domain, correlation becomes multiplica-

tion. Thus, the operation may be achieed by taking the Fourier transform of the received

signal, multiplying it by the frequency-domain reference function and then performing an

inverse transform. If a reference fimctionJas N elements, the correlation in the time do-

main requires of the order of N2 multiplications. In the case of the fast Fourier transform

(FFT) approach, only of the order of 21V log .V + N operations are required. Considering

that N is usually several thousands, the frequency-domain approach reduces the number

of operations required by typically more than two orders of magnitude.

2.5.3 Doppler Blocking

Azimuth compression in the SAR processor relies on the fact that the phase/Doppler history

can be modelled precisely. This is, howeer, not always possible in practice. In spaceborne

SARs, the antenna would ideally point at a right angle to the direction of the SAR's velocity

relative to the ground, making the beam centre coincident with the zero-Doppler plane.

However, this orientation is very difficult to maintain and it is likely that the Doppler

characteristics of the beam will vary as the satellite moves in azimuth, although variations

from pulse to pulse will normally be slight. For ERS-1, this Doppler frequency variation

could be as much as 120 Hz in range and up to 100 Hz in azimuth across an ERS-1 image

[Sowter and Smith, 1989].

As stated previously, the Doppler history can be modelled as a linear function of time
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and can be written in the form

ID f0+f1t,	 (2.69)

where ID is the Doppler frequency, fo is the Doppler centre frequency and Ii is the Doppler

rate.

For practical reasons, it is not possible to determine the Doppler centre frequency, fo, for

every point in the image; so normally fo is sampled at given time intervals and applied to

small areas of the image. For ERS-1, Jo will be estimated to an accuracy of 50 Hz. These

fo values can be interpolated by various means and applied at each position. However, the

interpolated f values are only approximations and any error can result in a mis-location

of the target.

For ERS-1, Doppler blocking will be applied in azimuth compression. Here, the data

are divided up to small blocks and each block is processed separately with a fixed fo. In

thIs case, mismatch of fo values between blocks can result in some targets being imaged

twice, or some targets not being imaged at all, depending on the type of mismatch. For

ERS-1, the block mismatch is expected to be insignificant provided that the yaw steer

mechanism functions correctly. However, it is thought that it will be a problem in the

X-SAR programme.'

2.6 SAR Processors

As stated previously, only digital SAR processors are considered in this report. The design

of a SAR processor (both algorithmically and architecturally) comprises essentially two

stages. The first stage involves the accurate modelling of the SAR response to both point..

and continuous-field targets. This model must allow for the definition of all of the functions

needed to reconstruct the image scene from the received signal. Hence, it must include all

orbital parameters and required corrections (e.g., planetary motion1 attitude drifts, orbital

ellipticity, etc.). Where parameters cannot be measured, the required information must be

extracted from the data itself, for example by clutterlocking (Section 2.3.7).

The second stage involves the definition of a computationally-efficient mathematical

1 This ii the result of verbal communication with DLR., Germany.
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procedure to implement the algorithms. An efficient procedure can lead to major savings

in both processing time and processor cost.

Although many types of SAIL processors have been developed, the main ones are as

follows:

. Correlation

- Time Domain

- Frequency Domain

Phase Array Formation

• Deramp

. Azimuth Surface Acoustic Wave (SA\V)

Figure 2.13 shows the essence of the SAIL processing procedure. Here, signals returned

from the ground for each transmitted pulse are convolved with a range reference function

that is a duplicate of the transmitted pulse. This results in range-compressed signals. A

corner-turn is then applied so that the signals are 'lined up' for the next convolution. In

this step, the range-compressed signals are correlated with the azimuth reference function,

namely the modelled Doppler response. The accuracy of the azimuth reference function

relies on the precision with which the parameters used to define this function can be found,

i.e. how well the clutterlocking etc. works. If the Doppler response is not predictable, e.g. if

there is a traiii in motion on the ground, then the modelled Doppler response of the train

will be incorrect and the train will be misplaced on the output image. The result of a.zimuth

convolution is an azimuth-compressed signal that can then be sampled to form part of the

output slant range image.

In almost all processors, the range compression is carried out first since it is fairly

straightforward. The main complexity and most of the computation is in the azimuth

processing. SAR correlation (both range and azimuth) can be carried out in the frequency

domain using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) as a means of reducing the number of

arithmetic operations (as stated previously). On reception of an echo signal, an FFT is

applied (see Figure 2.14); the result is multiplied by the range reference function and an

inverse FFT performed. The output range-compressed signal is then input to a corner-

turning memory as one row. Successive echoes follow the same route until all the memory
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Input

Output

Figure 2.14: Simplified block diagram of a SAR processor using the frequency domain
approach.

rows are full (the number of memory rows is equal to the length of the synthetic array).

The data are then real, one column at a time, and azimuth-correlated using a similar FFT

procedure. The output data are then input to a multi-look memory.

It should be noted that any efficient linear transform, not only Fourier, that exhibits

the convolution property could also be used - e.g., Hadamard.

2.7 Summary

In this Chapter, the fundamentals of SAR operation and the processing involved to produce

a SAR image have both been outlined. Some knowledge of these procedures is essential

if the interpretation of SAR images is to be effective. Since SAR image data come in

various forms - for example complex or detected, single-look or multi-look, focussed or

unfocussed, etc. - one must be able to understand what these terms mean and interpret

the image accordingly. Other effects, such as Doppler blocking and ghosting, should also
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be considered in image analysis.

SAR image assessment is further complicated by the effect of the terrain relief of an

area being imaged. This is known as geomeiric diBtortion and will be discussed in the next

Chapter



Chapter 3

SAR Geocoding Techniques

3.1 Introduction

This chapter summarises the major techniques for geocoding SAR imagery and gives a

detailed description of the type of geocoding chosen for use in this thesis. The follow-

ing section considers some of the problems that can occur in SAR image interpretation;

these have a bearing on the accuracy of the geocoding process. Section 3.3 describes the

different types of geocoding algorithms that are used and points out the advantages and

disadvantages of each type of algorithm. A short general discussion of geocoding is given

in Section 3.3.4. In Section 3.4, a detailed description of the SAR processor based method

of geocoding is given. It is this type of geocoding that was chosen as most appropriate for

the work of this thesis. There are two basic approaches to this type of geocoding, image-

to-object and object-to-image; both are described in this Section. Error considerations of

geocoding are addressed in Section 3.5. The ERS-1 satellite is considered in Section 3.6,

where the geocoded products of the forthcoming ERS-1 mission are outlined. The results

of an error budget study performed for the ERS-1 geocoding project are summarised in

Section 3.7, giving a theoretical error for geocoding. Radiometric considerations of geocod-

ing are addressed in Section 3.8. In Section 3.9, the computational aspects of geocoding

are addressed.

64
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Figure 3.1: Geometric Distortions Due to Terrain Elevation Effects

3.2 SAR Image Considerations

Due to the radar imaging principle (i.e., signal travel-time measurements), terrain relief

can introduce significant geometric distortions in the across-track direction, which aiso

results in corrupted radiometric information in the affected part of the SAR. image. These

distortions are illustrated in Figure 3.1 and can be characterised as follows:

foreshortening in areas where the slope of the terrain is towards the sensor, the distances

of adjacent targets are shortened in ground range. This results in a compression of

the image signal information in such areas.

layover is the extreme case of foreshortening, where the difference in signal travel-time of

adjacent targets is zero or negative. The signal content of these areas is 'folded over'.

shadow when the slope of the terrain is bent away from the sensor and the slope is steeper

than the incidence angle of the radar beam, then the respective area does not get

direct ifiumination, and is hence shadowed. No object information is available in the

shadow areas.

Foreshortening, layover, and shadow depend heavily on the look angle of the sensor, which

is the angle between the line-of-sight and the vertical. As the look angle decreases, the

occurrence of layover increases and shadowing decreases. On the other hand, large look

angles result in a higher amount of shadow.
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Radar primarily senses roughness or geometric characteristics of the surface. However,

it also senses the dielectric properties of the material of reflectors. Man-made objects such

as bridges, roads, buildings, dams, etc. often cause bright saturated returns (which may

also blur parts of the image), or do not appear at all1 depending on their orientation rela-

tive to the look direction. Some objects, such as smooth water surfaces, reflect the radar

pulses away from the sensor like a mirror and therefore normally appear black in the image.

Furthermore, the ability of a radar wave to penetrate vegetation, and multiple backscatter-

ing of the wave as it passes through the vegetation canopy, results in characteristic, rather

bright, responses to forest areas.

The ability to identify objects by examining these radar backscatter properties is sig-

nificantly reduced by the presence of radar speckle (see Chapter 2). This effect in SAR

images results from the fact that coherent pulses are reflected from the ground, leading to

constructive and destructive interference of echoes within a single resolution cell. A com-

mon technique for reducing speckle is to average a number of independent looks. A large

number of looks ensures smoother image grey tones and, consequently, easier interpretation

- but at the cost of reduced resolution. Experience with Seasat SAR images has shown

that three or more looks should be averaged. In the ERS-1 SAR processor, it is intended

that three looks will be again averaged. However, speckle cannot be totally eradicated and

is expected to remain a significant problem in ERS-1 image analysis.

3.3 Geocoding Algorithms

In general, geocoding algorithms can be divided into three main categories:

1. polynomial methods;

2. parametric methods;

3. SAR processor-based methods.

Let us consider each method in turn.

3.3.1 Polynomial Methods

This approach to geocoding is based on the warping of the SAR image relative to a reference

datum, usually a 2-D topographic map, using a polynomial interpolant. It relies on the
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identification of a large number of ground control points (GCPs) in the image to allow

computation of the polynomial coefficients of the mapping function.

The accuracy of this method is therefore dependent on the accuracy of the location of

the GCPs. However, due to the effects discussed in Section 3.2, difficulties exist in locating

the GCPs in SAR imagery. This is so even with airborne SAR, as shown with SAR 580

[Dowman, 19841. Also, a variety of ground features can have similar radar backscatter and

be indistinguishable when observed at particular wavelengths and/or look-angles [Blom,

1988]. The availability of GCPs can also be a limiting factor in poorly-mapped areas. Fur-

thermore, the method cannot cope with local distortions, such as those related to varying

relief in SAR imagery. Reviews of this method and results can be found in [Leberl, 1990],

[Dowman, 1984] and [Diefaliah, 1988]

Hence, this method, being fundamentally limited, is usually intended as a back-up for

parametric methods, mainly in flat areas. Its main advantage is that it is unrelated to the

specific SAR imaging geometry and hence does not rely on the accuracy of the ephemeris

data.

3.3.2 Parametric Methods

The parametric approach attempts to model the geometry that existed during data acquisi-

tion and has been developed from conventional photograxnmetric techniques. The approach

can be broadly sub-divided into two alternative methods:

geocoding using an adjustment of preliminary satellite ephemeris and sensor imaging

parameters;

. geocoding based on image simulation.

Neither of these methods take account of the effects of the SAR processor. Let us consider

each of them in turn.

Parametric Method using an Adjustment of Preliminary Satellite Ephemeris

and Sensor Imaging Parameters

The definition of an analytic sensor model is required to be able to account for topographic

effects in the SAR image. Such a model gives a mathematical relationship between a point
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of Radar Image Geocoding Methods

on the ground (denoted as object space) and the corresponding position of the synthetic

antenna - and, consequently, the corresponding point in the SAR image (denoted as image

space). Such geocoding algorithms can be grouped into two categories: those that use an

accurate analytic sensor model and those that use approximations as initial values for the

parameters, then reconstruct an analytic sensor model by means of GCPs. Figure 3.2

shows flow diagrams of these methods: node A describes the former method and node B

the latter. However, in past aircraft and satellite missions, not all the relevant parameters

of the sensor model have been received with the required accuracy. Although orbit accuracy

for ERS-1 is intended to be less than a metre, the precise orbit may not be available to the

radar image post-processor in the required timescale.

To be able to overcome the lack of precise information, the method of node B can

be employed: although this is, in principle, the same as the algorithm of node A, an

initial resection-in-space refines the parameters of the sensor model. Resection-in-space is

a standard photogrammetric technique for images with perspective geometry, permitting

the calculation of the parameters of the exterior orientation. This resection-in-space can
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be performed using a technique developed for radar imagery known as bundle adjustment.

This method relies on the availability of at least limited GCI's, which are used to refine

the approximately-given orientation parameters using least squares techniques.

The parameters of the analytic sensor model are determined by measuring the image

co-ordinates of the GCPs and constructing sets of range and Doppler equations, one for

each GCP. The parameters of the sensor model typically include range offset, imaging time,

squint, sensor position, and sensor velocity. These non-linear equations are built into 'ob-

servation equations' which are then solved for unknowns by an iterative technique. After

each. iteration, the consistency of the range and Doppler equations is checked using the

updated parameters of the sensor model, the process being terminated when the remaining

discrepancies fall below a pre-defined limit. The image is transformed into a map refer..

ence system using these calculated range and Doppler equations. Terrain effects can be

accounted for if a digital elevation model (DEM) is available.

Although the method of node B does not rely on having precise ephemeris data, there

still remain a number of disadvantages. Firstly, if the image distortion is due to processor

inaccuracies, this method will give erroneous results; moreover there could be convergence

problems with very inaccurate preliminary data. Secondly, operator interaction is required.

Finally, difficulties can exist in measuring the GCPs. This method is described in more

detail in [Raggam, 19871 and [Meler and Nuesch, 1985].

Geocoding Based on Image Simulation

The generation of a simulated (synthetic) radar image using a defined radargrammetnc

mapping model is called image simulation. For this method, a DEM is required. The

procedure can be divided into the following main steps [Domik et aL, 1984]:

1. generation of a DEM, either from a map or other external sources, or by stereo

mapping;

2. verification and improvement, or computation, of sensor position and attitude pa-

rameters based on identifiable GCPs (e.g., (Curlander et al. 1989]);

3. creation of a simulated radar image to resemble the given input image;

4. correlation of the real and simulated radar images, either by pointing to homologue

features or by automated correlation, thereby creating a grid of tie-points in the
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real image to relate to the simulated one and consequently to the object co-ordinate

system;

5. using a warping function, correction of the real image to fit over the simulated image;

6. generation of a geometrically rectified real image by assigning the real image grey

value associated with the simulated pixel to each DEM grid cell;

7. subtraction of the real image grey values from the simulated image, resulting in a

radiometrically corrected output image.

These imply that an extensive software and radar processing system is available.

The projection from the ground points represented by a DEM (a regular grid of heights)

into irregularly-spaced image points is called an object-space algorithm. An image-space

algorithm denotes the projection of regularly-sampled image co-ordinates to the ground,

where the points become irregularly spaced (see Section 3.8). Simulation of the image

geometry can be done using the precise but time-consuming image-space algorithm, or by

the fast but inaccurate object-space algorithm [Strobl, 1987] - or by a combination of

both algorithms. In the combined method, the ephemeris and attitude parameters of the

sensor are estimated using the object-space algorithm. The image-space algorithm is then

used to calculate intersection points between the projection circle and the ground.

A model of the registration between the original and simulated radar images must be

established. This is normally achieved by the identification of match points, or by auto-

correlation, and a polynomial description of the image distortion. In order to obtain an

accurate model, every point of the simulated image must contain all the obtainable Earth

surface information, namely DEM accuracy, DEM resolution, interpolation techniques for

intermediate heights, and backscatter models.

Rectification to the map geometry can be done either by using the radargrammetric

model again or, more efficiently, by using auxiliary data from the simulation task, combined

with the description of the image distortion derived previously. To produce an accurate

geocoded product, the equivalent image co-ordinates of each object pixel must be known

exactly.

The advantages of this method are that a precise orbit is not required and an additional

correction of the radargrainmetric model can be performed. Again, however, tie-points have
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to be identified and the method is very sensitive to both DEM and tie-point accuracies.

The simulation can also be vcry time-consuming. This method is descnibed in greater detail

in [Strobi, 1987], [Domik et ci., 1984] and [Naraghi et at., 1983].

Both the parametric methods discussed here are not limited by teriain relief, providing a

DEM is available. Operator interactIon is required unless automatic GCP determination is

possible. Automation of this process has been attempted by several uuthors [Kiremidjian,

1981], (Guindon, 1985], with varying degrees of success. Using direct resaxnpling, these

methods can be faster than the polynomial approach.

3.3.3 SAR Processor-Based Methods

SAR processor-related methods make use of the geometric model used in image formation.

The SAR range and Doppler equations, as used in the SAR processor, are employed to

locate image pixels in the object space or vice versa, as shown by the method of node A

in Figure 3.2. This approach was originally developed to map onto a reference surface,

neglecting terrain distortions [Curlander, 1984] and has subsequenllly been extended to

incorporate terrain relief using DEMs [Naraghi et aL, 1983]. Given precise orbit ephemeris

and auxiliary data derived from the SAR. processor, this approach aloes not require the

use of GCPs. They may, however, be incorporated to refine the parameters in the image

geometry model if the orbit and auxiliary data are inaccurate or unawailable [Kwok et at.,

1987]. The main difference between this approach and those based on photogrammetric

techniques is in the use of the Doppler frequency, as utilised in the SAR. processor.

At a particular position in the orbit of a SAR sensor, a point taiget on the surface of

the Earth may be uniquely identified in image space by two parameters: the slant range

from sensor to target and the Doppler frequency of the target as measured at the sensor.

For geocoding, the basic output of the SAR processor is the slant range image in this

image space. Subsequently, the location of a pixel on an Earth model may be obtained

by processing these two parameters, along with the Earth model and the satellite orbit,

position, and velocity.

The location of an image pixel on the Earth's surface at a particular time may be

determined by the solution of three equations:

1. the SAlt Doppler equation, defining the conical surface of the beam-centre Doppler

frequency;
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2. the SAR range equation, defining the distance of the sensor from the target;

3. a model describing the Earth's shape in the locality of the target.

These equations must be derived in a common co-ordinate system, such as the geocentric

inertial reference frame, which is often used to express the satellite ephemeris. This method

is dependent on the accuracy to which the range and Doppler parameters can be established.

The range equation should account for all timing and instrumental corrections in gen-

erating the round-trip delay time. The Doppler frequency may be generated from orbit,

attitude, and timing data, although the resulting estimate will contain inaccuracies due

to errors in these data. However, a more accurate approach is to estimate the Doppler

frequency directly from the signal returns, a technique known as Doppler tracldng or clut-

terlock estimation (see Section 2.3.7), improving image quality. Errors in the linear phase

term of the reference function, which is directly related to the beam-centre Doppler fre-

quency, result in a loss of signal power and increased ambiguity levels [Howard, 1987].

In terms of the quality of the resulting geocoded image, this causes a loss of radiometric

accuracy and a reduction in image contrast.

The choice of Earth model depends on the required geocoding accuracy and can range

from an oblate spheriod, such as WGS84, through a geoid model to a DEM. The co-

ordinates of a pixel can be derived using standard transformation routines.

The model may be visualised as the intersection of three surfaces (see Figure 2.2). At

a particular time, the range equation describes the surface of a sphere, while the Doppler

equation describes the surface of a cone (this reduces to a plane if the beam centre is looking

broadside). The intersection of these two surfaces yields a circle, which is intersected with

the Earth model to give the pixel position. This method is described in [Howard, 1987],

[Curlander, 1982], [Curlander et a!., 1987] and [I<wok et a!., 1987], and also in [Massonnet,

1987] and [Noack et a!., 19871.

Since this method can produce accurate results wit1 minimum ground control, providing

the required input data are supplied to a sufficient accnracy, and since for ERS-1 these input

data are expected to be routinely supplied to the required accuracy, it was decided that for

this research work only SAR-processor-based geocoding would be considered. This type of

geocoding is explored in detail in Section 3.4.
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3.3.4 Discussion

The choice of geocoding algorithm depends on the accuracy and availability of the input

data. An operational SAR. image geocoding system should therefore include elements of

both SAR. processor-related and parametric methods. Parameter refinement will have to

utilise GCP data, despite the associated problems of GCP identification in SAR. imagery.

Resection-in-space may be required to reconstruct or refine parameter subsets. For refine-

ment of orbit data, a simulation of small areas of the image, known as image chips, and

subsequent matching of the slant range input could be useful.

Precision geocoding requires the availabifity of a DEM, ideally sampled to the same

order of magnitude as the ground resolution of the SAIL At the present time however,

there is only limited DEM coverage of the land surface. Therefore, unless a DEM can

be obtained for the area under study by some other means, e.g. using stereo pairs of

images, for most countries, precision geocoded imagery will not be available. It must also

be appreciated that small errors in DEM height can, in areas of steep slope (especially

foreshortened slopes near the layover limit), cause large mis-location of geocoded pixels.

SAR imagery is affected by a number of radiometric and geometric distortions which, in

many applications, complicate or even prevent effective utilisation of the imagery. Terrain

relief causes major radiometric and geometric distortion in radar imagery (see Section 3.2).

Although most geometric distortions can be rectified in a precision geocoded image (de-

pending on the accuracy of the DEM employed in the geocoding process), smeared out grey

level values in foreshortened and layover regions will remain, hampering object recognition.

The superposition of effects like speckle, specular returns, mirror-like reflections, and the

dependency of radar response on surface roughness and dielectric constant are together fur-

ther sources of confusion in the interpretation of radar imagery. However, these effects can

have their advantage if they axe well understood by the interpreter. It should also be noted

that geocoding will degrade radiometric image quality, due to the additional resampling of

the image (see Section 3.8).

Therefore, the evaluation of geocoded SAR. imagery must be carried out with great care,

especially for non-precision geocoding (i.e., no DEM being used), as terrain relief effects

will still be present.
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3.4 Geocoding Using SAR Processor-Based Methods

There are two types of SAR processor based geocoding:

object-to-image geocoding here a ground position is given and, from this, an image

'location' can be calculated, i.e. X, Y, Z - i, j

image-to-object geocoding here an image position is given and, from this, a ground

'location' can be calculated, i.e. i, j - X, Y, Z

Each method requires the solution of two or more non-linear equations, depending on the

geocoding type. This is usually carried out using an iterative procedure employing partial

derivatives, e.g. the Newton-Raphson method. The equations and derivatives are presented

in Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.3 for each type of geocoding. Both methods require these

data to be in the same reference system; this is usually taken to be the system of the given

satellite data, which is nominally an inertial system (see Chapter 5). Therefore, all data

not given in this system must be converted. Also, all the equations given in this section

relate to a slant range image.

The relationship between the sensor platform, ground location, and frame of reference

used in the geocoding procedures described in the following sections is shown in Figure 3.3

where S is the sensor position and P is the point on the ground under consideration.

For both types of geocoding, the relationship between the Doppler, fdc, the image

azimuth pixel i (which is related to time), and the image slant-range pixel j must be

known. Hence, for a particular (i, j) image position, the Doppler must be assessed by some

means, e.g. mathematical equation, look-up table, etc.. The image slant-range pixel j is

related to the slant-range R as follows:

R=Ro-i-rn(j—l)

where R0 is the slant-range to the centre of the first pixel in each range line and m is the

slant-range pixel spacing.

Both the sensor position and velocity are time-dependent vector functions. Since the

azimuth is a linear function of time, both vectors describing the sensor orbit may be con-

sidered to be functions dependent on azimuth pixel i [Craubner, 1989].
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Y

Figure 3.3: Sensor/Ground Geometry

In the following subsections, we shall consider Image-to-Object and Object-to-Image

geocoding. In each case, an example of how a start point for the iteration can be found

from interpolation will be given.

3.4.1 Image-to-Object Geocoding

The three relations involved are (see Figure 3.4):

1. Earth model

x2+Y2 z2F1(X,Y,Z)=	 2 +-r —l=O	 (3.1)

2. Doppler Equation

2(—p).(!--pJ =0
At-ij	 (3.2)

3. Range Equation
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F3(X,Y,Z)=R-Is-pI=O	 (3.3)

where

X, Y, Z are the co-ordinates of an image pixel in an inertial system.

a, b are the semi-axes of the Earth ellipsoid.

p is the position of a point on the ground p [X, Y, Z].

j5 is the velocity of the point, and j3 = x p.

2'r	 'w is the Earth rotational velocity w = (0,0, 24 ho"

is the sensor position s = [X3 , Y5 , Z31.

j is the velocity of the sensor alongthe orbit. j = [X,, Y, Z,].

fdc is the Doppler frequency shift.

A is the radar wavelength.

R is the sensor target slant range.

To solve the three equations, an iterative method must be employed that requires the

evaluation of the derivatives of the above equations. The derivatives of the Earth model

and Range equations are relatively simple and are:

OF1 - 2X OF1 - 2Y OF1 - 2Z
- —i-,	 - —i-,	 - - -p-.	 (3.4)

OF3 (X5 —X) .9F3 (YS —Y) OF3 (Z—Z)	
(35)

Ox	 I. -	 ' OY	 I: -	 ' OZ	 L: -

The derivatives of F2 are more complicated and some explanation of their derivation is

worthwhile. We know that

( - p) = (X3 - X, Y, - 1', Z, - Z)

and
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(A—j)=(X,—X,Y—Y,Z,—Z)

Now, j = (—Y,wX,O). Hence,

(j3) =	 — wX,8)

Therefore,

(:-).(!--) = (J 0 +Y)(X, —X)+( —X)(Y3 —Y)+(z3 —Z)= U,say.

Let I - p 1 = V, say. Then

0V(X3 —X) 01'	 (Y3—Y) OV	 (Z3—Z)
ox-	 -	 '	 - - I! - '	 - I. -

£= —( 3 +wY) —w(Y8—Y)= -( —t)—(Y3—Y);

oU	 .
(Y3WX)+w(XaX) —(Y3—Y)+w(X3—X);

oU
oz= 

5•

0F2-2 -(J,-.k)-w(Y,-Y)l--pI —(X8--X)(A--E).(—p)

-	 ——Ji)—w(Y,—Y) —(X,—X)(A—).(!—p)- 
A	 -
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Therefore,

OF2 - 2 [_(x3 - X)(j -	 -2) + w(Y - Y) + (X, - X)].	 (3.6)
I!_212

Similarly,

OF2 	 2 [_(Ya - Y)(i -	 2) - w(X. - X) + (1 -	 (3.7)
212

and

OF2 - 2	 —(Z, - Z) ( - ).(! - +
	 (3.8)

J

In [Craubner, 1989), a solution to these equations was found by making the substitution

( — ) . ( —p_) - ______

I2I	 -	 2

It was also assumed that F2 = 0, resulting in

(iJ) . (! pJ - Afac
- 2

Iterative numerical techniques are then used to locate roots. However, F2 = 0 is only valid

at the exact root and hence the substitution should not be made. Although (Craubner,

19891 claims to have successfully geocoded imagery, the inaccuracy introduced by this

substitution will certainly make the job of numerically determining the solution to the

equations more difficult.

3.4.2 Iteration Start Position: Image-to-Object Geocoding using

NEXTPOINT

A start point for the iterative procedure is required. For ER.S-1, this could be taken to

be any one of the given corner points or the nearest corner point or, more accurately,

the bilinear interpolation of the four corner points. Alternatively, the method known as

NEXTPOINT, used by the German DLR [Craubner, 1989], could be employed. Here, at least

one tiepoint must be known. The NEXTPOINT method considers the Earth as being flat
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in the region of interest. Since the purpose of NEXTPOINT is only to generate an iteration

start-point, the use of a flat Earth approximation is not unreasonable.

The distance between the existing tiepoint and the point to be found (see Figure 3.5)

may be approximated as;

Pnew Pold+t9+

where	 is the point to be found, p.,z,j is the tiepoint position, ig is a vector describing

the distance between the old and new point in the ground range direction, and 	 is a

vector pointing parallel to the orbit direction.

If a flat Earth is assumed for simplicity, g and a can be calculated as follows (see

Figure 3.5):

hs
g=p0,d---=,
- - LI

= I&iI Ij cos ,

h 
=	 COS .

Therefore,

h
I1

Hence,

g = Po:d -- -.-
IJ

sin 0 _JL



IJ 

If'
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genor

Earth Centre

(a) Geometry in Slant-Range Direction

( -

(b) Geometry in Azimuth Direction

Figure 3.5: Iteration Start Position using NEXTPOINT
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mLj g
- sinG g

where s is the sensor position, g is the ground range between sensor and tiepoint location,

m,. is the slant range pixel spacing, 0 is the sensor look-angle, and tj is the number of

pixels between the tie point and the new point to be found in range.

The distance La in the azimuth direction is

IPoIdI
La=	 !—o1d)mai,
-	 I.I

where a is the sensor platform velocity, d is the tiepoint velocity, m0 is the time between

adjacent azimuth samples, and ii is the number of pixels in azimuth between the tie-point

and the new point to be found. The point p, can then serve as a starting point for the

iteration.

Usually, in this type of geocoding, the image is addressed in a systematic way (i.e.,

pixel by pixel). Hence, to save on computation for subsequent image points, the starting

point for the iteration of the next image point under consideration could be taken to be the

result of the last image point. Of course, care must be taken to account for the beginnings

of lines.

3.4.3 Object-to-Image Geocoding

Two relations are used in this type of geocoding:

1. Doppler Equation

2(à-3).(s —p)
Fi (i,j)=f—	 - = 0	 (3.9)

2. Range Equation

F2(i,j) = R -	 = 0	 (3.10)

where
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i, j are image pixel co-ordinates.

is the given position on the ground p = (X, Y, Z].

X, Y, Z are the co-ordinates of the given ground position given in an inertial system.

is the velocity of the point, and i = w x

is the Earth rotational velocity, w = (0,0,	 2ir '

is the sensor position . = [X,, Y1 , Z,].

j is the velocity of the sensor along the orbit j = [JCD 1, Z,].

fdc is the Doppler frequency shift.

.\ is the radar wavelength.

R is the sensor target slant range.

To solve these equations, an iterative method must be employed which requires the

calculation of their derivatives with respect to i and j, the image co-ordinates.

OF1 - Ofdc 0 12U-&.(!--pJ
I!I

Let

U= (A—).(—pJ

V=I!—I.

Then,

i9U 01	 8!.
TT =

Dv D!G—f)
Di 0i]i—jf



OF1 — 0fdc
Oj — 19j

(3.12)

OF2 - O (—)
Oi — OiJ!—pJ

(3.13)
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Hence,

OF1 0f	 2	 —p)i—).—p)
Oi — 01 —	 —	 —	 i —

Let mg = , and write

• 0	 00i
= .• =	 =

then

OF1 — 0fdc	 2	 02s	 Os	 Os .	 f . (s — p) (mg f - ). — p)
mj.(s—p)+.(mt-—p)—	

I._I2
(3.11)

Let R = R0 + m (j — 1) where B0 is the slant range to the centre of the first pixel in each

range line, m is the slant range pixel spacing, and j is the range pixel number. Then

OF2 
= mr.
	 (3.14)

If

xa	 a0 + a 1 i + a2 i2 + a3i3

3= Ys =
	

bo+bii+b2i2+b3i3

co+c1i+c2i2+c3i3

then

a1 + 2a2 i + 3a3i2
Os
;9;=	 b1+2b2i-i-3b3i2

Ci +2c2i+3c3i2



\TL
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(X1 , 1'1 , Z1 )	 (X2, Y2, Z2)

Figure 3.6: Interpolation of i and j from a. given position

th2	 2b2+6b3i I
(2a2+6c31\

-	 2c2+6c31 )

3.4.4 Iteration Start Position: Object-to-Image Geocoding

A start point for the iterative procedure is required. As mentioned in the last section, for

ERS-1 this could be taken to be the i and j values of any one of the corner points or the

nearest corner point or, more accurately, the i and j vahes can be interpolated from the

corner points, as shown in Figure 3.6, where:

(X, Y,, Z) is the n	 corner position.

(X', Y,,, Z) is the position for which i and j are to be interpolated.

i, j are the image sample and line numbers respectively to be interpolated.

NL is the number of lines in the image.

NS is the number of samples in the image.

Let fg = i/NS and I, = j/NL; and let
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x2-x1
	 xp - xi

YLa
	

Y!=	 i';,—Y1	, etc.

z2-z1
	 zp-z1

Then

- YLa.VIp
iy, 2
1Vl2

- Yi±v1p
TI 2
V14

Also

- :V4p -	 .V2p -	 V3p

ir 2	 TI 2	 i,V34

	

___	 ___	 Vi.V4

	

2	 , 2 =1— 
TI 2

23

Therefore, start values of i and j can be found from any of the above equations or by taking

averages of all equations.

3.4.5 Iterative Procedure

The robustness of the geocoding and, still to be described, stereoscopy methods described

in this thesis hinges on the accuracy by which the appropriate non-linear equations can

be solved. In all the publications seen by this author, none address the importance of

this step. The solution of non-linear equations is a very difficult task and has long been a

significant research topic in the numerical analysis field. It is not appropriate to go into

details here.

This author is aware of only two widely used and well-tested libraries containing sub-

routines for the solution of non-ilnear equations. One is the British NAG (Numerical

Algorithm Group) subroutine library, the other is the American IMSL package; the latter
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is not available to the author.

This author has used one of the routines available in the NAG FORTRAN Subroutine

Library, namely subroutine CO5PBF to find the solution of the given equations. This uses a.

modification of the Powell hybrid method [Powell, 19701. The reader is referred to the NAG

documentation for further information. The NAG library also contains a subroutine COSZAP

which can be used in conjunction with CO5PBF to check the derivatives of the equations.

If these subroutines cannot be employed, then a method, such as the Newton-R.aphsoa

method for non-linear systems of equations, should be used.

The accuracy with which the iteration 8tart point has to be given depends on the

iteration method used and the form of the equations to be solved. The effect of using

different start points for the method chosen in this work, as described above, for both

geocoding and stereo assessment was investigated. The results are given in Chapters 7 and

8.

3.5 Error Considerations

it is important to note that if, during SAR processing, an incorrect Doppler centre frequency

is used, then a target will be assigned to an incorrect output image position. If geocoding is

carried out using the same incorrect Doppler centre frequency as in the processing, then the

target will be located at the correct position. Hence, in this respect, the error is retrievable.

However, other errors present in the parameters which define the image geometry model

will propagate through to the geocoded position. These errors can be grouped as follows:

slant range errors due to two causes:

timing data: the time of a given pulse return echo is measured to a specific accuracy

which converts to a slant range error.

linear phase offset: linear phase differences between the echo and the range corn-

pression reference function (such as those caused by drifts in the puise phase

with time) will cause a shift in the output image.

azimuth errors several phenomena can cause azimuth errors:

phase drift: a drift in phase from pulse to pulse will result in a frequency offset that

cannot be accounted for in the image geometry model. A constant drift applied
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to the whole image wifi result in a simple time shift to all azimuth time values.

However, a drift which varies from pulse to pulse will introduce inaccuracies.

radar frequency drift: a change in the radar frequency from its nominal value wifi

result in a frequency offset. This effect is usually very small.

stop-start approximation: in SAR analysis, it is assumed that a pulse is received

at the same time it is transmitted. This leads to a small, positional, azimuth

error.

datation errors: these are additional errors of the sensor and satellite due to the

time-delay in the transmission of signals from the command centre on the Earth.

For ERS-1, there are basically two types of datation error: the AMI timing error,

due to sensor operation, and the satellite timing error.

satellite ephemeris introduced by two inaccuracies:

position: along-track positional errors convert into azimuthal positional errors scaled

by the ratio of satellite to ground track velocities. Across-track and altitude

errors cause range-related positional errors.

velocity: along-track velocity errors have a negligible effect on position. Across-

track and altitude velocity errors affect the rate of change of slant range and

hence introduce azimuthal position errors.

Earth model assumption errors Positional errors due to the Earth model are a func-

tion of the model itself. Errors in the estimation of the target point velocity are

usually considered to be negligible and will be considered so in this research. How-

ever, the variation of target velocity with height will be discussed in the next Section.

pulse repetition frequency (PRF) errors which occur in the estimation of Doppler

frequency. If the error in the Doppler frequency is greater than hail the PRF, aliasing

may cause the beam to appear to be focussed on a region offset from the true beam

direction. Since the slant range walk corrections wifi then be applied to the wrong

part of the beam, this introduces a blurring effect in the image. Such an error for

ERS-1 (PRF = 1700 Hz) will result in an error of 0.82 seconds [Howard, 1987]. [Chang

and Curlander, 19891 and [Runge and Bamler, 1989] have addressed the problem of

PRF ambiguity.
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Figure 3.7: Geometry of Satellite and Ground

3.5.1 Variation of Target Velocity with Height

As discussed previously, variations in topography cause distortions such as foreshortening

and layover. However, they also affect the radial velocity between the sensor and the target

and hence have an influence on the geometry in the azimuth direction. With respect to

Figure 3.7,

a

(1— e2sin2

where Re is the length of the normal to the Earth ellipsoid, a is the semi-major axis, i.e. the

equatorial radius, e is the eccentricity, and 4) is the latitude.

V = Rucos4)

where V is the velocity of the Earth at latitude 4) and w is the Earth's rotational velocity.

1',=Vcos(i-9O)

where 1', is the velocity of the Earth along the 'look direction' and i is the orbital inclination
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(see Chapter 5).

d = R, sin 0

where R is the slant range from sensor to target, 0 is the look angle of the sensor, and d

is as shown in Figure 3.7.

-1 Id/3=sin

V= l'c,,cos(90-9—fl)

see Figure 3.7 for /3 and V.

The radial velocity V1 is then given by

Vj=V,sin—V

where V, is the sensor velocity and x is the squint angle, which is the angle through which

the antenna beam points forward (positive squint) or backward (negative squint) of the

perpendicular to the flight path.

Let us consider the magnitude of this effect for Seasat at both sea-level and at 1 Km

altitude. At sea-level we have, using the WGS84 oblate spheroid to represent the Earth:

a = 6378137 m

e2 = 0.00666

(/)	 =460

i	 =108°

R3 = 851855 m

0	 = 19.470

x =0

and at l000m in height, a = 6379137 m and 0 = 19.650.

then
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Sea-level	 At 1 Km Altitude

Re 6389148.3m 6390150.Om

V1 322.76 rn/s 322.81 m/8

V 306.96 rn/s 307.01 rn/s

d 283934.56 in 283934.56 in

j3	 2.5470	 2.5470

V 115.07 rn/s 115.98 rn/s

V —115.07 rn/s —115.98 rn/s

Hence there is a difference of 1 rn/s in target velocity for a height increase of 1000 in.

[Meler et aL, 1989] has studied this effect in more detail and has shown that there is 1 rn/s

increase in target velocity for every 1000 m increase in target height. This corresponds,

for Seasat, to a 8 Hz Doppler shift. It is thought that this effect will be considered in the

German geocoding system.

3.6 The ERS-1 Mission

The European ERS-1 sateffite, due to be launched in July 1991, carries the Active Mi-

crowave Instrument (AMI), which includes a SAR. operating in C-band (5.3 GHz). The

image products of ERS-1 will include both geocoded and precision geocoded images, which

are the most suitable for land-mapping applications. ERS-1 is expected to acquire nearly

168,000 scenes per year, assuming an average of only 8 minutes data acquisition time per

orbit. Of these, 6000 are expected to be processed to give a geocoded product - of which

2000 should be precision geocoded.

These images will be generated on an operational basis by ERS-1 ground processing

facilities. It is expected that the ground resolution of the precision product will be 30 m

and a single frame will cover an area of up to 100 x 100 Km. The ERS-1 SAlt processor is

planned to have interfaces with a system for accurate orbit determination at one end and

a post-processing system for precision geocoding at the other.

The available orbit data sets for ERS-1 will be as follows:

1. The predicted orbit (from ESOC): very inaccurate, one state vector per orbit.

2. The restiftited orbit (from ESOC): inaccurate, state vectors at one minute intervals
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for the previous 24 hour period calculated during the 5 hours per day of 'off-time',

where ERS-1 remains in contact with the ground stations.

3. The preliminary orbit (from D-PAF): accurate, state vectors at two minute intervals

from one week's worth of data. Available after one week of sensor operation, with an

accuracy of 2 m (radial direction).

4. The precise orbit (from D-PAF): very accurate. There will be 2 types of precise orbit

covering a four-week period at 30 second intervals. The first type uses a pre-ERS-1

gravity model, the second uses a gravity model derived from ERS-1 orbit analysis

which wifi not be available until some time after the launch date. Routinely, this

orbit will be available after 3 to 4 months' delay with an accuracy of less than 1 in

(radial direction).

The image quality requirements specified for ERS-1 require that the Doppler frequency

be known to within 50 Hz; this is not attainable using only attitude data. It can be achieved

using Doppler tracking, but only after the PRF ambiguity has been resolved. Any error

in the beam-centre Doppler frequency introduces an error in the assumed slant range and

thus into the range walk correction that will be applied during processing. This results in

a significant range displacement at the two extrema of the synthetic aperture for a given

point target. Range registration of these extrema yields a sufficiently accurate estimate of

the Doppler frequency to resolve the PRF ambiguity. This method requires the presence

of recognizable features within the image, and hence is only feasible over land. Over ocean

and bland landscapes, the ambiguity cannot be resolved in this way. However, since the

Doppler frequency of a target varies monotonically over the synthetic aperture, only one

absolute estimate is required for the elimination of the error. Furthermore, in ERS-1, the

accuracy of the Doppler tracker is 50 Hz and hence it may be used to correct the azimuth

pointing to ±0.12°, a figure which is well within the required azimuth pointing accuracy

of ±0.18°. Hence, it is possible to totally eliminate this source of error. Doppler blocking

effects are also said to be negligible [Roth, personal communication]. For ERS-1 the images

wifi be processed to have zero Doppler. Hence, the Doppler equations and derivatives given

in Section 3.4 can be greatly simplified.

The ERS-1 mission will produce a 'Doppler parameter estimation'; using this and

accurately-measured satellite ephemeris data, the SAR processor is expected to produce
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geocoded imagery with pixel location accuracies of 30 m in range and 150 in in azimuth.

The SAII. processor will represent the shape of the Earth as a reference ellipsoid in

the geometrical modelling required for the image formation process. It will also perform

transformations between reference ellipsoids in order to generate geocoded products with

different map projections.

The gross errors in the latitude/longitude indications of the image frame location are

expected to be 100 in [Tsilibaris and Tribnig, 1988]. Geocoded SAR images should be

suitable for mapping tasks without the need for additional geodetic control. However,

since the SAR processor will use a smooth ellipsoid Earth model, terrain relief cannot be

considered. This means that the given pixel accuracies will be referable only to the flat

terrain case. The look angle of ERS-1 is eipected to be around 20° mid-ground swath.

Hence, following the earlier discussion of terrain effects in SAR imagery (see Section 3.2),

shadow should only occur in rugged mountainous areas. On the other hand, layover will

corrupt extended areas in hilly regions.

The geometric correction of such terrain effects using a DEM will be performed by

processing subsequent to the SAR processor, resulting finally in the 'precision geocoded'

product. For this product, image accuracy figures should also be valid in mountainous

regions and are predicted to be of the order of 30 m for ERS-1. It should, however, be

remembered that there is limited DEM coverage at present; hence, for most areas, only

ellipsoid data wifi be available to describe the terrain.

Stereo images will be available from ERS-1 using the roll-tilt mode, in which the whole

platform will be tilted, thus obtaining different look-angles of the same ground area. Stereo

images can also be derived from overlapping adjacent tracks as well as from cross tracks

and ascending and descending paths. If the look-angle difference between a pair of images

is small they will not offer a stereo capabifity in the dassical sense. However, by evaluating

minimum phase differences in the raw radar signals obtained during two different over-

flights, one can derive terrain height information. This method, called SAR interferometry,

presumes at least a small across-track translation between the two spacecraft orbits and

suitable alignment of the passes. This technique has been tested using sateffite and air-

craft imagery and reported, for example, in (Gabriel and Goldstein, 1988] and [Zebker and

Goldstein, 1986]. A sensitivity to relief variations of the order of S in has been reported.
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Table 3.1: Predicted and Restituted Orbit Accuracy

Table 3.2: ERS-1 Image Location Error Budget [GEC-Marconi Research Centre and
DIBAG, 1989]

3.7 ERS-1 Error Budget -

The following error budget is taken from [GEC-Marconi Research Centre and DIBAG,

1989] and more recent work. Since, at present, there are no firm details of the UK ERS-

1 SAR. processor, the errors associated in SAlt processing are taken from [GEC-Marconi

Research Centre and DIBAG, 1989]. Here the calculations are based on the Verification

Mode Processor, VMP, at ESRIN. All the calculations apply to a mid-range image position

and should apply to both Object-to-Image and Image-to-Object Geocoding.

Table 3.1 details the component accuracy for the predicted and restituted orbits. In

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 the geocoding error for all orbit types are shown. The various types of

system error are shown in Table 3.2 and the geocoding inaccuracies resulting from these

errors are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The geocoding errors due to topographic effects

are given in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. The final total geocoding errors were calculated by this

author and are shown in Tables 3.9 to 3.12.

	 	
	 	
	

Table 3.3: Raw Data Error - Range Errors [GEC-Marconi Research Centre and DIBAG,
1989]

Image removed due to third party copyright

Image removed due to third party copyright
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Table 3.4: Raw Data Error - Azimuth Time Errors [GEC .-Marconi Research Centre and
DIBAG, 1989]

Table 3.5: ERS-1 Geocoding Errors due to Orbit Position Errors

Table 3.6: ERS-1 Geocoding Errors due to Orbit Velocity Error

TERRAIN HEIGHT Input (m) Output (in)
ERROR
Local Datum	 25	 58.84
Total Error	 58.84

Table 3.7: Geocoding Error due to Terrain Height Error of 25 in

(ELLIPSOID ERROR Input (m) Output (m)
Local Datum	 10	 23.53

LGlObal Datum	 10	 235.35

Table 3.8: Topographic Height Error - Ellipsoid Corrected Product Error

Image removed due to third party copyright
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Table 3.9: Total Geocoding Error: Predicted Orbit

Table 3.10: Total Geocoding Error: Restituted Orbit

Table 3.11: Total Geocoding Error: Preliminary Orbit

Table 3.12: Total Geocoding Error: Precise Orbit
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From these results it can be seen that the terrain corrected geocoded product should

have an error of at best 233 m and at worst 1216 m; the local ellipsoid-corrected geocoded

product should have an error of at best 198 m and at worst 1181 m and finally the global

ellipsoid-corrected geocoded product should have an error of at best 410 m and at worst

1392 m, depending on the orbital precision available. As can also be seen from these results,

the errors of the orbit are rather swamped by the SAR. processor errors and topography

errors for all but the predicted orbit case. However, it is expected that the errors associated

with the SAR. processing can be reduced by taking appropriate steps in the processor; also,

the terrain height error of 25 m could be rather pessimistic.

3.8 Resampling and Radiornetric Considerations

Resampling is a much-utilised procedure for SAR. data e.g., to convert between slant range

and ground range co-ordinates, to correct geometric effects due to mismatch between range

and azimuth pixel sizes, etc. It has always formed a crucial part of geocoding, as it is the

link between the geometrically-defined mapping function and the radiometrically-defined

image. However, there is at present only a small understanding of the effect of geocoding

on image statistics: if the resampling process alters the image statistics, this can severely

restrict the further uses of a resampled SAlt product.

If the original signal is sampled at the Nyquist rate then the Shannon sampling theorem

states that resaanpling can be carried out with no loss of information if the interpolation

kernel is of the form

sin TX
sincz =

TX

i.e. if a function 1(t) has a bandwidth B then it is completely determined by giving its

value at a series of points spaced 1/B apart; hence, 1(t) can be represented as a series

given by

Ii sinT(Bt—n)
1(t) =	 I ()	 Bt - n),I=—oo

(see Figure 3.8). In practice, it is difficult to construct a sin; which has an infinite extent,

at all sample data points and hence some simpler form of interpolation is frequently used.
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Figure 3.8: Sinc Function

When the data are detected, the bandwidth is doubled. Shannon's sampling theorem

still applies to the squared signal. Before detection, SAR data consist of two real values

corresponding to the I and Q channels, each containing speckle, which is normally modelled

as Gaussian. When the detected image is produced, by finding the sum of the squares of

the I and Q channels, then the speckle has an exponential distribution. If an homogeneous

region of a detected SAR image is considered, the region has the same mean intensity with

the exponentially-distributed speckle superimposed upon it.

Work carried out by the author in conjunction with CEC-Marconi Research Centre

(Chelmsford) 1 [Clark et a!., 1989] studied the effect of resampling on simulated detected,

single-look data, both uncorrelated and correlated. Simulation of the uncorrelated data

was provided by simply taking random samples from an exponential distribution to be

the pixel values. For the correlated case, an appropriate correlated complex signal was

generated; this was sampled at the Nyquist rate and detected, generating pixels at twice

the Nyqui.st rate such that Shannon's sampling theorem would be valid.

Three types of resampling were considered: bilinear, cubic spline and truncated sinc.

1 The author holds a CASE studentship with MRC.
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The results showed that none of these methods successfully preserved the exponential

statistics of the original data, the image statistics being distorted and negative values

generated (for wholly positive data). This could have serious consequences for further

analysis of the resampled data.

Resampling has also been addressed by [Quegan, 1990) from a theoretical viewpoint.

Here again only single-look SAR. data were considered, but both detected and complex data

were examined. This work confirmed that the image statistics were not always preserved.

(Quegan, 1990] ventured to suggest that similar results would occur for multi-look data.

However, [Laycock, 1990] reports that for detected, multi-look data, this is not the case

and the image statistics are preserved.

The radiometric accuracy of a geocoded image can. be degraded considerably if the re-

sampling processes are not performed correctly. The correct way to interpolate or resample

two-dlimensional digital data is with a two-dimensional convolution. In practice however,

application of two-dimensional convolution is slow. The large volumes of data must be

accessed line-by-line. This becomes even slower when performing image rotation, which

requires access to a large portion of the image for one output line (i.e., one must nominally

traverse diagonally through the input data; but see below). When the data can be pro-

cessed in a one-dimensional manner, the number of computations is reduced and the data

access problem eased considerably.

[Friedmann, 19811 presents theoretical arguments for validating one-dimensional pre-

cision processing of image data from different sensors. It also shows how this processing

should be modified from two one-dimensional operations (along and across scan lines) to

three one-dimensional operations, in order to incorporate image rotation. The basis for

this three-pass resampling is best illustrated by a simple rotation through an angle U (see

Figure 3.9). As is well-documented in the literature [Foley ci a!., 1990, for example], this

can be represented by the mapping

(xi\ (cos9 —sinO\ (z

\yI)t% sinU cos6).j,
(3.15)

A straightforward implementation of this mapping will rotate an image in a single pass

through the data, but at the expense of accessing pixels in the other image in an irreg-

-

ular way. On most computers, and particularly those which use paged virtual memory
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of Image Rotation

(e.g., VAX/VMS and modern versions of Unix), this type of access is particularly ineffi-

cient. However, we can decompose the above transform matrix into three:

f cos U - sin 9) (1 - tan 9/2) ( 1 0) (1 - tan 9/2 \
(3.16)

(sinO cosU	 = 0	 1	 sin9 1	 0	 1	 /

each of which represents a shear. Although three passes over the image are now required

to perform the rotation, each pass involves only one multiplication and one addition per

pixel. Furthermore, access to the pixels which comprise the image is more regular, giving

a vast speed improvement for images of the size typically obtained from a SAR. Care is

obviously required when 9 90°; but here, the image may be first rotated by 90° (which

can be performed efficiently using a 'block-swapping' technique) and then rotated through

90° - 0. Further discussion of resampling algorithms is given in [Wolberg, 1990].

[Curlander et at., 1987] and [Kwok et a!., 1987] also describe how to combine the two

resampling passes to rectify the image and the two passes required to rotate the rectified

image into geocoded format into three one-dimensional resampling passes. The along-track

corrections are applied and the image is over-sampled in the first pass. In. the second

pass, the across-track corrections are applied and the image is sheared. A flnai shear then

transforms the image onto the desired output grid.

Ideally, geocoding should be performed in object-space, so that ground points are pro-

jected into irregularly-spaced image points. This gives a more systematic approach, as

each ground position is addressed only once and in a uniform manner. Unfortunately,

some methods, e.g. [Curlander et a!., 1987] and [Kwok et a!., 19871, adopt an image-space
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approach, so the ground positions are addressed in an arbitrary manner. Also, each ground

position cell will be addressed a different number of times.

3.9 Computational Aspects

The processing time for a Seasat scene of 100 x 100 1Cm is quoted as being about 7 hours

using a ST-100 array processor [Noack et aL, 1987]. However, when one takes into account

the additional time required for preparation and refinement, a product generation time

of about 9 hours is more reasonable. (In 1978, this would ha'e taken about 180 hours

of CPU time!) Even so, the mean throughput is only about one high-quality SAR image

per working day, or about 240 images per year. As stated in Section 3.6, the processing

requirement of ERS-1 is 6000 geocoded scenes per year. Hence, more efficient computer

systems for geocoding purposes are needed. Since the geocoding process incorporates ad-

ditional datasets, such as DEMs, GCPs and other map information, such systems have

to incorporate flexible databases and sophisticated access methods. The principal design

requirements are:

high precision: the processor has to calculate all parameters to the highest possible ac-

curacy.

high throughput: this implies the use of state-of-the-art hardware technology, e.g. par-

allel processors. Ideally, image production should be in real time.

high flexibility: a processor sheul4 	 able to handle data from different bands, po-

larisations, etc. The processor moil should be designed for easy exchange and

modification to accommodate new developments.

efficient man-machine interface: a user-friendly environment is an important practical

consideration.

For ERS-1, a mean product time of about half an hour is required. This could be achieved

using special hardware; however, hardware that supports real-time processing almost in-

variably involves low-level programming. For the complex algorithms required, such a

system would be fast but rather inflexible. Another possible solution is the use of modern

supercomputers such as the Cray-2; however, these machines are very expensive and are
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difficult to interface with special peripherals. Yet another solution could be the use of array

processors. Descriptions of systems for SAR. processing and geocoding are given in [Noack

et aL, 1987], [Kavanagh et a!., 1989] and [Schreier et a!., 1988]. SAR processing systems

intended for ERS-1 are also described in [Herland, 1989], [Sack et a!., 1989] and [Lewis and

Wilson, 1989].

3.10 Summary

In this chapter most aspects of SAR geocoding have been addressed. Section 3.2 dealt

with image considerations due to terrain, speckle, etc.. Section 3.3 outlined the three main

types of geocoding methods and, in Section 3.4, the geocoding method chosen for use in this

study, i.e. SAR processor based geocoding for both image-to-object and object-to-image,

was discussed in full. The equations were defined and the derivatives needed for their

solution, by an iteration procedure, were derived. Examples of how to establish iteration

start points were also given. It should be remembered that EELS-i images will be processed

to have zero Doppler and hence the Doppler equations and derivatives given in Section 3.4

can be simplified.

In Section 3.5, consideration was given to the types of error that can affect the geocod-

ing process. Since this study was carried out in preparation for the reception of ERS-1

data, the accuracy with which the ERS-1 data can be expected for geocoding (and stereo

analysis) was discussed in Section 3.6. The ERS-1 geocoding error budget is summarised

in Section 3.7 for comparison with results obtained from this study.

In Section 3.8, the important issue of resampling is addressed, since resampling can alter

the statistics of an image - which can then have serious consequences on the further use of

the imagery. Finally, a few computational aspects of a geocoding system were considered

in Section 3.9. This chapter, therefore, gives a full appreciation of the geocoding process.



Chapter 4

Stereoscopy Using SAR Images

4.1 Introduction

A camera and the human eye record an image in almost the same manner. Hence, if

two cameras are located with the same relative geometry as the eyes, a satisfactory stereo

model will result. Radar records its image in an entirely different manner; hence, it is not

necessary, or even desirable, for the radar to be located so that the view angles correspond

to those of the eye or camera. The important consideration is that the resulting radar

configurations have parallaxes comparable to those found in optical images. Stereo from

optical sensors is well known and documented and will not be discussed here.

Figure 4.la ifiustrates the parallax resulting when a feature with height h is imaged by

an aerial camera, say. In the radar case (Figure 4.lb) however, the parallax wifi be different.

The image from the radar on the right is analogous to the image from the camera on the

left and vice versa, so that the placement of the radar images in a stereo-viewer would have

to be reversed from that of optical images. This would result in a measured elevation hr,

as shown in Figure 4.lc, which is different from h.

Much of the initial work to aid understanding of the visual aspects of radar stereo

was carried out by LaPrade [LaPrade, 1963], [LaPrade, 1972]. LaPrade proposed two

permissible radar stereo configurations, shown in Figure 4.2, and these have become the

most commonly discussed stereo configurations. Other stereo configurations are shown in

Figure 4.3.

It is not possible to achieve SAR stereo using a single ifight-line. it is tempting to

postulate that two stereo images could be obtained by looking forward (forward squint)
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of Optical and Radar Stereo Geometries. Following [LaPrade,
1963]

Image removed due to third party copyright



(a) Sam. Skis

) Oppoaite Skis
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Figure 4.2: Basic Stereo Radar Configurations

Figure 4.3: Other Stereo Radar Configuration& Following [Leberl, 1979]

Image removed due to third party copyright
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and then looking backward (backward squint). However, relief displacements would be of

the same magnitude and direction in both cases; as a result, the parallax would be zero.

Numerous authors have examined the height measurement accuracies that could be

achieved by radar images if stereoscopic measurements were feasible. Theoretical error

propagation studies, e.g. [Leberl, 1979] and [Rosenfield, 1968], indicate that opposite-8ide

stereo arrangements are superior to other arrangements, such as 8ame-side (Figure 4.2). For

an observer to perceive an object in 3-D, the two images of a Stereo pair must be sufficiently

similar; i.e., image quality, object illumination, tones, and textures must be comparable.

This rarely presents a problem with optical images. For example, sun illumination angles do

not change drastically in overlapping optical images. However, radar illumination depends

on sensor position, so that a radar stereo pair may look like two optical images taken at

different times of the day. Furthermore, parallaxes in optical imagery will be excessive only

in the most extreme cases; this is not the case for radar imagery.

From radar images with an opposite-side configuration, it can be seen that slopes re-

flecting strongly in one image are in the radar shadow in the other image. Hence, the

impression of stereo cannot be achieved in rugged terrain. Same-side stereo arrangements

do not present this problem. However, there are also limits to the successful use of same-side

stereo: for some viewing angles, relief displacements and variations in image appearance

can be large [Leberl and Raggarn, 1982], even with a small stereo base. Furthermore, same-

side stereo can be difficult to arrange for a spaceborne sensor due to orbital constraints.

The cross-wise configuration (see Figure 4.3) with small angular separations between look

directions has been suggested as a reasonable approximation to the most desirable config-

uration.

Successful radar stereo viewing depends on:

• the stereo arrangement, i.e. the look angles off-nadir, the stereo intersection angles,

etc.;

the ruggedness of the terrain.

In flat or gently rolling areas, stereo presents few problems. In rugged terrain, stereo is

possible with same-side geometry and improves with shallow look-angles. For good visual

stereo perception, small stereo intersection angles would be preferred. This results in

image pairs with little difference in tone and texture but unfortunately little difference in
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geometry.

Stereo radar studies, e.g. [Rosenfield, 1968], have been valuable in understanding the

implications of different configurations, but the lack of actual stereo SAR. imagery of suffi-

dent variation of imaging geometries has prevented a comprehensive evaluation of observer

perception and the effect on image analysis. As a result, the reqiired trade-off between

geometric accuracy and ease of perception is based on little experizaental work. In [Kaupp

et a!., 1982], [Kaupp et a!., 1983], [Welch and Papacharalarnpos, 1990] and [Pisaruck et a!.,

1984], computer-simulated radar images were used to investigate spaceborne stereo. Prior

to the availability of Seasat and SIR-B image data (pre-1978), few radar stereo results

had been reported. Some good results were published by Raytheon and DBA Systems

[Leberl, 1990]; however, these were not very representative, as they applied to flat areas

with accurately-known control.

Height accuracies of 28 m and 72 m were reported by Leberl [ILeberl, 1990] for Seasat

data of Los Angeles and SIR-A data of Cephalonia respectively. Leberl and co-workers

have also worked extensively with SIR-B stereo imagery [Leberl ret a!., 1988], [Leberl et

a!., 1986a}, [Leberl et a!., 1986b]: here, same-side stereo configurations were employed

and height accuracies of up to ±25 m (1.8 times the range resolution) were reported. A

more detailed discussion of these results using the Mount Shasta imagery will be given

in Chapter 8. However, for these data, Leberl concluded that the theoretical belief that

SAR stereo accuracy would increase with larger intersection angle does not hold. If the

terrain under consideration is fairly flat then the theoretical trend i adhered to; but if the

terrain is rugged then the theory appears to break down. No explanation for this effect is

postulated by Leberl.

Leberl has also looked at a way of employing opposite-side stereo coniigurations [Fuller-

ton ret a!., 1986]. Here, one of the images is contrast reversed, i.e. its negative is produced,

which is combined with an unaltered second image. Height accuracies of 36 m (twice the

pixel resolution) have been quoted.

Hard-copy SAR images can be viewed in photograznmetric stereo viewing devices such

as a stereo comparator or in an analytical stereo plotting instrument; [Raggam and Leberl,,

1984] used a KEItN DS1t-1. For digital data, the KERN Digital Stereo Plotter could be

used and even adapted to deal with SAR imagery.

In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, two methods of obtaining height information from stereo SAlt
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images are discussed. The first is a photogrammetric approach. All SAR stereo results

published so far appear to have been derived using an approach of this type, using hardcopy

SAR data in a stereo plotting instrument. In Section 4.3, an alternative, analytic approach

is detailed. This approach, developed by the author, employs the range and Doppler

equations (as discussed in Chapter 3) for each image. Here, the ground location (X, Y, Z)

of a point, which can be identified in each image, can be found. This approach therefore

requires sufficient and accurate ephemeris and Doppler data. The accuracy of this approach

will depend on the accuracy with which the required parameters are known.

For both approaches, the identification of common points can be done manually or

automatically. The manual method is the same as that for photographic images. Automatic

matching has proved to be more difficult. Work at University College London has shown

that area-based matchers which are successful with SPOT data do not necessarily work

well with SAR. [Ramapriyan et at., 1986] and [Thomas et a!., 1986] have also studied this

topic. [Guindon and Maruyama, 1986] have.used simulated data as an aid to matching.

In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, methods of height determination using a combination of opti-

cal/infrared and SAR imagery are discussed. In Section 4.4, a photogrammetric approach

is addressed. In Section 4.5., a geometric approach is detailed which considers the opti-

cal/infrared view as a line joining the sensor to the ground point and the SAR radar pulse

as a sphere with a radius equal to the range. The intersection of the sphere and line results

in the determination of the ground location (X, Y, Z).

4.2 Radar Height Determination: Photogrammetric

Approach

Radar Parallax. The same-side stereo arrangement will be concentrated upon here,

as it provides usable stereo pairs for any type of terrain, and is thus more amenable to

evaluation. Stereo imagery can be judged by two approaches. The first is described by

an exaggeration factor, i.e. the flatness perceived by an observer of the three-dimensional

model. The vertical scale exaggeration is found for radar by identifying camera positions

that would produce the same parallax. The second approach, which will be studied here,

considers the amount of parallax for a given object by a specific stereo arrangement. The

parallax can be measured from a stereo pair. Figure 4.4 shows the geometry involved for
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_____________ V9 ___________

___________ y _____

Figure 4.4: Radar Relief Displacement Geometry

radar relief displacements in ground range images. Let us ewaluate the relief displacement

dp, where dp = y - ,. Now,

y = Htan8,

V9 = HtaflO9,

and

____ H
- cos8g	 cos09

Therefore
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Y2	 dp2

1/i	 dp1

Figure 4:5: Radar Parallax Geometry

dp = Y - Yg = H tanG — H tan 6, = H(tan - tan 9,).

For same-side stereo, parallax is the difference of the displacements of the two images, as

shown in Figure 4.5:

P = dp2 - dp1 = H(tan92 - tan 02,) - H(taa61 - tanGi,)

= H((tan 2 - tan 0) - (tan 6, - tan

It should be noted that a given height h will produce a different parallax at different points

in the image. For airborne radar, this can be a serious problem.. For spaceborne SAR, the

angular variation across the range extent of an image is very narrow, making this problem

less severe.

Height Determination. Since the imaging geometry of radar differs from that of optical

sensors, standard photogranimetric equations cannot be used. A brief development follows
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to derive an equation that determines the heights of objects from measurable quantities

in a ground-range radar image, thus making it poesible to develop accurate topographic

maps.

Let Figure 4.5 represent a tower imaged by two radars. In the respective images, the

top of the tower would be displaced by an amount dp1 by the first radar, and the smaller

incidence angle of the second would cause a larger displacement dp2 in the other radar

image. Consider expressions for R1 to the top of the tower and the ground; then

R? =(H—h)2+(yi+dpi)2

and

R =H2-f-y?.

Therefore,

H2+y?=(H—h)2+(yi+dpi)2

and

(J1_h)2=H2+7/?_(yi+dpi)2.

Similarly, for R2,

(H—h)2=H2-I-id —(y2 +dp2)2 .	 (4.1)

Equating the (H - h)2 terms,

y —(yj +dp2)2 = i4 —(y2+dp2)2.

Now since, P = dp2 - dp1 , then dp3 = P + dp1 ; we find, on substituting, that

y? — (yi+ dpi)2 = y -(y2-i-P+dpi)2.
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Therefore,

y—y =(yi+dp1)2—(y2+P+dpi)2.

Expanding this expression:

- = y +2ydpi ±dp —y —2y2P--2y2dpi —2Pdp1 - P2 - dp

so that

0 = 2y1 dp1 - 2y2 dp1 - 2Pdp1 - P2 - 2y2 P = 2dpi (yi - 112 - F) - P2 - 2y2P.

Therefore,

- P2+2112P
- dp1 -

	 - 112 -

Substituting dp2 = P + dp1 in Equation 4.1, and then using the above expression for dp1,

the height of a feature can then be obtained:

P2+2112P \2(H_h)2=H2+y_(y2+P+2(1111))

Therefore,

P2+2y2P \2
h=H_H2 +y2_ (Y2+P+ 2(111 _ 112 _ P) ) .	 (4.2)

Both sensor geometries i.e., altitude H, look-angle, etc., should be known. Yi and 112

can be found from the ground-range images along with the parallax P; hence, the height

of the object h can be ascertained. [Wu and Lin, 19891 describes work on this topic for

SLAR.

However, in practice, the situation described above will, almost certainly, never occur.

The two sensors will rarely have perfectly parallel flight-paths with identical attitudes and

be at the same altitude. Hence the practical procedure for height assessment is much more

complicated than the idealised situation described here.

Leberl [Leberl, 19901 has studied the error analysis of photogrammetric SAR stereo
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methods in detail. He divided the errors into two types, absolute errors - those of indi-

vidual point co-ordinates and - relative errors - those of co-ordinate differences. The

former type was reported to be generally of less importance than the latter. Leberl found

large errors with both aircraft and spaceborne radar stereo. He quotes that for aircraft,

which generally have relatively large stereo intersection angles, absolute errors in the sensor

position or range measurement will result in stereo errors of up to five times larger than

this error. For spaceborne SAR, these sensor position errors are magnified to up to 15

times the absolute error. The relative errors are quoted as much larger; for example, for

spaceborne SAR stereo, an error in the stereo base of 100 m would result in a height error

of 935 m and an across-track error of 988 m. Leberl has, therefore, demonstrated that the

photogrammetric approach is very sensitive to error.

Leberl has applied a photograminetric stereo analysis to the SIR-B imagery of Mount

Shasta used in this work. The results obtained by Leberl from the Mount Shasta imagery

are discussed in Chapter 8. 	 -

4.3 Radar Height Determination: Analytic Approach

If the images are accompanied by sufficient orbit and Doppler information, then the range

and Doppler equations, discussed in Section 3.4.1, can be used to determine the co-ordinates

of a point that appears in both images. For example, if the two images are denoted as

Image 1 and hnage 2, then:

Ri=I-2I

fdci 
-________

"1 -

R2=ls2-I

fdc2
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where
is the range in Image 1.

R2 is the range in Image 2

is the Doppler value for Image 1

fdc2 is the Doppler value for Image 2

81 is the position of the sensor for Image 1

is the position of the sensor for Image 2

is the velocity of the sensor for Image 1

82
	 is the velocity of the sensor for Image 2

"1
	 is the radar wavelength for Image 1

is the radar wavelength for Image 2

p
	 is the position of the point on the ground

p
	 is the velocity of the point

These four equations can be solved, by a similar means to that given in Section 3.4.1,

to give the common position p; i.e., the derivatives are evaluated and used, with these

equations, to find a solution via some iterative technique.

It should be noted that the two sets of equations must be in the same co-ordinate

system. The work in this study was carried out in a geocentric inertial system. Since the

images used in this study were taken at different times, the co-ordinate systems relating to

each image wifi also be different. Therefore, one system must be converted to the other or,

alternatively, both converted to a common system. The conversion factor from one system

to another is of the form

cos(91 - 92) sin(01-02) 0

!=	 -sin(0i-92) cos(01 - 02) 0 !

0
	

0	 1

where 9 and °2 are the GMSTs (see Chapter 5) of systems 1 and 2 respectively. The signs

of 9 and 2 wifi depend on the direction of conversion.

This method is obviously dependent on the accuracy with which the required input

data can be supplied. In Chapter 8, it is applied to stereo SIR-B imagery of Mount Shasta.
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Figure 4.6: illustration of SAR/Optical Configuration for Height Determination

4.4 SAR/Optical Height Determination: Photogrammetric

Approach

SAR has been merged with optical data such as Landsat, e.g. [Bloom et a!., 1988], where

simplified stereophotogrammetric equations were used to calculate the height of an object

above a reference plane from SIR-B and Landsat TM image sets for areas where little or no

ground control was available. [Brill, 19871 addresses the same problem for the case when

the sensor positions are unknown but matching GCPs have been identified in the SAR and

optical images.

A comparison of the imaging geometry of radar and optical sensors is shown in FIg-

ure 4.6. The top of an object of elevation Ii is projected down to position n by the optical

sensor. The radar will locate this at m. The base of the object will be located at the

correct position by both types of sensor.

If we let dp, and dp0 be the displacements due the SAR and optical sensors respectively.

From the previous discussion. on stereo SAR it was shown, Equation 4.1, that

(ff,—h)2 = H+y —(y,+dp5)2.	 (43)

For the optical case,
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tan9---- 
(y0—dp0)

- H0 - (H0 -

so that

-,	 hy0
up0 -

£10

Now P= dp0 —dp3 , so

dp,=dpoP=iJP.

Substituting dp, into Equation 4.3 gives

h710
(H—h) 2 =

Expanding this yields

- 2Hah+h2 = H+y - - -	
2Phy0 2yy0h

H2 
+2Py3+

0	 HØHØ

Therefore,

h2 (i +	 + 2h (!LJ- -	 - 2H3) - 2Py8 + P2 = 0

This quadratic equation can then be solved for h.

4.5 SAR/Optical Height Determination: Geometric

Approach

If, however, there are some auxiliary data available for each image, then the position p of a

point identified in each image can be found. This is done by considering a 'ray' drawn from

the optical sensor to the required position on the ground at a known look angle. The SAR

range is considered to be a sphere, with the SAR position at its centre. The intersection of

the ray of the optical sensor and the sphere of the SAR will give the required position p on
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Q

(X2, , Z1)

Figure 4.7: Intersection of Line with Sphere

the ground. This is analogous to the intersection of a ray of light with a sphere, a problem

which has received significant interest in the context of ray-traced rendering for computer

graphics (see [Glassner, 1989], for example).

Consider light being received from the direction at a point Q by the optical sensor,

passing through a sphere of radius R centered at , the location of the SAR (Figure 4.7).

We can write the path of the ray of light in parametric form as

(t)=Q^tj2, t>O	 (4.4)

and define the surface of the sphere as

(X1—S)2+(Y1—S)2+(Z1—S2)2=R2.

At the intersection points, we can say

(O+tD	 —S)2= R2.
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This may be written as a quadratic in t, i.e. as At2 + Bt + C 0, where the coefficients

are given by

A =

B = 2{D(O - S) + D(O - S) + D(O - Se)]

C = (OrSx)2+(OySy)2+(OzSz)2R2

If we ensure that D is normalised, as is normally the case, we will have A = 1. This

quadratic equation has solutions

—B—fB2-4AC
t0 =

	

	 (4.5)
2A

-	 —B+f2-4AC
=	 2A	

(4.6)

There are essentially three cases, depending on the sign of the discriminant, B2 - 4AC:

discriminant is negative: the line and sphere do not intersect

discriminant is zero: the line is tangential to the sphere

discriminant is positive: the line and sphere do intersect, and the points of intersec-

tion are determined by finding t 0 and t1 from Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6, then

substituting them back into Equation 4.4.

The steps involved in this procedure are, if we pre-compute as many parameters as

possible:

1. calculate A, B and C of the quadratic (8 additions/subtractions, 7 multiplications)

2. calculate the discriminant (1 addition, 2 multiplications, 1 compare)

3. calculate t0 and determine whether positive (1 subtraction, 1 multiply, 1 square root,

1 compare)

4. possibly calculate t1 and determine whether positive (1 subtraction, 1 multiply, 1

square root, 1 compare)
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5. calculate intersection point (3 additions, 3 multiplications)

It is worth noting that detennining to and t1 by a direct application of Equation 4.5

and Equation 4.6 is not numerically very accurate, particularly for the smaller root when

B2 > 4AC [Press et a!., 1986). A better way to compute the roots Is via the intermediate

result

q= {B^sgn(B)yIB2_4AC},

whereafter

q	 Ct=- or -.A	 q

To determine which of the two calculated intersection points is correct, the optical sen-

sor is considered. Since the position and look-angle of this sensor is known, a rough vector

length can be calculated. All points on the Earth have altitudes of less than 9 Kin, so

the value of t closest to the roughly-calculated length wifi give the required solution. Nor-

mally, the look-angle of optical spaceborne sensors is relatively small due to the increased

atmospheric degradation at large angles (e.g., SPOT is ±27°).



Chapter 5

Orbit, Time and Reference System

Considerations

5.1 Introduction

In the work with the SIR-B data, to be described in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, only one sensor

position and velocity vector were given. However, the position of the sensor at some earlier

or later time can be predicted if the orbit of the sensor platform can be found. This chapter

outlines a procedure for establishing an orbit from only one position and velocity vector.

It also details how positions on this orbit can be found for different times. These orbit

calculations are carried out in a particular co-ordinate (reference) system known as the

orbital system. However, the SIR B data supplied were not given in this system, but in a

geocentric terrestrial system. In the section on time and reference systems (Section 5.2),

the conversions between the reference systems involved in the analysis of SIR-B data will

be shown. This can be rather complicated, as the reference systems are associated with

particular time systems and conversion from one time system to another can be complex.

Again, the time systems and their conversions required for the SIR-B work will be detailed.

5.2 Time and Reference Systems

Three reference systems (shown in Figure 5.1) were considered in this work:

120
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0gure 5.1: Orbital Elements and Reference Systems
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[X', Y', Z'] is an orbital system with X' pointing to the perigee and perpendicular to the

orbital plane.

[X2 , Y2 , Z2] is a geocentric inertial system, i.e. a system that does not rotate with the

Earth. This system is fixed relative to the Sun. The intersection of X 2 with the

equator occurs at the vernal equinox.

[X1 , Y1 , Z1] is a geocentric terrestrial system, i.e. an Earth-fixed system that rotates with

the Earth.

Now

x2	 x'

'2 =R y'

z2	 z'

and

x1	 x2

y1 =R3(0) Y2

z1	 z2

where R is a rotation matrix to be defined later (see Equation 5.2), R3 denotes a rotation

about the Z axis, and 0 is the Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time or GAST (also known

as the hour angle of the vernal equinox). Now

GAST = GMST + equation of equino;

where GMST is the Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time. The difference between GMST and

GAST is small, usually less than one second of time in 0, and is due to nutation effects.

The equation of equinox is difficult to calculate and, as it is small, 0 was taken to be GMST

for this work, i.e. it was assumed that GAST=GMST.

In the SIR-B data, the time of imaging was given with respect to Universal Time (UT;

often referred to as Greenwich Mean Time). The conversion from UT to GMST requires the

calculation of the Julian Date (JD). [Hatcher, 1984] describes in detail the JD calculation

for all times. The conversion is as follows.
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Let A be the year of the common era, reckoned in the usual way with New Year

on 1 - January; let M be the month number reckoned from January = 1 through to

December = 12; and let the day of the month be represented by D.

A'=A— [12_Mj

M'=M-3modl2

where Li is the operation of taking the integer part.

= [365.25(A'+ 4712)]

d = 130.6A1' + 0.5]

N=y+d+D+59

=	
+ 1] x 0.75] - 2

3D = N - g - 0.5 measured from zero hours (midnight), which is what is required. (3D

N - g is measured from noon.)

Let T be the given Universal Time in seconds. Then, if

3D -2451545.0
tII 

=	 36525.0

and

= 24110.54841 + 8640184.812866t, + 9.3104 x 10t - 6.2 x 1Ot,

we have
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GMST = + 1.002737822 T
3600.0

This GMST is in seconds and wifi be greater than one day. The number of days must be

removed and the remainder converted to hours/minutes/seconds.

Let nj and v0 be position and velocity vectors respectively (as supplied in the SIR-B

header data), defined in a geocentric terrestrial reference system, and let and be the

same position and velocity vectors respectively, defined in a geocentric inertial reference

system. Then,

cos8 sino 0

!= —sin9 cosO 9

0	 01

( —sin	 0	 cos9 sin9 0

	

= —Ocos9 —Gsin9 0	 + -SiflO COSO 0 V,

0
	

0	 0	 0	 1

where 9 = —GMST and 9 = —2ir/day radians.

These r and v can be used in the calculation of orbital parameters and hence new sensor

positions can be established using the following procedures.

5.3 Orbits

A satellite orbit is uniquely specified by its orbital elements - see Figure 5.1. The satellite's

orbital plane is determined with reference to the equator by two orbital elements, , the

right ascension of the ascending node, and i, the orbital inclination (to the equator). These

two parameters define not only the orbital plane, but also the sense of the orbital motion.

The orientation of the orbit within its plane is specified by the argument of perigee w. The

size and shape of the orbit are given by a, the semi-major axis, and e, the eccentricity,

respectively. The timing of the orbit is specified by the time of perigee, r. These six
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parameters (a, e, r,i, (2, ) are usually taken as the orbital elements, though certain variants

are possible, and sometimes even essential - as in this case. Here, instead of r1 two other

parameters will be used v, the true anomaly, and E, the eccentric anomaly [Green, 1985].

5.3.1 Calculation of Orbital Parameters

The material presented in this Section is based on that in [Green, 1985].

Let the satellite's ptition and velocity vectors at a given time t bet = (X2 ,Y2 , Z2] and

= [)i2, 1, E2] respectively. The semi-major axis of the orbit is given by

-	 iilrl
a - 2p - IrIIvI2

where i' = GM = 3.986805 x 1014 m3s 2 , G is the Universal Gravitational Constant, and

M is the mass of the Earth. We also have

k=!x!L= h2

where k is the vector angular momentum per unit mass The other orbital parameters are

given by:

(= —taif

_1h3
z=cos 

iii

I	 1h12
e= 411--

y	 pa

E=±cOS_1igJTI•

The plus sign in the expression for E corresponds to the satellite's outward journey, from
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perigee to apogee, when its radial velocity is positive. The sign of the radial velocity is

that of the scalar product r.t.

The true anomaly is given by

['1+e'	 E 1
ii = 2 tan1	

- ) tan (.-)j

and the argument of perigee by

IX cos ci + Y sin 2) -
7Ecos'1	 In

where the plus sign corresponds to positive Z.

Therefore, it has been shown that all the parameters needed to describe the orbit, as

described in Section 5.3, can be calculated from one satellite position and velocity, and

V.

5.3.2 Calculation of Orbital Position

To calculate the sateffite's position at a time t + Ot from the position at time t, an iterative

procedure is required. The mean anomaly, Aft, at time t is given by

M = E - e sin E,

where E is the value of E at time t (see previous Section). Let M be the mean anomaly

at time t + Ot [Slama et al., 1980]:

M =M+Otf4i

E= M+esinE

This equation is then solved for E, the value at time t + Ot. For the first iteration, let

El = M. Then, for the second iteration, let El' = M + e sin E'; and so on. The equation

is usually solved to adequate accuracy after about five iterations. In terms of the orbital

co-ordinate system,



(x2\

I'2 I=R
\Z2)

xl

'F,1	 1

ZI

(5.2)
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(x''\ ( a(cosE—e)

I" I = I av'l - e2 sinE
	

(5.1)

$•Z) \	 o
The new position, at time t + Ut, witb respect to a geocentric inertial system, is given by

where R is the rotation matrix given as R = R3(—cZ)R1(—z)R3(—).1 Hence,

X2 = a(cosE—e)(cos,cosc^—sinwsin2 cos i)—asin E'/l - e 2 (sinwcos(+coswsin (2cos 1);

= a(cos E—e) (cosisin +sinci' cosQ sin i)+a sin EJ1 - e 2 (coscos1 sin i—sinw sinfl);

a (cos E - e) sin w sin i + a sin EiJl - e2 cos sin i.

The velocity at the new position is given by

X2[ 1= -	 ((sin Esiuw—cos Ecosc,) sincl cos i—(sin Ecos,cos Esinw) cos);
(1—ecosE)

= -
	 (1 - ecosE)"" 

Ecosw+cos Esinw)sin1Z+(snEsiiw—sEcos)cos)cosi);

1
=	 (1— ecosE) mEsuic - cosEcosw) sin 1).

The position of the satellite at any time in the orbit can hence be calculated using these

equations.

'R1 denotes a rotation about the Z axis and R1 a rotation about the X axis.
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5.4 Summary

This chapter has described a procedure for establishing an orbit from only one position and

velocity vector and it has shown how positions on this orbit can be found at different times.

Conversions between the relevant time and reference systems have also been defined.

As stated in Chapter 3, the geocoding procedure used in this work must be carried out

in an inertial reference system. Here the geocentric inertial reference system, as described

in this chapter, was used. In operational geocoding systems the orbit wifi normally be

described by a polynomial. For the geocoding work of this study the calculated orbit was

similarly represented by a polynomial line fit.



Chapter 6

Assessment of SIR-B Mount Shasta

Images

6.1 Introduction

As stated in Section 1.3, the image data used in this study were of Mount Shasta, California,

USA, acquired by the Shuttle SIR-B SAR sensor in October 1984. The data were supplied

on a tape that also contained images of Egypt and Madagascar. These other images would

not be used further for reasons given in Section 1.3. Nc) other information pertaining to

these images was available; hence the author had no d&nition of how these images were

stored on the tape or how to extract the header data. There were no documents describing

the header data.

In the sections that follow in this Chapter, the author describes how these Mount

Shasta images were assessed in order to obtain the infomnation necessary to proceed with

the geocoding and stereo studies.

6.2 Preliminary Assessment of Image Data

Nine SIR.B images were supplied on tape. Images 1,2,3 and 7 were of the Mt. Shasta area;

header data preceded each image. The author was infarmed that these were slant-range

Images, and the work proceeded on this basis; however, sne checks were made (as detailed

in the next section) to see if there were any obvious discrepancies with this assumption.

Maps of the area were also obtained.
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Figure 6.1: Image Extents Relative to Mount Shasta Peak

_________ Image Sizes

Image No No of Lines No of Samples

1	 1861	 6756

2	 1861	 6756

3	 1308	 7184

7	 2466	 6788

Programs were written to interface to the TAkE/BISHOP image processing software

package [Perkins et aL, 19881 on the VAX so that the images could be handled and viewed;

existing software could not handle images of this size. The relative positions of the images

with respect to each other and to the peak of Mt. Shasta are shown in Figure 6.1. No maps

were available for the area to the east of Mt. Shasta and, since tile images of this area

appeared fairly feature-free, it was decided that Image 2 should not be studied in detail.

The images were observed on the VAX display and an attempt was made to locate the

image positions on the maps. This proved to be quite difficult, as tile images were of poor

contrast and the area away from the actual mountain is quite blanch.

The area where the images overlap was extracted and studied in more detail. These

image areas are shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. The header data of Images 1, 2, 3 and 7

are presented in Figures 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8. The latitude and longitude values given in
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Figure 6.2: Image 1	 Mount Shasta
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Figure 6.3: Image 3 - Mount Shasta
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Figure 6.4: Image 7 - Mount Shasta
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NASA JPL SIR-B DIGITALLY CORRELATED SAl IMAGE

DATA TAKE AL-087.40 SCENE 001

	

CENTER CMI 281/20:52:38.069, 1984	 CORk. DATE: 10/18/84

CENTER LIT: 41 DEC (J)	 CENTER LONG: 123 DEC (II)

SITE: SHASTA

CENTER RES: 16.7 N (GRID R) I 51.0 N (AZ) 	 RAW DATA: 5 BPS

PIXEL SIZE 12.5N	 CENTER INCIDENCE ANGLE: 63.8 DEC

TRACK ----> 119.0 DEC (TO TRUE IORTH)

I POSITION: -2346.067 IN, Y POSITION: -4123.520 KM Z POSITION: 4587.281 KM

H VELOCITY: 3075.009 N/S I VELOCITY: -5804.449 fl/S Z VELOCITY: -3644.664 fl/S

NEAR SLANT RANGE: 432.75 XII

EARTH RADIUS AT TARGET: 6368 .88 KM

SHUTTLE ALTITUDE: 231.57 KM

ROLL: 210.0 DEC	 YAW:	 .0 BEG	 PITCH:	 .0 DEC

GAIN: 98.60 DB	 PU: 1274.5 HZ	 CAL LEVEL: 1	 BORE ANGLE: 32.5 DEC

DATA WINDOW POSITION: 44

DATA RATE: 30.4 MHZ

NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER LINE - 6756 	 TOTAL NUMBER CF LINES - 1676

FD COEFF ACROSS TRACK: FD:A a	 .00, PD:B	 18.90, FD:C	 2082.46 HZ

FDDOT COEFF ACROSS TRACE: FR:D 	 .00, FR:E - -16.44,

FR:F	 1058.43 HZ/S FDDOT COEFF ALONG TRACK: FR:A1 - 	 .00,

FR:A2	 .00, FR:A3 a	 .00 HZ/S

EARTH RADIUS AT NADIR: 6367.70 KM 	 AZIMUTH SKEW: -29 PIXELS

LAT(JE): 42 DEC 1.9 NIl (I)	 LOJ(JE): 122 DEC 54.6 NIl (Ii)

LAT(IL): 41 DEC 34.8 fIN (N)	 LON(NL): 122 DEC 12.3 MIN (W)

LAT(FE): 40 DEC 58.5 PIll (I)	 LON(FE): 124 DEC 3.0 MIN (W)

LAT(FL): 40 DEC 23.2 NIl (N)	 LON(FL): 123 DEC	 .0 NIl (W)

CAL TONE EST: 74.611 DB 	 BER: -56.82 DB

START TIME: 281/20:52:30	 STARTING SAMPLE NO. a 	 j

SCALE FACTOR: 6.77 DB	 FR AZIMUTH INCREMENT FLAG - 0

BLOCKS PER FDDOT AZIMUTH INCREMEIT - 27	 LINES PER REFERENCE UPDATE - 8

SAMPLES PER SLANT RANGE IMAGE LINE - 3840

NUMBER OF SLANT RAIGE IMAGE RECORDS - 1843

SIGNAL TO JOISE RATIO - 4.101 DB NOISE 47.081 RI

Figure 6.5: Header File for Image 1
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NASA JPL SIR-B DIGITALLY CORRELATED BAR IMAGE

DAli TAKE £L-087 .40 SCENE 002

	

CENTER GNT 281120:52:48.510, 1984	 CORE. DATE: 10/18/84

CENTER LAY: 40 DEC (1)	 CENTER LONG: 122 DEC Cv)

SITE:SHASTA

CUTER RES: 15.7 N (CR58 R) K 51.0 II (AZ) RAW DATA; $ BPS

PIXEL SIZE a 12. SN	 CUTER INCIDENCE ANGLE: 63.8 DEC

TRACK ----4 119.5 DEC (TO TRUE NORTH)

K POSITION: -2313.828 111 1 POSITION: -4183.836 III I POSITION: 4548.875 111

K VELOCITY: 3099.752 N/S Y VELOCITY: -5749.352 N/S I VELOCITY; -3710.871 N/S

NEAR SLUT RANGE: 432.7$ Ill

EARTH RADIUS AT TARGET: 6369.05 KM

SHUTTLE ALTITUDE: 231.39 KM

ROLL: 210.0 DEC	 YAW:	 .0 DEC	 PITCH:	 .0 DEC

GAIN: 98.60 DI	 PR?: 1274.5 HZ	 CAL LEVEL: 1	 BORE ANGLE: 32.5 DEC

DATA WINDOW POSITION: 44

DATA RATE: 30.4 11HZ

NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER LINE - 6756	 TOTAL NUMBER 07 LINES - 1676

PD COEFF ACROSS TUCK: TD:A - 	 .00, FD:I -	 18.90, FD:C	 2082.46 HZ

FDDOT COEFF ACROSS TRACE: FR:D	 .00, FR:E - -16.44,

PR:? • 1058.43 HZ/S FDDQT COEFF ALONG TRACK: FR :Aj 	 .00,

FR:A2 -	 .00, FR:A3 -	 .00 HZ/S

EARTH RADIUS AT NADIR: 6367.88 111	 AZIMUTH SKEW: -29 PIXELS

LJ.T(JE): 41 DEC 35.6 III (I)	 LON(NE): 122 DEC 13.5 NIl (H)

LAT(NL): 41 DEC 8.2 NIl (N) 	 LON(NL): 121. DEC 31.7 PUN (H)

LLT(FE): 40 DEC 32.7 III (N) 	 LON(FE): 123 DEC 22.3 NIl (U)

LAT(FL): 40 DEC 43.0 NIl (N)	 LON(FL): 122 DEC .0 NIl (U)

CAL TONE EST: 74.561 D8 	 BEE: -56.82 DB

START TINE: 281/20:52:40	 STARTING SAMPLE NO. •	 I

SCALE FACTOR: 6.40 DI	 FR AZIMUTI INCRENENT FLAG - 0

BLOCKS PER FDDOT AZINtTTI IICRENEIT 18 LINKS PER INFERENCE WDATE - 8

SAMPLES PER SLAJT RANGE IMAGE LINE 3840

NUMBER OF SLANT RANGE INAGZ RECORDS - 1843

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 4.36K DI NOISE • 47.09K PB

Figure 6.6: Header File for huage 2
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NASA JPL SIR-B DIGITALLY CORRELATED SAl IMAGE

DATA TAKE AL-055.40 SCENE 004

CENTER GIlT 282/20:35:46.737, 1984	 COU. DATE: 11/06/84

CENTER LIT: 41 DEG (N)	 CEITER LONG: 121 DEG (U)

SITE:SHS.STA

CENTER RES: 17.4 11 (GRID R) I 23.1 N (AZ> RAW DATA: 5 BPS

PIXEL SIZE - 12.511	 CEITER INCIDENCE ANGLE: 53.8 DEG

TRACK ----> 120.4 DEG (TO TRUE NORTH)

I POSITION: -2369.790 N.M Y POSITION: -4217.070 RN Z POSITION: 4491.145 IN

I VELOCITY: 2994.816 N/S Y VELOCITY: -5740.648 N/S Z VELOCITY: -3807.380 N/S

NEAR SLANT RANGE: 375.27 ElI

EARTH RADIUS AT TARGET: 6368.94 KM

SHUTTLE ALTITUDE: 232.60 XX

ROLL: 90.0 DEG	 VAW:	 .0 DEG	 PITCH:	 .0 DEG

GAIl: 95.40 DB	 PR?: 1824.1 lIZ	 CAL LEVEL: I	 BORE ANGLE: 38.8 DEG

DATA WINDOW POSITION: 37

DATA RATE:. 30.4 11HZ

NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER LINE = 7184	 TOTAL NUMBER OF LINES = 1109

FD COEFF ACROSS TRACK: FD:A -	 .00, FD:B -	 36.89. FD:C = 1355.30 lIZ

FDDOT COEF? ACROSS TRACK: FR:D -	 .00, FR:E = -32.37,

FR:? - 1236.00 HZ/S FDDOT COEFF ALONG TRACK: FR:A1	 .00,

FR:A2 =	 .00, FR:13	 .00 HZ/S

EARTH RADIUS AT NADIR: 6368.14 KM 	 AZIMUTH SKEW: -31 PIXELS

LAT(JE): 41 DElI 26.5 III (I)	 LOI(IE): 122 DEC 7.8 liii (U)

LAT(IL): 40 DEC 52.0 NIl (N)	 LON(NL): 121 DEC 17.5 NIl (U)

LAT(FE): 41 DEC 21.0 NIl (N)	 LOJ(FE): 122 DEC 14.5 NIl (U)

LAT(FL): 40 DEC 24.1 NIl (I)	 LON(FL): 121 DEG 	 .0 NIl (U)

CAL TONE EST: 72.37X DB	 BER: -99.99 DB

START TINE: 282/20:35:39	 STARTING SAMPLE NO. S

SCALE FACTOR:2601.85 DB	 FR AZIMUTH IICRENEIT FLAG S 0

BLOCKS PER FDDOT AZIMUTH INCREMENT - 25 	 LINES PER REFERENCE UPDATE = 8

SAMPLES PER SLANT RANGE IPIAGE LINE - 5632

NUMBER OF SLANT RANGE IMAGE RECORDS 1134

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO	 5.991 DB	 NOISE - 44.42K DB

Figure 6.7: Hea4er File for Image 3
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NASA JPL SIR-B DIGITALLT OR&ELA2ED 5*1 111*0K

DATA TARE AL-087.40 SCENE 002

	

CEITER GET 284/20; 2:19.394, 1984	 CONE. PAIL 10/18/84

CENTER LAT: 41 ORG (N)	 CENTER LONG: 122 BEG (H)

SITE: SHASTA

CENTER RES: 28.4 N (GRID 11) 1 20.5 N (AZ) RAV DATA. 5 BPS

PIXEL SIZE • 12.5N	 CENTER INCIDENCE ANGLE: 29.7 DiG

TRACK ----> 121.0 ORG (TO TRUE NORTH)

I POSITION: -2531.382 KM V POSITION: -4203.996 KM K POSITION: 4410.418 RN

I VELOCITY: 2744.062 N/S V VELOCITT: -5784 .742 N/H K VELOCITY: -3932.488 H/S

NEAR SLAIT RANGE: 256.12 KM

EARTH RADIUS AT TARGET: 6368.86 III

SHUTTLE ALTITUDE: 229.48 RN

ROLL: 210.0 DEG	 YAM:	 .0 DEG	 PITCH:	 .0 DiG

GAIN: 86.67 08	 PU: 1539.8 HZ	 CAL LEVEL: 1	 BORE ANGLE: 46.5 DEG

DATA WINDOW POSITION: 41

DATA lATE: 30.4 MHZ

NUMBER OF SANPLS3 PER LINK 6788 	 TOTAL NUMBER Of LINES • 2281

PD COEFF ACROSS TRACK: FD:A -	 .00, FD:B	 123 69, FD:C - 1135.97 HZ

FDDOT COEFF ACROSS TRACK: FR:D - 	 .00, FR:E - -$3.57,

FR:? - 1811.64 HZ/S FDDOT COEFF ALONG TUCK; FR:A1 • 	 .00,

FR:A2 -	 .00 FR:13 -	 .00 Hz/S

EARTH RADIUS AT NADIR: 6368.48 XII 	 AZIMUTH SlEW: -62 PIXELS

LAT(IE): 41 DEG 41.4 NIl (N) 	 LON(IE): 122 DES 21.2 NIH CV)

LATCH!.): 41 DEG 8.7 NIl (N) 	 LOI(NL): 121 DES 36' S NIl (H)

LAT(FE): 41 DEG 30.1 NIl (I) 	 LON(PEh 122 DiG 35.8 III (H)

LAT(FL): 40 PEG 51.2 NIl (1) 	 LDN(FL): 121 DES S 1111 CV)

CAL TONE EST: 63.47K D8	 lEft: -54.32 DB

START TINE; 284120: 2:12	 STARTING SAMPLE NO. • I

SCALE FACTOR: 9.59 DI 	 FR AZIMUTH IICWIENT FL a 0

BLOCKS PER FDDOT AZIMUTH IICRE1IEIT - 21	 LINES PER IEEIEICE UPDATE - $

SAMPLES PER SLAIT RANGE IMAGE LINK - 4608

IUNBEZ OF SLANT RANGE IMAGE RECORDS - 1441

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO - 10.98K DB 	 NOISE a 35.491 III

Figure 6.8: Header File for Image 7
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124	 123.5	 123	 122.5	 122	 121.5	 121	 120.5	 120
Longitud. (d.gr... .aat)

Figure 6.9: Given Latitude and Longitude Extents for the Four Images of Mount Shasta

the header were. checked and the results are summarised in Figure 6.9. Here, the available

map extent of the area which covers most of Images 1, 2, 3 and 7 is shown, along with the

position of the centre of the peak. The latitude and longitude extents given in the header

data are plotted along with the latitude and longitude values of the image centres. It can

be seen that all the latitude and longitude values given in the header data &re nonsense.

Consider the centre resolution and centre incidence angle given in the header data:

Image No	 Centre Resolution 	 Centre Incidence Angle

1	 15.7m (grnd R) x 51.Om (AZ) 	 63.8°

3	 17.4ni (grnd R) x 23.lmn (AZ)	 53.8°

7	 28.4m (grnd R) x 20.5m (AZ) 	 29.7°

From these ground ranges and angles, an average slant range resolution of 14 m is ob-

tained.

The co-ordinate system in which the X, Y and Z position and velocities are given is not

defined, but the length of the X, Y, Z vector agrees with the sum of the shuttle altitude and

the earth radius at nadir, indicating that the X, Y, Z origin is at the centre of the earth,

i.e. the co-ordinates are in a geocentric terrestrial co-ordinate system, and that the data

are consistent.
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Figure 6.10: Illustrations of the Swath Extents Noted in the Headers of the Four Mount
Shasta Images
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Using the given altitude, near-slant-range and centre incidence angle values, an attempt

was made to roughly assess the range extent of the images. For this assessment only, the

Earth was approximated as being flat.

The result of this assessment is shown in Figure 6.10. From the map study, the range

extents were measured to be approximately 17, 17, 12 and 23 Km respectively for Images 1,

2, 3 and 7. The range extents of Figure 6.10 are obviously nonsense, being considerably

bigger than the map-derived measurements, indicating that one or more of the values given

are incorrect.

From the map, the position of the peak of Mt. Shasta was found. Then, using the given

position of the sateffite and the position of the peak, the slant range between the two was

calculated. These values were then compared with the given near-slant-ranges. The results

are:

Image Given Near Slant Range (Km) Slant Range to Peak (Km)

1	 432.75	 445.799

2	 432.75	 438.532

3	 375.27	 380.888

7	 256.12	 258.481

It can be seen that these are fairly reasonable.

The track (to the north) is given in the header data as 119.0°, 120.4° and 121.6° re-

spectively for Images 1, 3 and 7. From the assessed positions of these images on the map,

the track appears to lie between 1300_1400. However, assuming that the sensor velocity is

correct, the track angle, Og, can be calculated from the given velocity vector using

O=9O+
	 ±

Hence,
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TrackAngle O (degrees)

Image Calculated Given In Header Data

1	 119.024	 119.000

2	 119.602	 119.500

3	 120.522	 120.400

7	 121.558	 121.600

This indicates that the given velocity vector Is probably correct. It also shows that

the visual inspection of the track was inaccurate, demonstrating the difficulty of fixing the

images relative to maps.

Other data are either undefined or cannot be checked with available information. Most

of these remaining data are fairly consistent between the images, apart from the given roll,

which is 210° In Images 1,2 and 7 but only 90° in Image 3, and the erale factor, which is

-	 given as less than 10 dB in Images 1, 2 and 7 but 2601.85 dB in Image 3.

6.3 Detailed Analysis

The preliminary study had shown that most of the image header data could not be trusted.

It did indicate that the sensor position and velocity were probably conrect, along with the

near-slant-range, track, and altitude. However, the time for which the position and velocity

vectors are quoted was unknown. A 8tart time and a centre image tiii,ze was given in the

header but, of course, these cannot be substantiated. It was therefore decided that some

points in the Images that could be identified on the maps should be found. As previously

stated, identifying such points was quite difficult, due to the poor quality and bland nature

of the images. Only the areas of images 1,3 and 7 shown in Figures 6.2 to 6.4, i.e. the overlap

regions, were employed in this detailed analysis. However, twelve giound control points

(GCPs), were located in Image 1 and 7, the positions of which are áown in Figure 6.2.

Unfortunately, as Image 3 has a narrower ground swath, only nine of these GCPs were

covered by it (GCPs 7, 10 and 11 are not covered). The GCPs were chosen, as far as

possible, to cover the extent of the image portions under study and give a spread of terrain

height. The lava 'arm' on which GCPs 1 to 5 are located is very distinctive but it was

felt that 5 GCPs here was sufficient. The bends in gullies identified by GCPs 6 and 8
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GCP	 Geodetic_Co-ordinates 	 Geocentric Co-ordinates (m)
No lat (d.ms) long (d.ins) height (m)	 X	 Y	 Z

	1 41.3058784 122.1708955	 1170.432 -2555136.02 -4044040.94 4206419.22

	

2 41.3110946 122.1816119 	 1072.896 -2556280.74 -4042936.74 4206635.56

	

3 41.3035473 122.1844328 	 1121.664 -2557240.96 -4043231.12 4205848.28

	

4 41.2816649 122.1724179 	 1511.808 -2557341.87 -4046870.65 4202897.92

	

5 41.2805473 122.1533582	 1731.264 -2555381.28 -4048573.48 4202784.82

	

6 41.2232027 122.0823731	 1950.720 -2550647.88 -4059793.99 4195213.90

	

7 41.2838919 122.0814328 	 1877.568 -2546448.50 -4053520.15 4203655.07

	

8 41.2419459 122.0811642 	 2316.480 -2549389.81 -4058319.56 4197943.07

	

9 41.2140449 122.1042089 	 2535.936 -2554164.68 -4059344.29 4194406.08

	

10 41.2756629 122.1039403 	 2316.480 -2549934.31 -4052738.04 4202967.83

	

11 41.2903370 122.1259104	 1950.720 -2551805.25 -4049624.09 4204268.83

	

12 41.2358200 122.1137200 	 4316.578 -2554463.47 -4057413.72 4198773.62
a = 6378137.0 m, e = 0.08161

Table 6.1: Ground Control Points

were also fairly easy to establish. Elsewhere the task was difficult and GCPs could only be

reliably identified in small areas where there was a change in height, giving a bright but

foreshortened region.

The co-ordinates of these GCPs are given in Table 6.1 in both geodetic and geocentric

systems. The image positions of the GCPs in terms of sample (azimuth position) and line

(slant range position) numbers are given in Table 6.2.

For a slant-range image, a plot of slant-range against image line number should give a

straight line because the pixel spacing in slant-range will be constant. The intercept on

the slant-range axis gives a value of the near-slant-range and the gradient of the line gives

a value for the slant-range pixel spacing.

As a first approximation, it was assumed that the given sensor position was constant

across the whole image. The slant-range and look-angle (incidence angle) were then cal-

culated for each GCP. These slant-ranges were plotted against line number and a straight

line was obtained. This is consistent with a slant-range image. A least-squares line fit was

then applied. In all cases, the resulting near-slant-range was not very close to the near-

slant-range given in the header. Furthermore, the look-angles calculated for each GCP

were quite different from the given centre incidence angle - especially for Image 1. These

slant-range and look-angle results are shown in the second column of Tables 6.4 to 6.9,

where they are labelled con8tant. The gradient and intercept of the plotted data are shown

in the lines labelled constant in Tables 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13.
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GCP No	 Image 1	 image 3	 Image 7
Sample Line Sample Line Sample Line

	

1	 4723 766	 2697	 38	 743 629

	

2	 4597 818	 2577 103	 624 703

	

3	 4607 906	 2597 193	 649 790

	

4	 4950 1028	 2977 273	 992 829

	

5	 5101 927	 3097 193	 1132 720

	

6	 6217 1042	 4269 278	 2255 741

	

7	 5696 339	 1685	 69

	

8	 6056 808	 4089	 38	 2080 475

	

9	 6098 1263	 4153 493	 2157 930

	

10	 5510 566	 1534 276

	

11	 5230 640	 1233 398

	

12	 5741 923	 3777 138	 1793 440

Table 6.2: image Position of Ground Control Points

In an attempt to improve these results, it was assumed that the sensor position was

given firstly for the start of the image and, secondly, at the centre of the image (the end of

the image was thought to be unlikely). It was further assumed that the sensor was travelling

at a constant velocity. Using the values given in the header data, the time of imaging one

sample (azimuth) pixel was calculated from the start time and image centre time. Values

of 2.389 x io-, 2.154 x iO and 2.179 x i0 seconds were obtained for Images 1, 3 and

7 respectively. (Assuming a pixel spacing of 12.5 m, a velocity of 6.0 Km/second is

obtained, which is reasonable). The position of each GCP in terms of time was calculated

with respect to the assumed start-time, i.e. start or centre of the image (Table 6.3).

Again, the slant-ranges and look-angles were calculated for each GCP. Plots of the

slant-range against line position were made and found to be linear. The near-range and

range pixel spacing were assessed. The results for this part of the study are shown in

Tables 6.4 to 6.13 in the columns or lines entitled start and centre. Here, the centre values

are nearest to the given header near-ranges.

As a final and more accurate attempt at assessment, it was decided that, using the given

sensor position and velocity, the orbit of the sensor platform should be established and the

sensor position at each GCP calculated. Again, the calculations would be made assuming

that the initial sensor position was defined at both the start and centre of the images. The

procedure for the assessment of the sensor platform orbit and the subsequent calculation

of sensor positions associated with each GCP is described in Chapter 5. Again, the slant-
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_____	 Timings (seconds)	 ___________
GCP No	 Image 1	 Image 3	 Image 7

Start Centre	 Start	 Centre	 Start	 Centre
1 11.28179 3.21320 5.80921 -1.92783 1.61866 -5.77653
2 10.98081 2.91219 5.55074 -2.18631 1.35942 -6.03583
3 11.00470 2.93608 5.59382 -2.14323 1.41388 -5.98136
4 11.82402 3.75551 6.41232 -1.32471 2.16112 -5.23396
5 12.18472 4.11625 6.67079 -1.06623 2.46612 -4.92890
6 14.85050 6.78237 9.19523	 1.45826 4.91263 -2.48188
7 13.60599 5.53770	 3.67086 -3.72391
8 14.46592 6.39774 8.80751 	 1.07054 4.53138 -2.86321
9 14.56624 6.49808 8.94537	 1.20839 4.69913 -2.69542

10 13.16169 5.09335	 3.34190 -4.05294
11 12.49286 4.42443	 2.68615 -4.70882
12 13.71348 5.64521 8.13548 	 0.39849 3.90614 -3.48858

Table 6.3: Times of Imaging Ground Control Points

ranges and look-angles were calculated for each GCP. Plots of the slant-range against line

position were made and found to be linear. The near-range and range pixel spacing were

assessed. These results are shown in Tables 6.4 to 6.13 in columns or lines labelled orbit

start and orbit centre. The orbital parameters are given in Table 6.10 for each image.

From Tables 6.11 to 6.13 it can be seen that the start and centre results are very similar

to the orbit start and orbit centre results. The results which are closest to the given near-

slant-ranges are given for the centre or orbit centre calculations. In Images 1 and 7, the

closest result is for the centre results, which differ by 0.865 Km and 0.283 Km respectively

from the given values. However, the smallest goodness-of-lit error in the calculated values

are for the orbit centre calculations. In Image 3, the best single result, which is 3.751 Km

from the given value, is found from the orbit centre calculations, but here the smallest

goodness-of-fit error is for the centre calculations.

GCP 9 is fairly central in the images and the calculated look-angles from the orbit

centre configuration are 57.6°, 52.0° and 29.3° for Images 1, 3 and 7 respectively. These

can be compared with the values of 63.80, 53.8° and 29.7° given in the header data. In

[Leberl et a!., 1986b], these angles were said to be 57°, 510 and 28° for the whole images

respectively, supporting the work described in this section. However, Tables 6.11 to 6.13

show that there can be large goodness-of-fit errors in the gradients, indicating uncertainty

in the slant-range pixel spacing.

All these calculations had been carried out primarily to establish for which image posi-
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Image 1: Calculated Slant Range (Kin) from GCPs

	

GCP No Constant	 Start Centre Orbiit Start Orbit Centre
1	 441.681 442.561 440.273	 442.217	 440.244

	

2 442.238 443.148 440.978	 442.822	 440.954
3	 443.319 444.205 442.046	 443.879	 442.021

	

4 445.267 445.991 443.573	 445.616	 443.534
5	 444.147 444.727 442.229	 444.328	 442.182

	

6 446.801 446.438 443.164	 445.850	 443.039
7	 438.431 438.687 435.650	 438.186	 435.565

	

8 444.044 443.812 440.648	 443.252	 440.536
9	 449.192 448.919 445.763	 448.356	 445.649

10	 440.759 441.012 438.218	 440.545	 438.147
11	 441.007 441.521 438.900 	 441.100	 438.845
12	 445.799 445.662 442.850	 445.163	 442.763

Table 6.4: Image 1: Calculated Slant Rangie (Km) from GCPs

Image 1: Calculated Look-Angle (degrees) from GCPs
GCP No Constant Start Centre Orbit Start Orbit Centre

1	 57.074 57.057 56.963	 57.113	 56.967
2	 57.100 57.090 57.001	 57.142	 57.005
3	 57.187 57.174 57.088	 57.227	 57.092
4	 57.388 57.352 57.256	 57.413	 57.262
5	 57.340 57.287 57.189	 57.352	 57.196
6	 57.567 57.403 57.276	 57.499	 57.297
7	 56.941. 56.840 56.711	 56.922	 56.725
8	 57.422 57.273 57.148	 57.364	 57.166
9	 57.823 57.671 57.553	 57.763	 57.572

10	 57.180 57.087 56.975	 57.163	 56.986
11	 57.142 57.080 56.973	 57.149	 56.982
12	 57.842 57.714 57.612	 57.797	 57.626

Table 6.5: Image 1: Calculated Look-Angle (degrees) from GCPs

Image 3: Calculated Slant Range (Kin) from GCPs
GCP No Constant Start Centre Orbit Start Orbit Centre

1	 381.262 390.717 379.184	 390.615	 379.174
2	 382.161 391.226 379.789	 391.133	 379.776
3	 383.082 392.187 380.767	 392.093	 380.754

	

4 383.705 393.966 382.309	 393.844	 382.304
5	 382.082 392.645 380.978	 392.513	 380.975

	

6 380.816 394.507 382.188 	 394.259	 382.180

	

8 378.715 392.002 379.740	 391.773	 379.736
9	 383.309 396.617 384.448	 396.384	 384.443

	

12 380.888 393.204 381.272	 393.010	 381.271

Table 6.6: Image 3: Calculated Slant Range (Km) from GCPs
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Image 3: Calculated Look-Angle (degrees) from CCPs
GCP No Constant Start Centre Orbit Start Orbit Centre

	1 	 51.426 52.393 51.196	 52.409	 51.197

	

2	 51.505 52.430 51.243	 52.444	 51.245

	

3	 51.614 52.536 51.360	 52.550	 51.362

	

4	 51.755 52.778 51.604	 52.797	 51.605

	

5	 51.621 52.683 51.501	 52.703	 51.502

	

6	 51.531 52.882 51.677	 52.921	 51.678

	

8	 51.368 52.700 51.479	 52.736	 51.480

	

9	 51.908 53.196 52.027	 53.233	 52.027

	

12	 51.975 53.182 52.016	 53.213	 52.016

Table 6.7: Image 3: Calculated Look-Angle (degrees) from GCPs

Image 7: Calculated Slant Range (Km) from GCPs

	

GCP No	 Constant	 Start Centre Orbit Start Orbit Centre
	1 	 260.318 261.769 259.758	 261.758	 259.628

	

2	 260.935 262.168 260.281	 262.160	 260.139

	

3	 261.463 262.738 260.830	 262.730	 260.691

	

4	 261.585 263.439 261.258	 263.419	 261.152

	

5	 260.468 262.525 260.292	 262.500	 260.198

	

6	 259.766 263.138 260.046	 263.041	 260.022

	

7	 256.166 259.050 256.259	 258.994	 256.205

	

8	 258.247 261.465 258.516 	 261.382	 258.484

	

9	 260.968 264.235 261.239 	 264.146	 261.212

	

10	 257.408 260.049 257.476	 260.003	 257.412

	

11	 258.351 260.569 258.252	 260.539	 258.165

	

12	 258.481 261.326 258.744	 261.265	 258.697

Table 6.8: Image 7: Calculated Slant Range (1(m) from GCPs

Image 7: Calculated Look-Angle (degrees) from GCPs
GCP No Constant Start Centre Orbit Start Orbit Centre

	1 	 28.317 28.867 28.044	 28.868	 28.057

	

2	 28.513 28.976 28.200	 28.977	 28.215

	

3	 28.738 29.212 28.439	 29.213	 28.453

	

4	 28.962 29.637 28.796	 29.639	 28.808

	

5	 28.633 29.393 28.529	 29.395	 28.539

	

6	 28.474 29.689 28.576	 29.697	 28.578

	

7	 26.969 28.111 26.988	 28.115	 26.993

	

8	 28.037 29.230 28.134	 29.237	 28.137

	

9	 29.193 30.334 29.287	 30.342	 29.290

	

10	 27.690 28.704 27.693	 28.708	 27.700

	

11	 27.898 28.747 27.825	 28.750	 27.833

	

12	 29.026 30.047 29.110	 30.053	 29.115

Table 6.9: Image 7: Calculated Look-Angle (degrees) from GCPs
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Table 6.10: Orbital Parameters for Images 1, 3 and 7

Table 6.11: Image 1: Near Slant Range and Range Pixel Spacing

Table 6.12: Image 3: Near Slant Range and Range Pixel Spacing

Table 6.13: Image 7: Near Slant Range and Range Pixel Spacing
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tion the sensor position and velocity had been quoted. In this respect, the work was rather

inconclusive. If the given near-slant-range was to be taken as correct, then, for Images 1

and 7, the sensor position was given near to, but not at, the centre of the images. For lin-

age 3, the best results were obtained for an assumed centre position - but here the results

were a long way from the given value. All the plots of slant-range against line number were

found to be linear, indicating that the images are slant-range in nature.

From these results, it was decided that, in further work, the slant-ranges would be

calculated using the orbit centre assumption, i.e. the given sensor position would be assumed

to be associated with the centre of the image and the sensor position for any other time

would be calculated from the orbit of the sensor platform; also, the near-slant-range would

be taken to be that calculated on this basis. Therefore, the near-slant-ranges would be

taken to be 431.840, 379.021 and 255.783 Km respectively for Images 1, 3 and 7 (as shown

in the last line of Tables 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13).

For further investigation, the slant-range pixel spacings were calculated for each GCP

in each image. These results are shown in Table 6.14. As can be seen from these range

pixel spacing results, the mean value is, as expected, very similar to the gradient values

given in Tables 6.11 to 6.13 for the appropriate orbit centre. However, the variation of

values of 10.8-11.8, 4.0-18.8 and 5.7-6.6 Km for Images 1, 3 and 7 respectively is large.

Image 3 results are especially widespread. These findings are, of course, indicated by the

standard deviation (SD) of the results. Appropriate centre ground range pixel spacings

were calculated from the mean slant-range values using the appropriate centre incidence

angles calculated previously.

In an attempt to ascertain the azimuth pixel spacing, pairs of GCP points were con-

sidered. Where possible, pairs of similar height and line number were chosen in order to

minimise terrain effects. Unfortunately, only two such pairs could be used for Image 3. The

separation of the GCP pairs was measured from the map and the line and sample number

differences were calculated. A look-angle was needed for each pair so that the ground-range

distance between the GCP pairs could be calculated. An average of the appropriate two

values was used. The range pixel spacing was taken to be the mean values shown in Tar

ble 6.14 for each image. The assessed azimuth pixel spacings for each GCP pair are shown

in Tables 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17, along with an average value.

For Images 1 and 7, the spread of results was large. The two results for Image 3 cannot
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Slant Range Pixel Spacing (m)
GCP No Image 1 Image 3 Image 7

	

1	 10.971	 4.026	 6.113

	

2	 11.142	 7.330	 6.196

	

3	 11.237	 8.979	 6.213

	

4	 11.375	 12.026	 6.476

	

5	 11.156	 10.124	 6.132

	

6	 10.748	 11.363	 5.721

	

7	 10.988	 6.116

	

8	 10.762	 18.816	 5.686

	

9	 10.933	 10.998	 5.838

	

10	 11.143	 5.902

	

11	 10.945	 5.985

	

12	 11.834	 16.304	 6.623

	

Mean	 11.103	 11.107	 6.083

	

SD	 0.295	 4.434	 0.281
Approximate Centre Ground Range (m)

	

13.221	 14.095	 12.430

Table 6.14: Slant Range Pixel Spacing

	

_____	 Image 1: Azimuth Pixel Spacing (m) 	 ________

	

GCPs	 GCP	 Samples	 Lines	 Range Angle	 Azimuth
_____ Separation (m) _______ _____ Res. (m) (deg) Res. (m)

	

5-3	 6433	 494	 21	 11.103 51.144	 13.010

	

6-4	 16458	 1267	 14	 11.103 57.280	 12.989

	

8-9	 6030	 42	 455	 11.103 57.369	 14.611

	

6-7	 11325	 521	 703	 11.103 57.011	 12.388

	

6-11	 13666	 987	 402	 11.103 57.140	 12.757

	

7-11	 6652	 466	 301	 11.103 56.853	 11.419

	

8-10	 7529	 546	 242	 11.103 57.076	 12.481

	

1-3	 2326	 116	 140	 11.103 57.030	 12.120
Ignore 8-9 Result	 ________

	

Mean	 12.407

	

SD	 0.585

Table 6.15: Image 1: Azimuth Pixel Spacing

Table 6.16: Image 3: Azimuth Pixel Spacing
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______	 Image 7: Azimuth Pixel Spacing (m)	 ________

	

GCPs	 GCP	 Samples	 Lines	 Range Angle	 Azimuth
______ Separation (m) _______ _____ Res. (m) (deg) Res. (m)

	

5-3	 6433	 483	 70	 6.083 28.496	 13.190

	

6-4	 16458	 1263	 88	 6.083 28.643	 13.001

	

8-9	 6030	 77	 455	 6.083 28.714	 23.132

	

6-7	 11325	 570	 672	 6.083 27.786	 12.573

	

6-11	 13666	 1022	 343	 6.083 28.206	 12.655

	

7-11	 6652	 452	 329	 6.083 27.413	 11.140

	

8-10	 7529	 546	 199	 6.083 27.919	 12.951

	

1-3	 2326	 94	 161	 6.083 28.255	 11.310
Ignore 8-9 Result

	

Mean	 12.403

	

SD	 0.833

Table 6.17: Image 7: Azimuth Pixel Spacing

be deemed to be statistically significant. For Images 1 and 7, the range and azimuth pixel

spacing calculations show that either there is some distortion in the images of an unknown

type or the GCPs have been inaccurately identified on the map and/or image. As the

results do not seem to be systematic in any way, there axe probably both types of error

present. Nevertheless, it was felt that further work could proceed with these images.

For Image 3, the large spread of range pixel spacing results indicates that there must

be some considerable image distortion, the cause of which would be impossible to ascertain

from the information available. It was therefore decided that no further work would be

carried out using this image.

For work on geocoding or stereo to proceed, some Doppler frequency data were required.

Some values relating to the Doppler are included in the header files, but no information

regarding their meaning was available to the author. It was therefore decided that the

Doppler frequency at each GCP in Images 1 and 7 should be calculated using the Doppler

equation

fdc 
- 2(A-15).(!—pJ

which is defined in Chapter 3. j and were calculated previously for each GCP using

orbital parameters. j) and are the known position and velocity of the GCPs (in the

correct geocentric inertial reference system). The wavelength, .\, was given in the header.

The results of this assessment are shown in Table 6.18 and plots of the calculated fdc
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	________	 _______ Image 1	 _______ Image 7

	

GCP No	 Sample Line	 Doppler Sample Line	 Doppler
________ _______ ____ Frequency _______ ____ Frequency

	

1	 4723 766 –2128.372	 743 629 –4129.959

	

2	 4597 818 –2232.417	 624 703 –4243.449

	

3	 4607 906 –2233.510	 649 790 –4208.246

	

4	 4950 1028 –1981.169	 992 829 –3931.353

	

5	 5101 927 –1925.619	 1132 720 –3916.197

	

6	 6217 1042 –1212.372	 2255 741 –3085.751

	

7	 5696 339 –1487.191	 1685	 69 –3451.741

	

8	 6056 808 –1337.627	 2080 475 –3267.168

	

9	 6098 1263 –1298.693	 2157 930 –3154.719

	

10	 5510 566 –1697.672	 1534 276 –3651.105

	

11	 5230 640 –1843.056	 1233 398 –3884.600

	

12	 5741 923 –1652.919	 1793 440 –3647.605

Table 6.18: Doppler Frequencies (Hz)

against sample number (azimuth position, which is related to time) are shown in Fig-

ures 6.11 and 6.12 for Images 1 and 7 respectively. These plots show a Doppler variation

of 300 Hz/second; this is very large and would not normally be expected. This may

indicate that some timing error is associated with the data (e.g., an effect of PRF errors—

see Section 3.5), or perhaps that the zero squint assumption is incorrect. The difference

between the Doppler frequencies of the two images is also very large.

However, whether these values are correct or not is largely irrelevant to this work, as

only these values will be consistent with the values of sensor and GCP position calculated

previously. If these values are not accepted, no work can continue. As stated previously, if

a target is processed with an incorrect Doppler centre frequency (and the above calculations

were intended to identify the Doppler centre frequency used in the processing) and then

geocoded using the same incorrect Doppler centre frequency, the target will be imaged to

the correct location.

The plots shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 could, with some imagination, be approxi-

mated by straight lines. However, after some investigation, it was felt that a cubic spline

fit would be more appropriate for these particular sets of data. Indeed, this fit was very

good, with errors of less than 0.004 Hz for any given point.

From Table 6.18 it can be seen that GCPs of similar sample number, but different line

number, have very similar Doppler frequency values (e.g., GCFs 2 and 3), indicating that

the Doppler frequency variation with range is small compared to that of the variation in
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Figure 6.13: Variation of Satellite x-Position with Time for Image 1

azimuth. Hence, it is assumed here that the Doppler frequency does not vary in the range

direction. The plots also indicate that this would seem to be a fairly good assumption

- but it should be noted that the 'peak' in the data for both. innages corresponds to the

GCP with the lowest line number. Elsewhere, however, there does not appear to be any

correlation with line number. As there are insufficient data to investigate this point further,

it was assumed that the rate of change of Doppler with respect to line number, 8f/8j

in Section 3.4.3, should be set to zero. The rate of change of Doppler with respect to

sample number, 8f/Oi in Section 3.4.3, was difficult to assess from these data and would

be inaccurate by any method. It was therefore decided that this rate of change would be

calculated locally from the slope at the local point and its two nearest neighbours.

For the object-to-image geocoding procedure, the satellite position is defined in terms

of a polynomial. Here, as shown In Section 3.4.1, it is defined with respect to azimuth

pixels (which are related to time). For image-to-object geocodiiiig, the satellite position

and velocity could be calculated from the orbit; however, for an. operational system, such

caiculations for each pixel would be computationafly expensive. Hence, in this work, for

both types of geocoding, the satellite position, velocity, and acceleration were assessed from

a polynomial description, which is discussed In the following paragraph.

Figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 show plots of the X, Y and Z components of the satellite

position for each GCP with respect to azimuth pixel for Image 1. Similarly, Figures 6.16,
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Figure 6.16: Variation of Satellite x-Position with Time for Image 7 	 -
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Figure 6.18: Variation of Satellite z-Position with Time for Image 7

Table 6.19: Image 1: Satellite Position

6.17 and 6.18 show the same components for Image 7. These data give good linear fits.

Tables 6.19 and 6.20 show the gradient and intercept of these lines. The satellite position

is, therefore, defined in terms of a 0 + a 1 i. Hence, OJOi (velocity) is a constant and O2/Oj2

(acceleration) is zero. Other fits were tried but these did not give such a good description.

A linear fit was also found by [Chew, 1990] using Seasat sateffite data.

All the required inputs for geocoding or SAR stereo work were now established. The

work of the next two chapters is to show that geocoding and stereo can be carried out and to

investigate how inaccuracies in the individual parameters affect the results of calculations.

Table 6.20: Image 7: Satellite Position
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However, the analysis of the image data in this Chapter has shown that there are many

uncertainties - e.g., the Doppler rate was excessive, the azimuth pixel spacing has a large

uncertainty, etc.. Nevertheless1 for the chosen GCPs, the assessed data (e.g., , , , ,

R, and fit) are consistent and should, providing the algorithms are correct, result in the

correct location. Although It has been assumed (and the checks carried out support the

assumption) that the images are slant-range, from the assessed near-slant range, slant-

range pixel spacing, and line number of a given GCP, the correct slant-range will always

result, even ii this assumption should be incorrect. Hence, a simulated Image is effectively

being created for each GCP.

It was therefore decided that only the chosen GCP positions should be analysed further.

Even if the image data had been "good", whole image geocoding and stereoscopy would be

rather pointless, as no vaiid error analysis could be carried out away from the GCPs and

height data were only available at the GCPs.

It could be argued that it is "cheating" to use values calculated from GCPs and sam-

pie/line numbers to find the position of the GCPs and sample/line numbers. With these

sets of data one has little choice. As the principal aim of the work was to demonstrate that

the geococling and SAR. stereo algorithms are correct, and to investigate how individual

parameters affect the overall results, it was felt that using this calculated data in no way

invalidates the work.

6.4 Summary

The work described in this chapter has shown that some of the header data supplied with

the SIR-B images of Mount Shasta were corrupt. Using GCPs, the data required for the

geocoding and stereo analyses to proceed were gradually acquired from careful checking and

the establis&hment of the sensor orbit. The work has shown that Image 3 has considerable

distortion and was therefore discarded from further study. Images 1 and 7 also appear to

be distorted, though to a much smaller extent.

This work has shown that geocoding and stereo can proceed using these data but, for

the reasons described previously, it was decided that only point, and not whole image,

analysis would be of value.



Chapter 7

Geocoding Using SIR-B Mount

Shasta Imagery

7.1 Introduction

The algorithms of Chapter 3 were coded, along with the required calculation of sensor plat-

form position and velocity, co-ordinate conversion, Doppler estimation, etc.. The resulting

program GEOCODE performs either object-to-image or image-to-object geocoding.

To test the geocoding techniques described in the previous chapter, two types of input

parameter sets have been used: the first of these was as accurate as could be achieved for

each point (exact data), while the second used average values. The first set is intended

to provide indications as to the ultimate accuracy of the techniques, while the second

gives insight into the operational performance; however, it is expected that operational

parameter sets will be somewhat more accurate than the average values used here.

In the tables of results in the following sections, LXX, iY and Z are the differences

between the calculated GCP positions found from image-to-object geocoding and the po-

sitions given in Table 6.1. Similarly, LI and tJ are the differences between the calculated

sample and line positions found from object-to-image geocoding and those given in T&-

ble 6.2. In both cases, the root-mean-square (RMS) value (i.e., the square root of the sum

of the squares of the component differences) is also provided.

For both types of geocoding, an initial tie-point to be used as a start-point for the

iteration procedure was required. GCP 2 was used, as the author had found that this point

158
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the easiest to identify on the images and map. 1 Other start-points were also investigated.

A practical error analysis into the sensitivity of both image-to-object and object-to-

image geocoding does not appear to have been reported in the literature.

7.2 Image-to-Object Geocoding

Here, the algorithms of Section 3.4.1 were employed. This method requires an Earth

model to be defined. In order to see how well this type of geocoding can be performed,

the individually-calculated range pixel spacings for each GCP were employed. Also, to

eliminate mis-location due to height, the local ellipsoid Earth model was taken to be an

individually-calculated sphere that takes into account the height of each GCP. Using this

input, which will be referred to as exact data, the results of this type of geocoding axe

shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 for Images 1 and 7 respectively.

7.2.1 Image-to-Object Geocoding: Exact Data Analysis

On the whole, it was found that if a point has a relatively small error in one component

then it wifi have relatively small errors in the other components, and hence have a relatively

small RMS error. The only 'non-exact' input data used in this part of the study were the

satellite position and velocity, which are calculated from the linear fit described in the

previous Chapter, and the Doppler data described by a cubic spline fit. However, for this

type of geocoding the Doppler error was less than 0.004 Hz which will be seen from later

work on introduced Doppler error to be negligible.

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show the differences between the 'correct' satellite positions and

velocities, calculated from orbital parameters, and the assessed values for each GCP and

Image. A comparison of these results and the results obtained from this type of geocoding

show that there is a direct correlation between the sizes of these RMS errors for both

images. The correlation between the error in the satellite position and the geocoding RMS

error is almost exact for Image 1; for Image 7 the correlation is fairly weak. The correlation

between the error in the satellite velocity and the geocoding B.MS error results is almost

exact for Image 7; for Image 1 this correlation is weak. Hence, the satellite position appears

to be the main source of error in the geocoding results for Image 1 but not for Image 7.

1The author recognise. that this coeld be a delusion on her part.
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Geocoding: Image-to-Object (m)

	

________	 Exact Input: Image 1 	 __________

	

GCP No	 LI X	 Y	 Z	 RMS Error
1 -245.835	 443.774	 277.457	 578.232
2 -281.623	 511.208	 320.178	 665.702
3 -278.619	 506.341	 317.358	 659.337
4 -183.145	 323.303	 200.339	 422.141
5 -140.510	 242.849	 149.109	 317.730
6	 159.666 -342.461 -230.234	 442.471
7	 19.967	 -73.659	 -56.541	 94.980
8	 119.853 -258.538 -173.915	 333.846
9	 128.127 -279.479 -188.801	 360.792

	

10	 -27.315	 24.638	 8.665	 37.792

	

11 -104.407	 173.607	 104.742	 228.059

	

12	 28.355	 -97.580	 -74.062	 125.742

Table 7.1: Image 1 Image-to-Object Geocoding: Exact Input

Indeed, the positional errors for Image 1 are much larger than those of Image 7. The main

source of error in the results of Image 7 appears to be the satellite velocity error. The

magnitude of the velocity errors of each image are, however, comparable. These satellite

error effects do not appear to be predictable; for example, consider point 10: in Image 1

there is a positional error of 13.787 m and a velocity error of 6.171 m/s; in Image 7 these

errors are 6.352 m and 2.628 rn/s respectively. It might be expected that Image 7 would

give better geocoding results; however, this is not the case. The RMS geocoding error in

Image 1 is 37.793 m and in Image 7 it is 89.983 m. Similar effects can be seen for points 6,

7, 8, 9 and 12.

As stated previously, the results shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 employed a start-point of

GCP 2. Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show the errors produced from this type of geocoding using the

same exact input but using start-points of GCPs 1, 9 and 12, which have varying height and

image position. From these tables, it can be seen that the pattern of results is the same;

i.e., for Image 1, GCP 10 gives the best results throughout and GCP 2 the worst, etc.. The

variation of results between these start-points is fairly small. For Image 1, the largest RMS

difference between the results for the individual GCPs obtained for different start-points

is 13.2 m. For Image 7, there is more variation between the results for the individual

GCPs obtained for different start-points; the largest RMS difference here is 62.4 m but the

differences generally are small.

For Image 1, the worst start-point is GCP 9 for all but two cases (points 10 and 12,
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Geocoding: Image-to-Object (m)
Exact Input: Image 7	 __________

GCP No z X	 i Y	 i Z RMS Error
1 -186.497	 300.909	 176.049	 395.374
2 -215.063	 356.546	 211.983	 467.241
3 -210.352	 344.540 203.358	 452.007
4 -130.357	 182.794	 97.141	 244.628
5	 -92.108	 118.709	 58.723	 161.320
6	 240.665 -396.937 -258.177 	 515.851
7	 56.368 -136.197 -96.604	 176.237
8	 162.228 -316.483 -206.288	 411.138
9	 156.249 -352.925 -244.321 	 456.796

10	 6.710 -66.974 -59.719	 89.983
11	 -65.152	 72.197	 30.379	 101.883

	

12 -72.958 -195.715 -227.131 	 308.570

Table 7.2: Image 7 Image-to-Object Geocoding: Exact Input

Error in Satellite Position (m)
GCP No ( iX	 Y	 Z ILMS

_________ ________ Image 1 _______ _______
1	 4.606 -19.999 -2.224 20.643
2	 2.874 -22.329 -5.557 23.189
3	 3.030 -22.131 -5.273 22.951
4	 6.429 -16.467	 2.278 17.823
5	 6.714 -14.687	 4.253 16.700
6 -14.133 -15.141	 6.680 2L763
7	 0.632 -11.977	 4.038 12.655
8	 8.629 -. 13.612 -5.318 16.971
9 -9.984 -13.951 -3.372 17.483

10	 3.768 -12.081	 5.472 13.787
11	 6.372 -13.525	 5.294 15.860

	

12 -0.295 -12.012	 3.481 12.510
________ _______ Image 7 ______ ______

1 -3.643 -1.207 -0.742 3.909
2 -6.547 -2.138 -3.053 8.129
3 -5.908	 1.961 -2.515 6.714
4	 1.035	 0.276	 2.752 2.953
5	 2.837	 0.832	 3.9 19 4.909
6	 4.351	 2.070 7.418 8.845
7	 4.109	 1.055	 2.925 5.153
8 -0.706	 0.782 -3.216 3.384
9 -2.187	 1.277 4.974 5582

10	 4.688	 1.309	 4.082 6.352
11	 3.766	 1.112 4.402 5.899
12	 3.265	 0.711	 1.700 3.749

Table 7.3: Error in Satellite Position as Assessed from Line Fit
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Error in Satellite Velocity (m/s)
	GCPN0I LX	 XY	 rZ RMS

________ ________Image 1 ________ ______

	

1	 -4.902 -7.329	 10.069 13.384

	

2	 -6.614 -8.333	 11.980 16.022

	

3	 -6.478 -8.254	 11.828 15.811

	

4	 -1.817 -5.518	 7.323 9.348

	

5	 0.235 -4.312	 4.341	 6.123

	

6	 15.403	 4.643 -12.547 20.402

	

7	 8.322	 0.454	 -4.668 9.553

	

8	 13.215	 3.347 -10.113 16.974

	

9	 13.786	 3.685 -10.748 17.865

	

10	 5.794 -1.038	 -1.853 6.171

	

11	 1.989 -3.280	 2.387 4.518

	

12	 8.934	 0.815	 -5.350 10.445
________ ________ Image 7 ________ ______

	

1 -10.369 -3.335	 8.100 13.574

	

2 -12.035 -3.899	 9.696 15.939

	

3 -11.685 -3.781	 9.361 15.442

	

4	 -6.884 -2.153	 4.763 8.644

	

5	 -4.924 -1.488	 2.888 5.899

	

6	 10.804	 3.884 -12.139 16.708

	

7	 2.819	 1.150	 -4.516	 5.446

	

8	 8.352	 3.043	 -9.799 13.230

	

9	 9.431	 3.413 -10.829 14.760

	

10	 0.705	 0.429	 -2.495 2.628

	

11	 -3.510 -1.007	 1.535	 3.961

	

12	 4.332	 1.667	 5.961	 7.555

Table 7.4: Error in Satellite Velocity as Assessed from Line Fit
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Figure 7.1: Dependence of x-Component of Result on Percentage Error in Doppler for
Image 1

where the start-point of GCF' 2 is the worst). The best start-point is variable: five points

have GCP 2, four have GCP 12, two have GCP 1, and one (point 12) has GCP 9. For

Image 7, the worst start-points are GCP 12 (for nine points) and GCP 9 (for three points).

The best start-points are GCP 1 (for six points), GCP 2 (for four points) and GCP 9 (for

two points, 1 and 12). It should be noted that in no case does a start-point of a GCP give

the best result for itself; it can, however, give the worst result. There does not seem to be

any logical reasoning to these best/worst start-point results, i.e. they do not seem to be

correlated to a point/start-point position, height or satellite position/velocity error.

In these results, the component which gives the largest absolute error is usually EiY.

In Table 7.3, it can be seen that, for Image 1, the iY error component is always largest

However, for Image 7 this is not the case: here it is nominally the smallest error. Therefore,

the satellite position error cannot be responsible for the larger iY error component in this

type of geocoding.

The next part of the study was to ascertain how this type of geocoding is affected by

the error in the two most important input data parameters, namely the Doppler and the

near-range values.
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Geocoding: Image-to-Object (m)
Exact Input Image 1; Various Start-Points

	

GCP No	 i X	 " I	 Z	 RMS Error
________ _________ Start-Point 1	 __________

	1 -244.270	 443.521	 278.022	 577.646

	

2 -281.112	 511.247	 320.478	 665.660

	

3 -278.164	 506.461	 317.705	 659.405

	

4 -180.409	 323.251	 201.693	 421.567

	

5 -137.279	 242.486	 150.424	 316.658

	

6	 169.391 -344.331 -227.025	 445.867

	

7	 27.056	 -74.807	 -53.994	 96.143

	

8	 128.375 -260.201 -171.125	 336.851

	

9	 137.131 -280.972 -185.605	 363.592

	

10	 -22.209	 23.949	 10.630	 34.348

	

11 -100.387	 172.912	 106.148	 226.370

	

12	 33.795	 -97.516	 -71.225	 125.397
________ _________ Start-Point 9	 __________

	

1 -269.999	 445.398	 266.628	 585.123

	

2 -314.992	 515.283	 306.916	 677.447

	

3 -312.766	 511.543	 304.744	 672.583

	

4 -198.128	 328.668	 197.677	 431.687

	

5 -150.736	 245.252	 146.120	 322.833

	

6	 202.820 -347.741 -213.166	 455.521

	

7	 43.384	 -75.134	 -45.980	 98.191

	

8	 154.258 -263.101 -160.632	 344.703

	

9	 166.062 -282.802 -172.572	 370.586

	

10	 -20.428	 25.404	 12.882	 35.052

	

11 -106.967	 173327	 103.176	 228.319

	

12	 36.155	 -90.478	 -63.441	 116.268
________ _________ Start-Point 12	 __________

	

1 -264.486	 439.394	 263.977	 576.805

	

2 -305.577	 507.306	 304.418	 665.888

	

3 -302.604	 502.953	 302.045	 660.123

	

4 -193.580	 321.797	 193.648	 422.523

	

5 -147.057	 240.300	 143.464	 316.151

	

6	 180.769 -345.417 -222.131	 448.701

	

7	 34.703	 -75.298	 -50.493	 97.075

	

8	 140.606 -261.219 -165.739	 339.816

	

9	 151.015 -281.234 -178.704	 365.832

	

10	 -18.070	 23.252	 12.135	 31.850

	

11 -104.466	 170.531	 101.938	 224.467

	

12	 56.315	 -93.511	 -56.101	 122.731

Table 7.5: Image 1 Geocoding Image-to-Object: Exact Data for various Start-Points
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Geocoding: Image-to-Object (m)
Exact Input Image 7; Various Start-Points

GCP No A X	 A Y	 A Z RMS Error
________ ________ Start-Point 1 	 __________

1 -185.185	 300.798	 176.699	 394.963
2 -214.407	 356.536	 212.350	 467.098
3 -209.080	 344.517	 204.068	 451.719
4 -126.086	 182.939	 99.734	 243.539
5 -88.539	 118.537	 60.610	 159.887
6	 212.955 -398.099 -254.532	 518.285
7	 60.632 -136.664 -94.603	 176.927
8	 168.661 -317.509 -203.581	 413.163
9	 165.660 -353.841 -239.796	 458.420

10	 10.545 -67.457 -57.981	 89.574
11	 -62.541	 71.926	 31.618	 100.421
12	 -61.720 -195.221 -220.209 	 300.687

________ ________ Start-Point 9	 __________
1 -236.194	 303.072	 149.558	 412.320
2 -273.290	 359.990	 181.807	 487.169
3 -260.764	 348.213	 177.891	 469.995
4 -143.335	 188.724	 95.347	 255.446
5 -109.681	 120.981	 50.791	 171.015
6	 244.197 -401.649 -239.986	 527.776
7	 57.467 -136.713	 -96.471	 176.917
8	 191.332 -320.418 -193.344	 420.306
9	 217.140 -355.622 -211.944	 467.479

10	 10.019 -67.726 -58.547 	 90.083
11	 -86.470	 72.655	 18.561	 114.457
12	 -3.430 -186.161 -178.103	 257.659

________ _________ Start-Point 12 	 __________
1 -332.129	 293.141	 85.062	 451.084
2 -368.454	 348.702	 116.465	 520.495
3 -354.876	 337.119	 113.334	 502.425
4 -221.671	 178.631	 40.757	 287.590
5 -181.061	 113.492	 2.701	 213.707
6	 136.220 -404. 171 -304.354	 523.967

	

7 -27.087 -141.962 -149.994	 208.291
8	 115.256 -322.245 -238.741 	 417.281
9	 144.034 -356.705 -254.927 	 461.489

	

10 -40.807 -71.111 -90.931	 122.435
11 -146.885	 66.966 -21.514	 162.857
12	 108.649 -186.121 -113.755	 243.692

Table 7.6: Image 7 Ceocoding Image-to-Object Exact Data for various Start-Points
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Figure 7.2: Dependence of y-Component of. Result on Percentage Error in Doppler for
Image 1
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Figure 7.4: Dependence of RMS Result on Percentage Error in Doppler for Image 1

7.2.2 Image-to-Object Geocoding: Doppler Error Analysis

Figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 show the variation of component and RMS errors with the

Doppler data for Image 1. Here, all the Doppler input data are increased by percentages in

the range from 0-15%. All other data were kept to be the previously defined exact data.

The start-point used was GCP 2. For all points (point 2 deliberately being excluded), it

can be seen that the error components vary linearly and appear to converge.

Figures 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 show the results of the same procedure for Image 7. Here

again, the results are linear and tend to converge; however, the gradients of the lines are

steeper than those for Image 1, showing that geocoding results using Image 7 are more

sensitive to Doppler mis-estimation. For both images, the iY component is most sensitive

to the change in Doppler, while iX and iZ show similar sensitivities, the t.Z component

being slightly greater.

7.2.3 Image-to-Object Geocoding: Near-Range Error . Analysis

Figures 7.9, 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 show the component and RMS errors for Image 1 for an

increase in the near-range value. As before, all other data are kept to the exact definition

and a start-point of GCP 2 was again used. Here it can be seen that the component errors

vary linearly and are parallel. Figures 7.13, 7.14, 7.15 and 7.16 show the component and

RMS errors for the same procedure for Image 7, and here the results follow the same trend,
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(3eocoding: Image-to-Object (m)
________	 Average Input: Image 1 	 __________
GCP No	 X	 z Y	 i Z	 RMS Error

1	 679.897 1226.434 -184.037 	 1414.309
2 682.063 1243.193	 -19.834	 1418.149
3	 808.662 1281.472	 19.832	 1515.420

	

4 1385.266 1379.689 -125.404	 1959.140

	

5 1407.015 1421.820 -403.398	 2040.586
6 1501.381	 936.725 -1139.720	 2104.890
7 1632.263 1195.801	 -704.988	 2142.715

	

8 1875.794 1279.364 -1139.152 	 2540.284

	

9 2110.598 1411.984 -1199.806	 2808.533

	

10 2018.192 1598.591	 -749.691	 2681.535

	

11 1503.952 1485.144 -616.307	 2201.672

	

12 4397.970 2902.046 -1083.483	 5379.402

Table 7.7: Image 1 Image-to-Object Geocoding: Average Input

i.e. the component plots are linear and parallel.

For both images, it can be seen that the LY component is least sensitive to change in

the near-range. In fact the variation is relatively small: for a 1 Km change in near-range

there is 100 m change in the LY component for each point and image. For the i.3Z

component, a change of 1 Km in near-range will result in 0.5 Km change for Image 1

and 1.2 Km change for Image 7. A change of 1 Km in the near-range will result in a

LX component change of 0.9 Km for Image 1 and 1.7 Km for Image 7.

7.2.4 Image-to-Object Geocoding: Average Data Analysis

Tables 7.7 and 7.8 show the errors obtained from geocoding on a more operational basis.

Here, average pixel pixel spacings were used. An Earth model of a = 6317.137 Km and e =

0.08161 was employed; hence, large errors due to terrain effects were to be expected. The

tie-point of GCP 2 was given but here the NEXTPOINT procedure described in Section 3.4.2

was used to give a start-point for each point.

As can be seen from the tables, the errors are large. For Image 1, the RMS error varies

from 1.4 Km to 5.4 Km; for Image 7, the variation is 2.4 Km to 9.4 Km. In these cases,

the error is directly correlated to point height. The correlation is almost exact for Image 1

and strong in Image 7. For Image 7 in all cases, the component with the largest error is

iX, followed by iY; the error in the iZ component is, in most cases, much smaller than

that in the other components. For Image 1, the size of the component error seems to be
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Geocoding: Image-to-Object (m)
_______	 Average Input: Image 7 	 __________
CC? No A X	 A Y	 A Z RMS Error

	1 2109.630	 1116.525 573.547	 2454.816

	

2 1983.986	 1111.292 640.123	 2362.399

	

3 2104.888	 1134.991 662.804	 2481.545

	

4 3291.585	 1268.708 919.722	 3645.551

	

5 3284.934	 1323.488 635.729	 3598.133

	

6 3463.869	 922.247	 28.382	 3584.652

	

7 3861.233	 1176.170 614.761	 4082.943

	

8 4348.809	 1269.673 339.893	 4543.098

	

9 4532.874	 1372.969 224.502	 4741.560

	

10 4521.237 -1541.233 701.495 	 48ZT.948

	

11 3706.701	 1425.523 653.213	 4024.728

	

12 8805.803	 2834.729 1508.102	 9372.952

Table 7.8: Image 7 Image-to-Object Geocoding: Average Input

linked to terrain height. For high points, the AX component gives like largest error while

for lower points, the AY component gives the largest error. In all bar one case, point 6 (the

middle height point), the AZ error component is the smallest and generally much smaller

than the others.

7.3 Object-to-Image Geocoding

This method requires that the object (ground) positions are defined in terms of X, Y and

Z; the corresponding (i, j) position in the image is then located. Tle term exact data in

this type of geocoding means that the individually calculated range pixel spacings for each

point were employed.

7.3.1 Object-to-Image Geocoding: Exact Data Analysis

Tables 7.9 and 7.10 show the results for exact data for Images 1 and 7 respectively. In both

these image cases, the magnitudes of the Al and AJ are not related, i.e. a small Al does

not necessarily correspond to a small AJ. Since the input azimuth pixel spacing is known

to be inaccurate, it is expected that the Al value will be larger, aixl for Image 1 this is

indeed the case: Al is always substantially larger than AJ. For Image 7, the results are

much more variable than those of Image 1: for five points (points , 8, 9, 10 and 11) the

AJ value is larger than the Al value.
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Geocoding: Object-to-Image (pixels)
_______ Exact Input: Image 1

	

GCP No	 i I	 i J RMS Error

	

1	 38.670	 4.8 18	 38.969

	

2	 51.863	 0.445	 51.865

	

3	 55.976	 0.744	 55.981

	

4	 37.312	 9.269	 38.446

	

5	 59.151	 9.592	 59.924

	

6	 -31.632	 7.042	 32.406

	

7	 27.610	 0.612	 27.617

	

8	 -24.802	 6.292	 25.588

	

9	 -32.929	 2.085	 32.995

	

10	 76.625	 3.273	 76.695

	

11	 58.274	 9.348	 59.019

	

12	 136.152 -8.003	 136.387

Table 7.9: Image 1 Object-to-Image Geocodling: Exact Input

There appears to be no correlation between the results for the two images and no

apparent correlation of either sets of results with the image or ground position/height or

satellite position error. However, it should be re-emphasised that, as stated previously,

Ofd/Oi cannot be assessed very accurately and Ofdc/8 has had to be assumed to be zero.

Hence, it is perhaps not surprising that these errors are so variable.

The results for using different start-points are shown in Tables 7.11 and 7.12 for Images 1

and 7 respectively. Here, it can be seen that the initial start-points have much more effect

on the results than for Image-to-Object geocoding. The maximum RMS variation between

start-points is 100 pixels for Image 7. For Image 1, the use of GCP 12 as a start-point

is disastrous: the errors, notably in the £I component, are, for all bar two cases (points

7 and 12), huge compared to those of the other start-points. These two exceptions have

errors which are very small. The reason for this behaviour is not evident.

For Image 1, the start-point GC? 1 gave the best results for five points (points 1, 4, 5,

10 and 11), start-point CCP 9 four points (points 2, 3, 8 and 9), start-point GCP 2 one

point (point 6) and, as stated before, start-point GCP 12 gave the best result for points 7

and 12.

For Image 7, there is again no predominant best start-point. The results show that

start-point GCP 1 is the best for six points (points 1, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11), start-point

GCP 2 is best for three points (points 2, 4 and 5), start-point GCP 12 is best for two

points (points 3 and 12) and start-point GCP 9 is besli for one point (point 6). As can be
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Geocoding: Object-to-Image (pixels)
_______ Exact Input: Image 7
GCPNo iI	 J RMSError

	

1	 49.035 -4.659	 49.256

	

2	 41.622 -5.132	 41.937

	

3	 39.041 -4.236	 39.270

	

4	 1.962	 1.621	 2.545

	

5	 0.631	 4.839	 4.880

	

6 -29.086	 9.255	 30.523

	

7 -98.023 39.116	 105.539

	

8 -0.697 36.034	 36.041

	

9	 1.417 42.259	 42.283

	

10 -14.564 18.447	 23.503

	

11	 -2.091	 8.836	 8.691

	

12	 50.125 16.747	 52.849

Table 7.10: Image 7 Object-to-Image Geocoding: Exact Input

seen, start-point GCPs 1, 2 and 12 give the best results for themselves: unlike Image-to-

Object geocoding, start-point GCP 12 even produces a result of zero error for itself! The

worst start-points are predominately GCPs 9 and 12, which give the worst results for five

points each. Start-point GCP 2 gives the worst results for the remaining two points (points

7 and 12). Again, there does not appear to be any reasoning behind this spread of results,

i.e. they do not seem to be related to any characteristic of the image or ground point.

As with the Image-to-Object geocoding, a study was carried out to see how the errors

were affected by changes in the Doppler and near-range data. Again the exact definition

was used with CC? 2 as the start-point.

7.3.2 Object-to-Image Geocoding: Doppler Error Analysis

Figures 7.17, 7.18 and 7.19 show the component and RMS errors for Image 1 for a per-

centage increase in Doppler values from 0 to 15%.. Figures 7.20, 7.21 and 7.22 show the

equivalent component and RMS errors for Image 7. There were problems in constructing

these plots as, with increasing error, the iteration procedure tended to try to access data

outside the available range of Doppler data. The program does not stop when this happens;

instead, it generates a warning message and supplies the nearest point it can. However,

this can upset the iteration process and erroneous results may be obtained. In this study,

it was sometimes necessary to give a different start-point to various points to try to keep

the iteration 'in bounds'. For Image 1, to obtain the whole plot, point 9 was given a start-
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Geocoding: Object-to-Image (pixels)
Exact Input hnage 1; Various Start-Points

	

GCP No	 I	 RMS Error

	

________	 Start-Point 1
	1 	 41.062	 0.517	 41.065

	

2	 64.123 -4.864	 64.307

	

3	 67.025	 -4.398	 67.169

	

4	 19.725	 7.499	 21.102

	

5	 26.351	 9.971	 28.174

	

6	 -67.633	 -9.082	 68.240

	

7	 -53.869	 10.149	 54.817

	

8	 -43.755 -2.9 14	 43.852

	

9	 -52.945	 -3.200	 53.042

	

10	 6.673	 10.189	 12.180

	

11	 14.561	 11.596	 18.614

	

12	 39.011	 3.351	 39.155

	

________	 Start-Point 9 __________

	

1	 46.339	 -3.777	 46.493

	

2	 40.924	 -4.851	 41.211

	

3	 45.050	 -4.429	 45.267

	

4	 7.316 -89.460	 89.759

	

5	 20.745 -73.499	 76.371

	

6	 -39.370	 5.142	 39.704

	

7	 -40.038 -23.534	 46.442

	

8	 -19.134	 -1.531	 19.195

	

9	 -27.491	 0.328	 27.493

	

10	 16.135 -35.433	 38.934

	

11	 14.039 -61.805	 63.379

	

12	 56.786 -16.518	 59.140

	

_________	 Start-Point 12 ___________

	

1	 690.709 -39.924	 691.862

	

2	 784.121 -44.286	 785.371

	

3	 778.954 -43.579	 780.172

	

4	 531.190 -30.098	 532.042

	

5	 429.859 -25.165	 430.595

	

6 -362.445	 20.362	 363.017

	

7	 -1.601	 -1.708	 2.341

	

8 -244.041	 13.619	 244.421

	

9 -276.838	 15.141	 277.252

	

10	 144.330	 -9.187	 144.622

	

11	 337.274 -20.491	 337.896

	

12	 -2.784	 0.252	 2.795

Table 7.11: Image 1 Geocoding Object-to-Image: Exact Data for various Start-Points
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Geocoding: Object-to-Image (pixels)
Exact Input Image 7; Various Start-Points
GCP No i I	 J I RMS Error

	

________	 Start-Point 1 __________
1	 28.721 -3.730	 28.962
2	 44.511 -10.075	 45.637
3	 37.800 -8.222	 38.684
4	 16.972 -3.153	 17.262
5	 8.635 -1.571	 8.777
6 -37.708	 7.745	 38.495

	

7 -7.050 -1.966	 7.319
8 -32.020	 6.523	 32.678
9 -38.232	 9.126	 39.306

	

10 -1.449 -0.199	 1.463

	

11	 4.971	 -0.493	 4.995

	

12 -30.910	 10.218	 32.555

	

________	 Start-Point 9 __________
1	 50.773	 -8.199	 51.431
2	 65.016 -20.843	 68.275
3	 47.586 -15.215	 49.959
4	 18.230	 -1.489	 18.291
5	 30.766	 10.527	 32.517
6 -25.268	 7.297	 26.301
7 -23.618	 12.114	 26.544

	

8 -33.951 -0.007	 33.951
9 -42.444	 4.724	 42.706

	

10 -20.367	 9.837	 22.618

	

11	 29.958	 9.039	 31.292

	

12	 -3.901	 0.350	 3.917

	

________	 Start-Point 12 __________
1	 28.867 -3.865	 29.125
2	 37.900 -7.934	 38.722
3	 34.272 -6.410	 34.866
4	 4.101	 18.231	 18.687
5	 25.382	 8.664	 26.820
6 -48.740	 8.481	 49.472
7 -29.986	 8.530	 31.176
8 -49.639	 11.928	 51.052
9 -44.271	 6.586	 44.758

	

10 -32.336	 6.857	 33.055

	

11	 10.362	 4.182	 11.174

	

12	 0.000	 0.000	 0.000

Table 7.12: Image 7 Geocoding Object-to-Image: Exact Data for various Start-Points
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point of CC? 8. For Image 7, point 4 could not be kept 'in bounds' and hence for this

point the study was terminated at a Doppler error of 12%. Points 6 an& 10 were also given

start-points of GCP 8. For both images, the plots can be seen to be iaon-linear they are

not parallel and show no general sign of convergence or divergence.

7.3.3 Object-to-Image Geocoding: Near-Range Error Analysis

Figures 7.23,7.24 and 7.25 show the component and RMS errors for Image 1 for changes in

near-range. Figures 7.26,7.27 and 7.28 show the component and RMS errors for Image 7.

Here again, the near-range was increased while the other input data was kept as exact.

A start-point of GCP 2 was again used. For Image 1, it can be seen that the LiI error

component is almost totally unaffected by a change in near-range. For image 7, Al is only

affected by a small amount and, as can be seen from the plots, the change can be of either

sign.

For both images, the AJ component is, by comparison, very sensitive to changes in the

near-range. The plots are linear with similar gradients (i.e., they are not exactly parallel).

For Image 1, a change in near-range of 1 Km gives 90 range pixd error; for Image 7

this figure is 150 pixels.
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Figure 7.28: Dependence of RMS Result on Error in Near-Range for Image 7

Geocoding: Object-to-Image (pixels)
________ Average Input: Image 1

	

GCP No	 I	 i J	 RMS Error
	1 	 38.670	 -4.346	 38.913

	

2	 73.838	 -3.868	 73.939

	

3	 47.924	 8.957	 48.754

	

4	 41.858	 33.631	 53.695

	

5	 13.906	 8.729	 16.419

	

6	 -79.259 -24.132	 82.851

	

7	 -37.958 -29.666	 48.176

	

8	 177.212 -16.534	 177.982

	

9	 -21.136 -25.424	 33.062

	

10	 -48.256 -34.173	 59.131

	

11	 -0.089 -20.082	 20.082

	

12	 35.812	 71.832	 80.264

Table 7.13: Image 1 Object-to-Image Geocoding: Average hiput
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Geocoding: Object-to-Image (pixels)
________ Average Input: Image7

	

GCP No	 I	 J RMS Error

	

1	 49.035 -1.580	 49.060

	

2	 46.938 -0.133	 46.938

	

3	 36.016	 11.621	 37.844

	

4	 10.558	 54.158	 55.178

	

5	 5.663	 7.473	 12935

	

6 -59.967 -45.944	 75.544
	7 -12.203	 1.391	 12.282

	

8 -18.846 -24.627	 31.011

	

9 -53.185 -28.149	 60.175

	

10 -20.263	 1.487	 20.317

	

11	 12.714 -25.490	 28.485

	

12 -9.451	 40.109	 41.207

Table 7.14: Image 7 Object-to-Image Geocoding: Average Input

7.3.4 Object-to-Image Geocoding: Average Data Analysis

To investigate the spread of error obtained from Object-to-Image geocoding on a more

operational basis, an average range pixel spacing was input. GCP 2 was used as a start-

point for the first point (point 1, as it happens) but, subsequent to that, the start-point

for the next point was taken to be the result of the last point. The results of this part

of the study are shown in Tables 7.13 and 7.14. Again, for this type of geocoding, the

results do not appear to show any correlation between images or with any point or data

characteristic. One might have expected the errors here to be related to deviation from

the 'true' range pixel spacing but this does not appear to be the case. On the whole, the

average data results are not very different from the exact results (unlike those for Image-

to-Object geocoding). Here, for Image 1, in all bar three cases (points 9, 11 and 12), the

LI component is larger than the EJ component. For Image 7, there are five cases (points

4, 5, 8, 11 and 12) where the EJ error component is greater than the J component.

7.4 Summary of Geocoding Results

SAB. processor-based geocoding algorithms have been investigated in depth on real SAR

imagery. Both Image-to-Object and Object-to-Image geocoding have been addressed. In

each case, the satellite position was assessed from a polynomial description, and the effects

of inaccuracy in the Doppler and near-range parameters were studied in detail. The effect
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of differing iteration start-points has also been addressed.

7.4.1 Image-to-Object Geocoding

On an operational basis, it is known that this type of geocoding will give poor results for

images of all bar flat terrain. This type of geocoding can give an RMS error of better than

700 m if the terrain height is accounted for and as exact an input dataset as was possible

is used. The best result obtained here was 31.85 m (for point 10, start-point 12). The

greatest problem in this part of the work was shown to be the accuracy with which the

satellite position and velocity could be predicted from a curve fitted to the orbit data. The

study of this type of geocoding also demonstrated the apparently unpredictable nature of

satellite position and velocity errors on the final result.

The errors resulting from an increase in Doppler or near-range was shown to have an

approximately linear response in each error component. The components most sensitive to

these changes have been identified.

7.4.2 Object-to-Image Geocoding

This investigation was hampered somewhat by the lack of detailed Doppler data. The rate

of change of Doppler with sample number was expected to be inaccurately assessed and the

rate of change of Doppler with line number had to be assumed to be zero. The errors in

the assessed satellite position and velocity would also affect these results. Hence, a mixture

of these effects is probably responsible for the fact that the results could not be correlated

together or with individual sources of error. It also explains why the results using exact or

average data did not differ very much, as the only difference between these types of input

datasets was the accuracy with which the range pixel spacing was defined. This obviously

has a limited effect, with the other sources of error being dominant.

It has been shown that increasing the error in the near-range data has an almost neg-

ligible effect on the LI error component, whereas the LIJ error component is significantly

affected. An increase in the error of the Doppler data affects the errors in a less predictable

manner.

With regard to the choice of start-point, the studies for both type of geocoding are

rather inconclusive: no one point produces worst or best results in all cases. There appears

to be no correlation, positive or negative, between points of similar or dissimilar position
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or heights. On the whole - and this is very general - start-point GCPs 1 and 2 gave the

best results and start-point GCPa 9 and 12 the worst. The moral seems to be: do not use

start-points of extreme height (compared with the rest of the image), even for points of

extreme height.

7.5 Comparison with Error Budget

In the cases where exact input data were used, the only sources of error were due to

the satellite position and velocity, and the Doppler; all of these were assessed from curve

fits. The solution of the equations should not be expected to be exact and the choice of

start-point may have an effect.

In this study, for object-to-image geocoding, the Doppler was assessed very accurately,

to less than 0.004 Hz (an extremely small percentage error), which Doppler error studies

would indicate to have a negligible effect. The satellite position RMS error for the restituted

orbit of ERS-1 is given in the error budget as 66.71 m, which is worse than those of this

study. This is translated into a geocoding error of 84.86 m in the error budget.

The satellite velocity RMS error for this orbital precision is quoted as 0.05 rn/a, and

this is translated into a geocoding error of 3.43 m. The sateffite velocity RMS error of the

ERS-1 preliminary orbit is quoted to be 0.96 rn/s, which is stated to result in a geocoding

error of 81.76 rn/s. Therefore, the velocity errors of up to 20 rn/s found in this study should

be expected to give large errors; however, their magnitude is unknown.

The ERS-1 error budget suggests that large errors would be expected in this study and

indeed this is mostly the case. However, some fairly good results aiso emerge, i.e. a number

of RMS geocoding errors of less than 100 m are obtained which would not be expected.

Also, the study has shown that the errors are not predictable. The satellite position errors

for Image 7 are less than those of Image 1. The satellite velocity errors of the two images

are fairly close, with Image 7 velocity errors being, in all but one case (point 1), smaller

than those of Image 1. However, Image 7 geoocoding results are not always smaller than

those of Image 1.

Therefore, the error budget study can offer no assistance in understanding the satellite

position and velocity error effects, as only satellite velocity errors of less than 1 ni/s are

considered. Conversely, the predicted results of the error budget cannot be verified by
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this study, as the errors predicted for ERS-1 are not comparable with the errors in this

study. However, the unpredictable nature of these results should be borne in mind: error

budget studies naturally assume that the larger the sateffite error, the larger the resulting

geocoding error; this study does not confirm this assumption.



Chapter 8

SAR Stereo Using SIR-B Mount

Shasta Imagery

8.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 4.3, the range and Doppler equatioas can be used to determine

the X, Y and Z co-ordinates of a ground point. The pairs of ira.nge and Doppler equations,

along with their appropriate derivatives, were coded. It was decided that, since the pairs of

points had to be identified in the images by eye (i.e., the study was not to indude automatic

matching), the satellite positions and velocities would be evaluated individually from the

orbit. Hence, the input data in this study were not subject to the satellite positional error

which affected the geocoding 8tudies. (On an operational basis for full image analysis, the

satellite positions would have to be assessed by a statistical tlt, as with the geocoding.)

The range, Doppler, and orbit production algorithms were coded into a program STEREO.

Error analyses similar to those for geocoding were then canned out. In this Chapter, the

term exact input data means that the individually-calculated range pixel spacings were

employed for each pair of points. All the other supplied input data have been constructed

to be as accurate as possible. A start-point of GCP 2 was used.

8.2 SIR-B Stereo: Exact Data Analysis

Table 8.1 shows the results for this study using this exact data. Here it can be seen that

the errors are small, the R.MS error 'varying from 0.305 m to 16.338 m. The spread of

191
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Stereo SAR Measurements (m)
_______ ______ Exact Input	 __________
GCP No A X A Y	 A Z RMS Error

	

1 -1.609	 4.350	 -8.854	 9.995
2	 0.143 -0.164	 0.404	 0.459

	

3 -2.453	 6.908 -14.024	 15.824

	

4 -0.706	 2.027 -4.053	 4.586

	

5 -0.400	 0.949	 -1.953	 2.208
6	 0.067 -0.131	 0.270	 0.307

	

7 -1.576	 4.681	 -9.119	 10.371

	

8 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

9 -2.093	 7.623 -14.298	 16.338

	

10 -0.181	 0.867	 -1.617	 1.844

	

11 -0.487	 1.376	 -2.748	 3.112

	

12 -0.839	 2.242	 -4.462	 5.064

Table 8.1: Stereo SAR Measurements: Exact Input

results does not seem to be correlated to any point or image characteristics. The AZ error

component is always the largest component, followed by the AY error component; LX is

invariably the smallest. The sizes of the errors in each component are correlated e.g., if the

AZ component is relatively large, then the other components will be relatively large.

Table 8.2 shows how the SAR stereo assessment is influenced by varying start-point.

As can be seen, there is very little difference. The largest RMS variation was for point 10

and was 0.172 m, and the average variation 0.03 m.

A study to see how the errors are affected by an increase in the near-range and Doppler

errors was then carried out. In this case, the errors were introduced firstly into the Image 1

input data alone, then into the Image 7 input data alone, and finally into both sets of

input data. All the other input data were kept to the exact definition with a start-point of

GCP 2.

8.3 SIR-B Stereo: Doppler Error Analysis

Figures 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 show the error components for a percentage increase in Doppler

error from 0 to 10% in the Image 1 input data alone. As can be seen from the plots,

the component errors increase dramatically with increased Doppler error, showing their

sensitivity to this change. The AZ component is most sensitive, followed by the AY and

finally the AX error component.
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Stereo SAR Measurements (m)
Various Start-Points: Exact Input

	

GCP No	 X	 Y	 Z RMS Error
________ ______ Start-Point 1 	 __________

	

1 -1.609	 4.349 -8.851	 9.992

	

2	 0.142 -0.162	 0.401	 0.455

	

3 -2.455	 6.911 -14.032	 15.833

	

4 -0.706	 2.027 -4.053	 4.586

	

5 -0.400	 0.950	 -1.953	 2.208

	

6	 0.667 -0.131	 0.268	 0.306

	

7 -1.576	 4.681	 -9.119	 10.371

	

8 -0.426	 1.340	 -2.569	 2.929

	

9 -2.687	 7.616 -14.279	 16.317

	

10 -0.233	 0.936	 -1.771	 2.017

	

11 -0.487	 1.376	 -2.748	 3.112

	

12 -0.241	 2.245	 -4.469	 5.071
________ ______ Start-Point 9	 __________

	

1 -1.618	 4.362	 -8.883	 10.028

	

2	 0.125 -0.139	 0.346	 0.393

	

3 -2.455	 6.911 -14.032	 15.833

	

4 -0.703	 2.025 -4.047	 4.580

	

5 -0.401	 0.951	 -1.957	 2.212

	

6	 0.063 -0.126	 0.257	 0.293

	

7 -1.573	 4.677	 -9.110	 10.361

	

8 -0.426	 1.340 -2.570	 2.930

	

9 -2.093	 7.623 -14.298	 16.338

	

10 -0.233	 0.935 -1.769	 2.014

	

11 -0.489	 1.378	 -2.753	 3.117

	

12 -0.839	 2.242 -4.462	 5.064
________	 Start-Point 12	 __________

	

1 -1.610	 4.350 -8.854	 9.995

	

2	 0.143 -0.163	 0.403	 0.458

	

3 -2.455	 6.911 -14.032	 15.833

	

4 -0.705	 2.027 -4.052	 4.585

	

5 -0.400	 0.949 -1.952	 2.207

	

6	 0.064 -0.127	 0.259	 0.295

	

7 -1.575	 4.681 -9.120	 10.371

	

8 -0.426	 1.340 -2.570	 2.930

	

9 -2.093	 7.623 -14.298	 16.338

	

10 -0.233	 0.936 -1.770	 2.016

	

11 -0.487	 1.375 -2.747	 3.110

	

12 -0.831	 2.234 -4.442	 5.041

Table 8.2: Stereo SAR Measurements: Exact Input, Various Start-Points
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Figure 8.1: Dependence of x-Component of Result on Percentage Error in Doppler for
Image 1

Figure 8.2: Dependence of y-Component of Result on Percentage Error in Doppler for
Image 1
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Figure 8.5: Dependence of z-Component of Result on Percentage Error in Doppler for
Image 7
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Figure 8.9: Dependence of x-Component of Result on Percentage Error in Doppler for Both
Images

Figures 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 show the results of this part of the study for an increase

in the Doppler error in the input data of Image 7. The results here are of the same form

as those of Image 1, i.e. the error components are very sensitive to increased Doppler error

and the relative sizes of the components of the error follow the same pattern. The plots

show that a change in the Image 7 Doppler input data has a much more detrimental effect

than the same change in the Image 1 data. It should be noted that the signs of the error

components are reversed between images.

Figures 8.9, 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12 show the results of increasing the Doppler error in both

image datasets by the same amount. It can be seen that, although the resulting errors are

very large in each error component, they are not as bad as for the individual cases. The

plots follow the pattern of those of increasing the error in Image 7 input alone and hence

demonstrate that the errors associated with this image are dominant.

An example of changing the Doppler error in both images is shown in Table 8.3. In this

case, the errors are in the opposite sense and, as can be seen from the Table, the errors

combine to give much poorer accuracy.

These results indicate that the SAR stereo solutions are very sensitive to Doppler errors.

If the errors occur for both images in the same sense, then the algorithm does seem to

manage to compensate to some extent. If the errors are in the opposite sense, then the
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Both Images
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Figure 8.12: Dependence of RMS Result on Percentage Error in. Doppler for Both Images

Stereo SAR Measurements (m)
Variation of Doppler (%) for both images
Exact Input, GCP 12, Opposite directions _________

	

Doppler	 Change (%) AX	 AY	 AZ	 RMS

	

Image 1	 Image 7

	

0.000	 —2.000 8245.302 —10613.456 25011.121 28393.426

	

1.000	 —1.000 7579.785	 —9770.885 22785.401 25924.850

	

2.000	 0.000 6870.209	 —8874.094 20427.330 23307.190

Table 8.3: Stereo SAR Measurements: Doppler Variation for both Images - Opposite
Directions, GCP 12

errors are compounded. In all cases, the AZ error component is most sensitive to these

errors, followed by the AY error component.

8.4 SIR-B Stereo: Near-Range Error Analysis

A study of the change in near-range error was then carried out. Here again, the error was

introduced into Image 1 data alone, then Image 7 alone, and then into both images. For all

these studies, the exact input data were used with a start-point of GCP 2. The near-range

was increased each time.

Figures 8.13, 8.14, 8.15 and 8.16 show the results of this part of the study for a near-

range change in Image 1 only. As can be seen, the plots show a linear response in all three

error components. The Z error component was again the most sensitive to change, followed
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Figure 8.16: Dependence of RMS Result on Error in Near-Range for Image 1
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Figure 8.17: Dependence of x-Component of Result on Error in Near-Range for Image 7

by the Y error component.	 -

Figures 8.17, 8.18, 8.19 and 8.20 show the results for a change in near-range in Image 7

only. These results follow the same pattern as those of Image 1, i.e. they are linear and

the Z error component is the most sensitive to this change; this is followed by the Y error

component. For each image, the magnitude of the errors are very similar but the sign is

different.

Table 8.4 shows examples of results for changing the near-range error in both images. If

the near-range error in each image is the same in both magnitude and sign, then no extra

error is introduced: the resulting error is the sum of the 'single-image' errors shown in the

previous figures. Since the magnitudes of the 'single-image' errors are very similar but of

different sign, the combined effect is small. However, if the 'near-range' errors have the

same magnitude but are of different sign, then larger errors result.

8.5 SIR-B Stereo: Average Data Analysis

Table 8.5 shows the results of the stereo assessment for average input data, i.e. the average

range pixel spacing values for each image were used. As can be seen by comparison with

Table 8.1, the errors are greatly increased. Here again, the Z error component is largest,

followed by the Y error component. Throughout this stereo study, the Z error has always
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Figure 8.18: Dependence of y-Component of Result on Error in Near-Range for Image 7
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Stereo SAR,. Measuremeaits (m)
Variation of Near-range (in) f both images

ExactInput, GCF 8 ________ ________
Near-range Change (m) IiX _________ ________ RMS

	

Image 1	 Image 7

	

0.000	 0.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

100.000	 100.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

200.000	 200.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

300.000	 300.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

400.000	 400.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

500.000	 500.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

600.000	 600.000 -0.426	 L341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

700.000	 700.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

800.000	 800.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

900.000	 900.000 -0.426 -	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

1000.000	 1000.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

0.000	 0.000 -0.426	 1.341	 -2.570	 2.930

	

100.000	 50.000 83.086 -264.806	 506.687 577.717

	

200.000	 100.000 166.459	 -530..403 1014.919 1157.193

	

300.000	 150.000 249.689	 -79&445 1522.112 1735.483

	

400.000	 200.000 332.791 -1059..952 2028.303 2312.631

	

500.000	 250.000 415.751 -1323..910 2533.469 2888.607

	

600.000	 300.000 498.603 -1587355 3037.698 3463.511

	

700.000	 350.000 581.212 -185L148 3540.632 4036.946

	

800.000	 400.000 663.784 -2112_507 4042.823 4609.524

	

900.000	 450.000 746.206 -2374.312 4543.970 5180.912

	

1000.000	 500.000 828.488 -2635.579 5044.106 5751.145

	

0.000	 -300.000 498.603 -1587_355 3037.698 3463.511

	

100.000	 -200.000 498.603 -1587..355 3037.698 3463.511

	

200.000	 -100.000 498.603 -1587355 3037.698 3463.511

	

300.000	 0.000 498.603 -1587_355 3037.698 3463.511

	

0.000	 -150.000 249.689 -795.445 1522.112 1735.483

	

100.000	 -100.000 332.791 -1059952 2028.303 2312.631

	

200.000	 -50.000 415.751 -132&910 2533.469 2888.607

	

300.000	 0.000 498.603 -1587355 3037.698 3463.511

Table 8.4: Stereo SAlt Measurements: Near-range Variation for both Images, GCP 8
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Figure 8.20: Dependence of RMS Result on Error in Near-Range for Image 7

been the greatest; as a general rule, the Y error component has been about one-half the

size of the Z error component and the X error component has been about one-third of the

size of the Y error component.

It has been shown here that the stereo analysis is very sensitive to error. If the input

data are known accurately, then very good results can be obtained - as shown in Table 8.1.

In this table, GCP 6 gave the best result. In Table 8.6 (which actually summarises results

given previously) an assessment is made of the effect of changing the slant-range pixel

spacing for GCP 6 of Image 1 by an amount of 1 mm. As can be seen from this table,

this change has a small but noticeable effect on both the Image-to-Object and Object-to-

Image geocoding. However, the effect on the stereo analysis is very marked: the Z and Y

component errors are increased by a factor of 34 and the X error component by 20.

The RMS error jumps from 0.307 m to 10.469 m, demonstrating how sensitive the stereo

algorithm is to such variations. (It should be remembered that Leberl [Leberl, 1990] reports

that the photogrammetric approach to SAR/SAR stereo is also very sensitive to error.)

GCP 6 is located at line number 1042; if there is a slant-range spacing error of 1 mm,

this will result in an error of 1 m in the assessed slant-range, which is equivalent to

introducing a 1 m error in the near-slant-range. Figure 7.12 indicates that an error of 1 m

in the near-slant-range will result in a very small RMS error (less thaa 1 in) in Image-to-

Object geocoding. Similarly, Figure 7.25 shows that a 1 m error in near-slant-range will also
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Stereo SAR Measurements (m)
________ _________ Average Input 	 __________
GCP No ó X - Y	 i Z	 RMS Error

1	 274.722 -739.293	 1505.121	 1699.240
2	 113.617 -298.862	 613.526	 691.839
3 -42.205	 117.088 -238.208	 268.764
4	 87.008 -252.987	 505.188	 571.654
5 -30.249	 82.746 -166.415	 188.297
6	 136.892 -491.545	 920.fl7	 1052.223
7	 79.997 -241.369	 469.113	 533.597
8	 144.717 -461.150	 882.397	 1006.095
9 -18.754	 68.601 -128.575	 146.933

10 -139.247	 417.256 -818.581	 929.283
11	 158.857 -408.210	 826.888	 935.743

	

12 -912.065 2490.526 -4943.887 	 5610.401

Table 8.5: Stereo SAR. Measurements: Average Input

result in a very small RMS error (less than 1 m) in Object-to-Image geocoding. However,

Figure 8.16 shows that an error of 1 in in near-slant-range will result in an 10 m RMS

error in the stereo assessment. Table 8.6 just highlights these results.

The question then arises as to the accuracy with which slant-range pixel spacing can

be expected to be given. In Table 8.1, some GCPs have RMS errors greater than 10 in,

indicating that perhaps the calculated range pixel spacings were not assessed to the required

accuracy of 1 mm or better. The ERS-1 error budget discussed in Section 3.7 indicates

that a range error of 20 m can be expected for the precise orbit. Based on the results

obtained in this work, an RMS error of the order of 200 m for stereo height assessment

might be expected, considering the error to be present in both images and in the opposite

sense (i.e., the worst case). However, as also stated in Section 3.7, there are as yet no firm

details of the UK ERS-1 SAR. processor and it is possible that this error figure may be

niproved upon.

8.6 Summary

This research has shown the accuracy and robustness with which the algorithms can oper-

ate. Using the ezsct input, very accurate results were obtained; in some cases sub-metre

accuracy was obtained. The study into the effect of differing iteration start-point demon-

strated the robustness of the algorithm, as, no master how inaccurate the start-point, the
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Demonstration of Range Pixel Spacing Dependency using Image 1 GCP 6 _______
Process	 Range	 tX	 RMS

_______________________ Pixel Spacing (m) 	 (m)	 (m)	 (m)	 (m)
Geocoding Image-to-Object	 10.748 159.666 —342.461 —230.234 442.471
_________________________	 10.747 160.623 —342.350 —229.538 442.373
________________ __________ _____ ______	 RMS
Geocoding Object-to-Image	 10.748 —31.632	 7.042	 32.406
________________________	 10.747 —31.632	 7.140	 32.428
________________ __________ /X ______ LZ RMS
Stereo	 10.748	 0.067	 —0.131	 0.270	 0.307
________________________	 10.747 —1.338	 4.915	 —9.177 10.469

Table 8.6: Demonstration of Range Pixel Spacing Dependency for Geocoding and Stereo
using Image 1 GCP 6

algorithm still converged onto almost precisely the same result. For the exact input, the

error component varied from sub-metre to less than 3 m, the LY error component from

sub-metre to less than 8 m, and the zZ error component from varied here from sub-metre

to less than 15 m. -

In the Doppler and near-range error analysis, it was shown that the error components

kept the same distribution, i.e. z2X being the smallest and EZ the largest. It was shown

that the algorithms are very sensitive to input inaccuracies, especially in the Doppler input.

In all cases, Image 7 was the most susceptible to inaccuracy. The sign of the error in each

image is an important factor: if the errors are in the same sense then the effect is much

smaller than if they are in the opposite sense, when the effect is compounded.

The investigation also showed how sensitive the algorithm is to slant-range pixel spacing

errors by demonstrating, for one GCP, the effect that a 1 mm change in range pixel spacing

had on the overall result.

To summarise, this investigation has shown that a point can be identified to a very

good accuracy providing that the input data are themselves accurate. However, as with

other SAR stereo techniques, it has also shown that the algorithm is very sensitive to error,

particularly in Doppler.

8.7 Comparison with Leberl's Results

As mentioned in Chapter 4, Leberl and his co-workers have studied the SIR-B imagery used

in this work [Leberl et al., 1986b]. A photogrammetric approach to stereo height extraction
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Table 8.7: Stereo Co-ordinate Accuracies from SIR-B Mount Shasta Imagery [Leberl et a!.,
1986b]

was applied. There, 32 GCPs were identified by Leberl in Images 1, 3 and 7. The actual

locations of these GCPs are not given. The root mean square errors they obtained for

the resulting stereo models are shown in Table 8.7. It is stated that four orbit positions

for each image, communicated from the SIR-B mission, were aiso used. These orbit data

were not available to this author. As stated in Chapter 4, these results indicate that the

theoretical belief that SAR stereo accuracy should increase with larger intersection angles

does not hold.

Leberl created a DEM, of grid interval 30 m, of the Mount Shasta area from 1 62500

maps. This was then compared with a DEM obtained from the stereo assessment of Im-

ages 3 and 7, the latter DEM being quoted as having a grid interval of 150 m. The RMS

height difference between the two DEMs is reported to be ±60 m. However, this author

is a bit suspicious of the perspective view of the DEM shown in [Leberl et a!., 1986b],

supposedly derived from the abovementioned radar images, as it appears to extend beyond

the edges of the images stated to have been used.

A detailed comparison of the work of this author and that of Leberl, for the Mount

Shasta imagery, would not be a fair comparison of the analytic and photogrammetric

methods of terrain height assessment, since Leberl had access to important further data

i.e., the four orbit positions per image. This author could not utilise Image 3; however,

Leberl claims to have used this image in all his calculations. The extra orbit data were

perhaps the redeeming factors.

Images 1 and 7 have an intersection angle of 28°; hence, the coordinate error shown

in Table 8.7 can be compared to those obtained by this author. The best results of the

Image removed due to third party copyright
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author's work are much better than those given in the table. This is, of course, to be

expected, due to the way inwhich the required exact input data had to be generated. The

average results of this work are much worse, which is again to be expected, as the average

input data were known to be very inaccurate. It would not be prudent to speculate on

the results that would have been obtained had the extra orbit data, used by Leberl, been

available to this author.

However, from Table 8.7, it can be seen that the best height accuracy obtained from

Images 1 and 7 using a photogrammetric stereo height assessment method is 73 m, and the

North and East coordinate errors are larger at 91 m and 100 m respectively. It should be

noted that 32 GCPs were required to achieve these results.



Chapter 9

Concluding Remarks

The aim of this research was to demonstrate object-to-image and image-to-object geocoding

in practice and to investigate how the geocoding algorithms axe affected by errors in the

input data. This work has also shown how a ground position can be located in X, Y and Z

using SAR/SAR stereo. Here, a novel technique which employs only the range and Doppler

equations for each image was devised and assessed. The effect of input data error on this

method was also to be studied.

The aims of the research have been met, though they have not been demonstrated

as fully as the author would have liked. This was due to the lack of suitable image and

header data, as discussed in Section 1.3. The work was carried out in preparation for the

reception of ERS-1 imagery which will, for the first time, produce detailed ephemeris data

to accompany the images. It had been hoped that some ERS-1 data would be available

towards the end of this study but, as stated in Section 1.3, ERS-1 has still to be launched

at this time of writing.

However, this author is not alone in being short of suitable data: many workers in the

field have had to resort to image simulation in order to perform complete image study.

This author preferred to use real SAR imagery but then be confined to dealing with only

individual points of data.

Image-to-object and object-to-image geocoding algorithms have been described in de-

tail in Chapter 3 and the results of their application and error analysis are recorded in

Chapter 7. For this and the SAlt stereo mvestigations, it was necessary to establish the

orbit of the imaging sensor. This proved to be a surprisingly difficult task, as it required

211
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conversion between severai co-ordinate and time systems. This procedure is detailed in

Chapter 5.

The study of image-to-object geocoding has shown that, provided the input data are

accurate and the terrain height can be accounted for, an RMS error of better than 700 m,

and down to 32 m, is achievable. The response of this type of geocoding algorithm to

increased error in the near-range and Doppler data is linear in each error component, at

least for the imagery used here. On an operational basis, it is known that this type of

geocoding will give poor results for images of all but flat terrain. The ground covered by

a whole image will operationally be described by one local ellipsoid. II no ground height

data are available, and DEMs are scarce, then this type of geocoding could be used.

However, in remote sensing, an object-to-image mapping is preferable (see Section 3.8).

Hence, object-to-image geocoding is important, even if no terrain height data are available.

The height, even here, could be assessed from a local ellipsoid.

The study oLobject-to-irnage geocodling showed variable results, with RMS errors for

accurate input data varying from 2 to, at worst, 700 pixels. However, the RMS errors

generally lay in the range 20-50 pixels. This part of the research was greatly hampered by

the lack of detailed Doppler data, as discussed in Section 7.3. It has been of concern to the

author that, in the ERS-1 preparation studies being carried out by the various participating

organisations, no-one has addressed the subject of the rate of change of Doppler with time

or range. The ERS-1 SAR data will be processed to give a zero Doppler image; however,

the rate of change of Doppler is not necessarily also zero. Doppler blocking could also

produce a rate-of-change error. The author has not received a satisfactory answer to her

queries to the relevant organisations regarding this topic.

The error study for this type of geocoding has shown that increasing the error in the

near-range data has an almost negligible affect on the LJ error component, whereas the

LJ component is greatly affected. An increase in the error of the Doppler data affects the

errors in a less predictable manner than that of near-range errors. The responses to the

error could be described, on the whole, as near-linear.

The results of the image-to-object geocoding demonstrated the direct correlation be- -

tween errors in the sateffite position and velocity and the resulting geocoding errors. How-

ever, the results also showed that the effects of these errors were not predictable. The

sateffite position and velocity errors would also affect the object-to-image geocoding but,
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due to the iterative nature of the solution of this type of geocoding, it is not possible to

quantify these effects. It would not really be prudent to comment on the theoretical error

analysis given in the error budget (Section 3.7) with regard to the satellite position and

velocity errors predicted for ERS-1, as these errors are not comparable with those of this

study. The errors of the error budget were also 'stand-alone', i.e. only one source of error

was considered at a time. The errors of this study at best contain effects due to satellite

position and velocity, as well as effects due to the choice of start point and iteration method;

it is worth re-emphasising that this study has shown that the magnitude of the geocoding

errors are not predictable from the satellite position and velocity errors. Since most op-

erational geocoding systems employ a polynomial description of the satellite trajectory, it

must be remembered that the position and velocity error of the polynomial will be worse

than the individually-quoted errors.

Studies into the selection of iteration start point for each type of geocoding were rather

inconclusive. In these studies it was shown that even giving the 'answer' as a start point -

(and you cannot get any more accurate than that), the resulting geocoding accuracy was

not necessarily better than using a more inaccurate start point. The presence of other

errors obviously has a noticeable but unpredictable effect.

In operational geocoding, resampling the image data will be necessary. Although not

demonstrated here, an investigation into the effect of resampling on simulated single-look,

detected data [Clark et a!., 1989] showed that the original image statistics were not con-

served following resampling. The image statistics were distorted and negative values were

generated (for wholly positive data). This could have serIous consequences for further anal-

ysis of this resampled imagery and should always be considered when handiing this type

of SAR imagery.

It should be borne in mind that SAR. imagery is affected by a number of radiometric

and geometric distortions which, in many applications, complicate or even prevent effective

utilisation of the imagery. While geocoding can correct the location cl a feature on the

Earth surface, provided that a DEM of sufficient accuracy is available, it cannot reconstruct

radiometric properties without further information. For example, objects that would be

detectable in a flat area may not be detectable in a foreshortened regions even after terrain

correction. It should also be noted that geocoding will degrade radiometric image quality

due to the additional resampling of the image. Hence, great care must be taken in the
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analysis of a geocoded product.

The study of SARJSAR stereo has shown that the ground location, induding particu-

larly height, can be found accurately using a technique, thought to be novel, that employs

the solution of the range and Doppler equations for points in both images. If the input data

can be given to a sufficient accuracy, results obtained using this method can rival those

obtained from interferometry. The method described in Section 4.3 is simple to understand

and implement, whereas interferometry is very complicated and can only be used for very

specific stereo cases. The SAR/SAR. stereo method described herein can be used for all

stereo cases provided the data to describe the range and Doppler are available. However,

it has also been shown that the algorithm is very sensitive to error, and especially to error

in the Doppler. It has been shown that, for a particular GCP, an error in the range pixel

spacing of 1 mm in one of the images, which results in a slant-range error of 1 m, caused

a change in the RMS error of the point location from 0.307 m to 10.469 m. (It should

be remembered that Leberl [Leberl, 1990] reports that the photogrammetric approach to

SAR/SAR stereo is also very sensitive to error.) It was unfortunate that no precise image

data were available to test this method further with accurate input data; this method could

give accurate results with little effort.

If accurate SAR/SAR automatic image matching methods were available (and work is

being carried out on this topic at UCL and other institutions), then this method could be

applied without the need for operator intervention, or perhaps only in a checking role, and

a DEM could be constructed automatically.

In both geocoding and SAR/SAR stereo studies, the results are dependent on the

accuracy obtained in solving the non-linear equations inherent in this work. Again, the

author is concerned that other workers in the field are not giving this problem sufficient

importance. Some establishments engaged in geocodling studies are not using standardised,

well-tested, routines such as those described in Section 3.4.5, but are coding their own. This

author has seen forecasts of ERS-1 geocoding errors, none of which indude any error due

to the solution of these non-linear equations (all expect an exact solution!).

Geocoding has been carried out at various establishments e.g., the American Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory and the German DLR, using Seasat and other SAlt data, with a good deal

of success despite the lack of accurate ephemeris data. The limiting factor is the pixel size

of the DEM: it does not matter how good the SAlt image or header data are if the DEM
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has a relatively large pixel size, is inaccurate or (at worst) not avaliable—the geocoded

product will be deficient. ERS-1, with its anticipated accurate ephemeris data, should, us-

ing the algorithms described and assessed in this work, provide accurate geocoded products

provided that a suitable DEM is available. The ERS-1 error budget study (see Section 3.7)

indicates that geocoding accuracies of 200 m can be expected. This work indicates that

this figure is unlikely to be optimistic as a number of GCPs had geocoding accuracies of

less than this figure despite the known deficiencies in the data used in this study. As also

stated in Section 37, it is expected that the geocoding error budget for ERS-1 will be im-

proved upon once the details of the UK ERS-1 SAR processor are known precisely. Current

geocoding work at the German DLR also indicates that better accuracies than these can

be anticipated.

ERS-1 SAR data should be an excellent test for the SAR/SAR stereo height assessment

work. If image matching can be carried out, DEMs could be constructed easily using the

algorithm developed in this study. The DEM pixel spacing will depend on the accuracy

with which the required data are known. However, a DEM with a pixel spacing of 200 m

or worse would be preferable to no DEM at all, which is the current status for many parts

of the world.

Despite the previously discussed limitations of SAR imagery and the problems encoun-

tered with the SIR-B data used in this work, it can still be appreciated that, with ERS-1

and the other SAR-carrying platforms to be launched in the 1990s, we are moving towards

a time when a useful definition of global topography is a good possibility.

The aims at the outset of this research work have been met, though the application of

the algorithms developed here need to be applied to better datasets. ERS-1 should provide

these and, since this study was in preparation of the reception of ERS-1 data: we are ready

- where's the data?
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